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SUMMARY
This thesis considers the theoretical analysis of the rib waveguide, a waveguiding 
structure most favoured for integrated optics and in millimetre waves. The work begins 
by considering the application of the Transverse Resonance Diffraction method (TRD) 
to the rib waveguide in the pure LSE/LSM polarizations. In solving the TRD problem, a 
variational method of order one, i.e. that assumes at the transverse step discontinuity a 
single function ’trial field’, which takes into explicit account the singularities at the 
dielectric comers, is used. The formulation leads to a scalar dispersion equation and a 
simple transverse equivalent network. Theoretical results for discrete bound mode 
propagation constant are compared with the vector finite element method. The 
agreement is found to be excellent and, hence, LSE/LSM provide an accurate 
approximation. The investigation is completed by considering a full hybrid rigorous 
analysis of the structure.
The analysis of a single guide is extended to cover multiple coupled waveguides. The 
approach adopted to analyse this structure is to represent the uniform section of the 
coupled structure by its equivalent two-port network. In this way, the problem of 
multiple coupled guides is turned into a cascade of equivalent networks, which can be 
tackled by simple network method. The theory is applied to analyse directional couplers, 
three guide couplers, non symmetrical coupled waveguides and waveguide arrays.
In order to complete the characterization of the modal spectrum of the rib waveguide, 
the continuum portion of the spectrum is derived. The approach adopted uses an 
eigenfunction in a manner analogous to the bound mode description of the guided fields. 
Finally, with knowledge of the complete spectrum, the problem of abruptly terminated 
rib waveguide and discontinuities between two rib waveguides are addressed. To avoid 
excessive computational effort a number of simplifications are employed giving results 
which agree quite well with those of FEM analysis.
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LSE Longitudinal-Section Electric
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SYMBOLS
D,d -  Asymmetrical slab heights
d  -  Intermediate slab height
h -  y-directed wavenumber in film
a  -  y-directed wavenumber in substrate
p -  y-directed wavenumber in air
tysh 00 ~ Orthonormalised distribution of TE surface
modes of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D 
y sh(y) ~  Orthonormalised distribution of TE surface
modes of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
§h (y, g) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TE substrate
modes of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D 
V/t (y, o) ~ Orthonormalised distribution of TE substrate modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
(?> P) ~ Orthonormalised distribution of TE air modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D 
V/ip. (y> p) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TE air modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
(Jj^Cy) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TM surface modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D 
Vse (y) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TM surface modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
§e (y, ° )  ~  Orthonormalised distribution of TM substrate modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D 
\\fe (y, g) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TM substrate modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
§e\i (y, P) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TM air modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height D
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\\fe[L (y, p) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TM air modes
of an asymmetrical slab guide of height d 
Ush(y) -  Orthonormalised distribution of TE surface modes
of an intermediate slab guide 
Use (y) ~ Orthonormalised distribution of TM surface modes
of an intermediate slab guide 
H -  Magnetic field
E -  Electric field
71/, -  Magnetic Hertzian vector potential
ne -  Electric Hertzian vector potential
P -  Propagation constant
pj -  Propagation constant of discrete bound mode
%  -  Propagation constant of odd mode
pe -  Propagation constant of even mode
\j//, (;t,y) -  Magnetic scalar wave equation
\\fe(x,y) -  Electric scalar wave equation
Z, ZL, ZR, Z j  -  Impedances 
Y, Yl , Yr , Yj  -  Admittances 
co -  Angular frequency
Po ~ Permeability of free space
£o -  Permittivity of free space
er -  Relative permittivity
Eeh -  Effective dielectric constant ( LSE )
£ee -  Effective dielectric constant (LSM)
kx -  x-directed wavenumber
ky -  y-directed wavenumber
kys -  y-directed wavenumber in film
qsh -  x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
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4se
in film (LSE)
- x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
%
in film (LSM)
- x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
<le
in air (LSE)
- x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
Ph
in air (LSM)
- x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
Pe
in substrate (LSE)
- x-directed wave number of the discrete bound mode
Z ,Y ,U Jr,Zl




- Kernel of integral operator Z
Y(yy')
1
- Kernel of integral operator Y
u (yy') - Kernel of integral operator U
T(y,y') - Kernel of integral operator T
g i y y  ^ X  G(r,kts), G{r\kt) - Green functions
k0 - Free space wave number
Lt - Transfer length for maximum power transfer
Lct'^ot - Coupling length for three guide coupler
hfay) - Discrete mode function of the rib waveguide (LSE)
es(*y) - Discrete mode function of the rib waveguide (LSM)
Vi(x,y) - Discrete mode function of intermediate rib waveguic
m ) - Complex impedance operator
Z^kt) - Total transverse impedance for v-th solution
r
2
for a given value of kt 
- Reflection coefficient
|T| - Transmitted amplitude
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V a fa y fo ) -  Spectral distribution in air
Vs(x,y) -  Discrete mode function of the rib waveguide
V c f a y M -  Continuous mode function of the rib waveguide
V c s i w M -  Spectral component of the continuum in film
V ca ix j& t) -  Spectral component of the continuum in substrate
¥ c P(^ y ;W -  Spectral component of the continuum in air
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The advancement of coherent optical fibre communication systems, in particular, the 
development of low loss single mode fibres with zero dispersion, rekindled the interest 
in practical integrated optics devices for the system components. The object of 
integrated optics is to maniaturise optical components such as beam splitters, 
modulators,switches,filters,multiplexers,samplers,sources and detectors, and finally to 
fabricate a complete optical circuit on a small chip similar to those in integrated circuit 
at lower frequencies. The advantages to be gained would include reduced size, improved 
device performance and mechanical stability. A good review and discussion on this 
subject can be found in the literature which has grown considerably since its conception 
in 1969, for example [1-4]. Generally, metal clad waveguides are too lossy at optical 
frequencies and dielectric or semiconductor materials must be used as optical signal 
carriers. The choice of material will depend upon the wavelength and the application, 
e.g for a fully integrated system a lasing material must be used. Semiconductor 
materials, in particular, HI - V alloy semiconductors have the necessary properties to 
realize optical circuits and all the above mentioned devices. They have a major 
advantage over other materials such as LiNb O 3 in that optical sources in the 
wavelength used for optical fibre communications can also be fabricated in the same 
material [5]. In particular, the InGaAsP/InP system has been exploited to produce highly 
efficient light sources in the 1.3 to 1.6 J im  region, and this is very important if a fully 
integrated system is to be achieved. Another advantage of semiconductors is that the 
refractive index profile and geometric shape of the waveguide may be very well defined 
and controlled. Furthermore, a large electro-optic effect in both GaAs and InP allows 
refractive index changes of the waveguide to be controlled externally. With the 
advancement of in - V semiconductor technology, primarily epitaxial growth, guides
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with relatively low loss and low voltage operation have been demonstrated [6].
The most basic components of optical integrated circuit are single and coupled 
waveguides, and other optical devices may be realized from these components [7-10]. 
Two main kinds of waveguides are used in integrated optics; these are the planar and the 
strip guide. Strip guide is the most favoured form of optical channel, as the energy is 
confined in both transverse directions. This confinement is the most desired feature for 
the fabrication of all devices derived from single and coupled guides. The types of 
dielectric and semiconductor strip waveguides that have been proposed and used in 
integrated optics are shown in Fig. 1.1 .In  each structure, waveguiding depends on the 
difference in the refractive indices of the waveguiding region and of the surrounding 
region, and the lateral confinement is provided by the geometrical shape of the 
waveguide. Slot guide [11], channel strip guide [12], and rib waveguide [13], have been 
successfully realized in m-V semiconductors using various fabrication techniques. Of the 
three types, rib waveguide is the most attractive form for implementation of integrated 
optics in in - V semiconductors, since its fabrication is simple and this allows greater 
versatility and flexibility in device design. The refractive index of the outer region can 
be controlled by controlling the rib height and this, in turn, allows control of the lateral 
confinement. Increasing the rib height increases the lateral confinement and, hence, 
bends with reasonably sharp angles can be fabricated. Furthermore, by growing an 
undoped InP layer and p +InP layer as shown in Fig. 1.2, the optical energy in the guide 
can be controlled externally by the electrooptic effect. These are the necessary properties 
for modulation and switching of optical energy. All these features make rib guide 
structures the most attractive choices for integrated optics in m-V compound 
semiconductors.
The high unit cost of optical integrated circuit fabrication, inhibits a trial and error 
approach to design. Design needs to be optimised prior to the fabrication stage. In order 
to develop an accurate and efficient design algorithm for single and coupled waveguides
- 1. 2 -
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Fig. 1.2 A heterojunction rib guide suitable for electrooptic 
modulation.
as well as for devices constructed from these components, an accurate knowledge and 
understanding of the electrical properties such as the propagation constants and field 
distribution of the guide is needed. Being an open waveguide structure, rib guide has 
both discrete bound modes and continuous modes. Therefore, in addition to the bound 
modes, the continuum must also be obtained if practical components with waveguide 
discontinuities are to be analysed. Propagation of optical power in waveguide can be 
investigated by solving Maxwell’s equations subject to the appropriate boundary 
conditions. However, the rib guide allows no accurate analytic solution due to the 
difficulty posed by the presence of comers, and approximate methods have to be 
employed. In view of the importance of rib guide in integrated optics, in recent years 
there has been great interest in the theoretical analysis of the discrete bound modes of 
such structures. A variety of methods have been proposed and many of them take 
advantage of the techniques originally developed for applications to discontinuity 
problems in microwaves. They range from very approximate methods like the Effective 
Dielectric Constant (EDC) method to very sophisticated numerical techniques like 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) or Finite Element Method (FEM). For some years, the 
EDC in various forms has been the accepted approximated method to study the 
waveguide in integrated optics. In spite of its simplicity and ease of implementation, it 
lacks the accuracy required and is not usually applicable to all practical structures. In 
fact, the method breaks down when the surrounding region of the rib guide structure 
does not support a surface mode. This motivates the development of more accurate 
analyses such as the Transverse Resonance and Network approach using mode matching, 
the variational approach, FDM and FEM approach. FDM/FEM being a purely numerical 
method has the potential of giving very accurate results but it is very expensive in 
computer time. Furthermore, due to the computation complexity its extension to more 
complicated structures, such as multiple coupled guide seems correspondingly difficult. 
Transverse Resonance method with direct mode matching is also computationally 
complex as they involve mode matching with a partially discrete and partially
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continuous spectrum. Moreover, direct mode matching does not take account of the true 
diffraction field at the discontinuity interface and suffers from slow convergence to the 
solution and requires many modes to accurately model the field. Therefore, it is 
desirable to avail a method of modelling which takes account all the physical properties 
of structure to accelerate convergence and offers flexibility for analysing more complex 
structures. The motivation behind the present work is to develop an accurate Transverse 
Resonance Diffraction (TRD) variational analysis of order one, i.e. that assumes at the 
transverse step discontinuity a single function "trial field". The formulation leads to a 
simple transverse equivalent network representation that is easy to use and allows 
modification for extension to more complex structures. The use of a single trial field 
function avoids the use of matrices and, hence, the numerical complexity of the solution 
can be reduced substantially. The success of this approach .however, is dependent on the 
careful choice of the trial field function where the choice is critical for an accurate 
solution.
In chapter two, is given the basic background theory necessary for the development of 
the rigorous analysis outlined in detail in latter chapters. In order to put the present work 
in proper context, this chapter begins with a review of the existing methods of analysis 
of the rib waveguide structure. This is followed by an overview of the complete modal 
spectrum of a multilayer asymmetrical slab guide, as an example of an open waveguide 
structure. The chapter ends with a discussion of the Hertzian vector potential and an 
overview of the Transverse Resonance Diffraction method as used in the thesis.
In chapter three, is treated a rigorous analysis of the rib waveguide in the pure LSE and 
LSM polarizations. The problem is seen as one of diffraction by a transverse step 
discontinuity, whereupon transverse resonance is employed to derive the propagation 
constant. In solving the TRD problem, a variational formulation of Rayleigh - Ritz type 
with a single trial function at the transverse step discontinuity is used. This consists, in 
fact, of the surface mode of a multilayer slab waveguide of height intermediate between
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those of the inner and surrounding slabs, including dielectric edge singularities, which 
we call "transition function". With this choice of trial field, a scalar dispersion equation 
and a simple two-port transverse equivalent network are derived. The accuracy of the 
technique is checked by comparisons with other methods of analysis. In particular the 
vector Finite Element method [14], which is considered very accurate, is taken as the 
bench mark for comparison in this work. The accuracy is found to be excellent even 
near cut-off where other approximate methods tend to fail or give less accurate results. 
In order to justify a solution with a single term trial field, the TRD problem is also 
solved using the Ritz-Galerkin variational formulation with a set of expanding 
functions.
In chapter four, a full hybrid rigorous analysis of the rib waveguide is given, where all 
the six field components are taken in to account in the formulation of the TRD problem. 
The results obtained for the LSE and LSM like modes closely resemble those of the pure 
LSE and LSM modes respectively. This seems to suggest that although the bound field 
of the rib waveguide is recognised as being hybrid in nature, at optical frequencies the 
hybrid content is minor for small aspect ratio, so that the field can be conveniently 
represented by a five field approximation. Cross polarization, however, could be excited 
in radiation problems [15].
In chapter five, coupled rib waveguides are analysed theoretically. This is done by 
modifying the approach adopted in chapter three for a single guide. The uniform guide, 
which is the basic building block of the coupled structure, is represented by its 
equivalent *T* or ’n ’ network. In this way, multiple coupled guides such as three guide 
couplers and rib waveguide arrays can be treated directly by solving a cascade of 
equivalent circuits, which is easily effected by simple network methods. The theory is 
applied to analyse directional couplers, three guide couplers, non symmetrical coupled 
waveguides and waveguide arrays. The results of the simulations are compared with 
those of FDM/FEM [16] where possible and found to be in excellent agreement.
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In chapter six, the complete spectrum of an open rib waveguide in the pure LSE/LSM 
polarization is presented. First, the question of normalisation of the discrete spectrum, 
developed in chapter three, is discussed. After obtaining the normalisation constant of 
the bound-mode, we construct the orthonormalised continuum of an open rib waveguide 
structure. The treatment adopted in this work uses an eigenfunction in a manner 
analogous to the bound mode description of the guided fields.
In order to demonstrate the validity of the complete mode spectrum constructed in 
chapter six, its application to discontinuity problems in integrated optics is discussed in 
chapter seven. In this chapter we address the problem of abruptly terminated rib 
waveguides and analyse different types of discontinuities between two rib waveguides, 
such as horizontal misalingment, change of rib width and change of rib height. These are 
the basic step discontinuity problems often encountered in integrated optics and, by 
extending this type of approach, it may be possible to analyse a wide variety of 
structures, in rib guide, such as tapers, bends, y-junctions, gratings and filters. For 
example, the problem of single step change in rib height can be extended to the problem 
of a periodic change of rib height such as in gratings or optical filters by using network 
methods similar to those developed in chapter five.
In the final chapter, general conclusions and the contribution of this work to the analysis 
of open waveguide structure with non separable cross section and the discontinuity 
problems in integrated optics are summarised.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND THEORY AND INTRODUCTION TO TRANSVERSE 
RESONANCE DIFFRACTION METHOD
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the necessary background material and the 
method of analysis used in this work to compute the propagation characteristics of rib 
waveguides. Before this is done it is appropriate to give a brief review of the existing 
methods o f analysis of the open rib waveguide structure. In the discussion, we will 
evaluate their accuracy and the computational complexity they involve. This is followed 
by a brief overview of the method for obtaining the complete mode spectrum of an 
asymmetrical slab waveguide, a main component required in the conduction of the 
potential functions used to derive the electromagnetic fields of the rib waveguide. 
Finally, an overview of the Transverse Resonance Techniques (TRD) method, as used in 
the present work, is given. This discussion is intended to give a clear picture and 
understanding of the steps involved in the development o f the analysis presented in 
chapters three and four.
2.2 A REVIEW OF THE EXISTING ANALYSES OF RIB WAVEGUIDE
The need for an accurate knowledge of the electrical parameters of rib waveguides for 
the design of transmission channels and devices motivated the development of several 
methods of analysis and some of these are reviewed in this section. This review is not 
intended to present a complete survey, but only to give an outline of the techniques 
involved behind the solution of the problem and to highlight the merit and shortcoming 
of the various methods.
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A solution of the electromagnetic problem must satisfy Maxwell’s equations and the 
boundary conditions under which the solution is sought. In many cases, practical 
waveguide structures for integrated optics or millimetre waves happen to be arbitrarily 
shaped, which is due either to design preference or to the actual manufacturing process. 
As a result, the boundary conditions become more complicated and the analytical 
solution of Maxwell’s equations become correspondingly complex. In fact, even for 
relatively simple dielectric rib waveguides and other dielectric strip guides, such as 
shown in Fig. 1.1, no exact analytic solution is known. However, for this class of 
waveguides, the solution can be approached by using purely numerical methods, where 
no prior knowledge of the actual form of the field is assumed and an iterative process is 
used or semi - analytic methods, where knowledge of the field solution and algebraic 
manipulations, are used to reduce the equations prior to computation.
2.21 NUMERICAL METHODS
Finite difference and finite elements methods have been widely used to analyse 
dielectric waveguides operating at optical and millimetric frequencies. The finite 
difference method in various form, that is, the scalar FDM [1,2], the semi - vectorial 
FDM [3,4], and the finite element method [5,6] has been applied to rib waveguide 
structures. In these methods, the waveguide cross-section over which the field solution is 
sought is divided in to a large number of elements that form a mesh. The field at each 
mesh point is expressed in terms of the field values of the mesh points that surround i t  
The unknown field in each element is represented by a suitable function (polynomial) 
and by imposing continuity on all interfaces between the different elements, the field 
values at other mesh points are found. By employing a variational expression for 
Maxwell’s equations, an eigenvalue matrix equation is obtained and solved using 
standard matrix methods. An initial guess is made as to the propagation constant and to 
each field value and a new estimate is found for each iteration until satisfactory 
convergence is obtained. The use o f a variational formulation in the finite difference
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method is optional but it is a necessary step in the finite element method. In fact, it is the 
variational approach that makes the finite difference and the finite element technique 
very closely related [7]. The method has the potential of giving very accurate results. A 
vector I? - field formulation [8] considers truly hybrid modes without approximation, 
results from this method are accurate and are taken as bench mark to check the accuracy 
of the present analysis. However, the accuracy of the finite difference/element technique 
depends upon the mesh size and the function used to derive the elemental fields from the 
mesh point values. As mesh size is reduced, accuracy increases but this in turn increases 
required computation time and hence reduces speed. In order to apply this technique to 
open waveguide structures, the infinite domain is reduced to a finite one by artificially 
closing the structure with a conducting plane so that it is effectively boxed. The box is 
made large enough to contain all regions in which the field is significant so as not to 
perturb the waveguide fields. Such consideration increases the size of the domain and 
hence the required computation time. In order to alleviate this problem some researchers 
have introduced the infinite elements method [5]. In view of the above fundamental 
assumption, this technique only true for bound modes and "never" for radiation modes. 
A troublesome problem with the vector finite element method is the existence of 
spurious numerical modes which are generated by the numerical technique and do not 
represent physical modes of the waveguide. In [8] the spurious solutions problem is 
dealt with by using a penalty function and by taking only divergence free solutions as 
physical modes. The need to check whether a solution satisfies WxH = 0 obviously 
increases the computational time and effort.
2.22 SEMI - ANALYTIC METHODS
2.221 MODE MATCHING TECHNIQUES AND NETWORK APPROACH
The mode matching technique is one of the oldest and simplest technique used for the 
solution of the discontinuity problems. This technique, which has proved successful in
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closed waveguide problems, has been used by various researchers to analyze composite 
guide structures such as rib waveguide [9,10,11,12]. In this method the guide is divided 
into several uniform regions. In each region, the field is expanded in terms of an 
orthogonal modal set, which, in general, is constituted by the mode functions of the 
uniform region, with each set satisfying the required boundary conditions. Equating the 
field components at all continuous boundaries yields linear equations in the unknown 
mode amplitudes that can be solved using standard matrix techniques. The equations are 
only exact when a complete set of modes is taken in each region. For numerical 
computation these sets have to be truncated to a finite size and, to maintain reasonable 
accuracy, a large number of modes has to be taken into consideration, which means large 
matrices may have to be inverted by the computer, resulting in slow speed and ill - 
conditioning.
Although mode matching is a more analytical technique than the purely numerical 
approaches previously mentioned, nevertheless it still requires large computer resources, 
if  accuracy is required. In the case of open structures such as rib waveguide, direct mode 
matching involves discrete as well as a continuous spectrum. Also direct mode matching 
does not take explicitly account of the true diffraction field at the transverse 
discontinuous interfaces and, consequently, suffers from slow convergence, particularly 
as a continuum is involved. This problem is not too serious when the field at the 
transverse discontinuity is regular, but it is more serious if the field at the transverse 
discontinuity is singular.
The ways mode matching is applied by different researchers to analyze composite open 
structure differ widely. The methods differ in the way they deal with the infinite extent 
of the waveguide cross-section and in the way they improve the accuracy or efficiency 
by combining two or more numerical methods in the solution. In solving the former 
problem, some researchers [9,10] set artificially bounds to the structure in order to 
discretize the continuous spectrum. Clearly, this approach is an approximate one which
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turns the open guide problem in to a closed one. The solution involves reflected waves 
travelling inwards from the boundary and this in contrast with the properties of the open 
case that does only involve outgoing waves. It was pointed out by V.V. Shevkenko [13] 
that, however far away the boundaries are set, continuous modes always "feel" the 
presence of the boundary and hence the accuracy of this approximation is debatable.
Other researchers [11], consider the open structure and formulate a variational 
expression for impedance or admittance in terms of the unknown field at the 
discontinuous interface. Trial fields are used to expand the unknown field and the 
equivalent impedance of the surrounding region is calculated using a variational 
technique such as Rayleigh Ritz or the moment method. The use of variational 
formulation and moment method to supplement the mode matching technique improves 
the accuracy of matching the fields along the transverse discontinuous interface. This 
approach results in an equivalent circuit in the transverse direction, where the 
contribution from the continuous spectrum is represented as a lumped impedance or 
admittance and guided modes under the rib are represented by transmission lines. The 
key to a successful application of this technique is the choice of the trial field and with a 
proper choice an accurate results can be obtained. However, in the case of rib waveguide 
the choice of trial function is very limited and a suitable polynomial is hard to find.
In [12] a slightly different approach was adopted where the continuous spectrum is 
discretized by appropriate basis functions and a transmission line representation o f the 
continuous spectrum is obtained. The rib guide structure is represented by a transmission 
line network connected through an ideal transformer modelling the step discontinuity. 
Although this approach gives accurate results for TE polarization where the field is 
regular, its accuracy for TM polarization have not been demonstrated, as direct mode 
matching does not take account of the true diffraction field at the step and suffers from 
well- known drawbacks. Furthermore, the application of the method to the analysis of 
cascades of step discontinuities, such as multiple coupled guides, seem to require a lot of
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computation if interaction via the propagating continuous spectrum between non 
adjacent discontinuities is taken to account. Therefore, a method of modelling which 
takes account of the interaction via the propagating continuous spectrum between non 
adjacent discontinuities is highly desirable if computation effort and computer time is to 
be reduced.
In all the methods discussed above, transverse resonance is employed to derive the 
propagation constant P of the structure.
2.222 EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT METHOD ( E D C )
The first semi - analytic treatment of dielectric guides was presented by Marcatili. His 
pioneering work [14] concerns the study of the rectangular fibre and his analysis gives 
closed - form expression which are simple to use. This analysis begins with the 
assumption that modes in the structure are guided strongly with little field penetration in 
to the cladding regions and no field penetration in to the comer regions of the structure. 
Beside this approximation his analysis also neglected the necessary dependence between 
kx and ky , the wavenumber in the x and y direction respectively, and hence the analysis 
only works well for modes well above cut - off.
A more accurate analysis which may be considered as an improvement to the Marcatili’s 
analysis is known as the Effective Dielectric Constant method. The technique was first 
introduced by Knox and Toulios [15] in their analysis of image line. Since then EDC 
technique has been used by other researcher and formulated in various forms to analyze 
dielectric waveguide in integrated optics [16,17]. The approach is to divide the 
waveguide cross section in to several laterally piecewise uniform regions and to replace 
each one of them by a single homogenous region of effective dielectric constant zejf  
calculated by letting the x - dimension of each uniform region approach infinity. In this 
way, the original structure is transformed into a layer of dielectric slab waveguides of 
dielectric constant zejf  from which the field solution of the original structure may be
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obtained. Clearly in this analysis the discontinuities at the boundaries between 
successive lateral regions are ignored, an approximation only valid under small step 
assumption. In spite of its simplicity, ease of implementation and little computational 
effort required, the results obtained by this method are not accurate enough for some 
practical configuration. In the case of rib waveguide structure, the method breaks down 
when there are no guided modes and hence there is no effective index in the outer 
region. Furthermore, the technique gives practical results only when the rib and outer 
regions support single mode propagation which avoids ambiguity in selecting the 
effective dielectric constant of the guide in each region. In the example worked out in 
chapter three it will be shown that the method gives very accurate results only when the 
outer region is well above cutoff and the step discontinuity is small, so that the 
contribution of the continuum is insignificant. A good discussion on the drawback of 
this method was given by Oliner et - al [9].
2.223 INTEGRAL EQUATION APPROACH
A mathematical formulation which has been increasingly gaining favour for solving 
field problem in composite structures is the integral equation approach where the 
Maxwell’s equations are represented in their integral form. In this formulation, the field 
problem is represented by the Green function and the source function that they act upon. 
Integral equations can be solved by a variety of methods such as moment methods. 
Usually, the integral equations are variational in some quantity, for instance, in this case, 
the propagation constant (3, and this property may be utilized to simplify the solution. 
Hence, a variational formulation that is stationary about the correct solution may be 
adopted to minimize the error of field modelling. This property is very useful 
particularly when the field is known only approximately. The accuracy and the 
efficiency of the method are dependent upon the ability to determine the correct Green’s 
operators and the proper choice of trial functions. The approach of determining the 
Green’s function as described above is known as the space domain approach. The
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advantage of this approach is that there is no restriction on the choice of trial functions 
and, therefore, we have greater flexibility in choosing the optimum trial function. For 
instance, we may used to construct a trial field function that incorporates all a ’priori’ 
known physical features of the solution, such as singularities at comers and so improve 
the efficiency of the solution.
For some waveguide structures the formulation of the Green’s operators may be 
obtained in the Fourier domain, that is, the transformation of the integral equations in to 
the spectral domain [18]. In order to successfully apply this approach the transverse 
cross section of the guide must be uniform so that same Fourier transform hold in all 
regions of interest. However, this is not the case in non planar structures such as the rib 
waveguide and, hence, the spectral domain approach is not directly applicable in this 
situation. Furthermore, the spectral domain method requires a trial function which is 
Fourier transformable and this, in turn, restricts the choice of optimum trial functions, as 
a function constructed for sake of an efficient representation of the field may not always 
be Fourier transformable.
2.3 COMPLETE SPECTRUM OF AN ASYMMETRICAL MULTILAYER SLAB 
GUIDE
The cross section of an open rib waveguide under consideration in this work is shown in 
Fig. 2.1 . Indeed, if the rib height were very small and could be ignored, the rib 
waveguide would reduce to an asymmetrical three layer slab waveguide. The treatment 
of the slab, guide problem is well known and documented and can be found in text books 
such as [19,20,21]. The methods for determining the mode spectrum range from a 
straightforward field matching at each dielectric interface to the more elegant approach 
based on a consideration of the singularities of the Green’s function and the spectrum of 
second order differential operators. The latter method is powerful, since not only it 
yields mode functions which are automatically normalised but also it can be extended to
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Fig. 2.1 Rib guide cross section.
the multilayer situation with ease and economy of effort. Our interest here is for the 
latter method and it is the intention of this section to retrace the procedure involved in 
this method of analysis. There are two reasons for including this discussion. Firstly, a 
method of analysis which is very closely related to the latter method will be employed in 
chapter six to study the mode completeness of rib waveguide structure. Hence, a good 
understanding of the approach is essential in order to follow the development of the 
analysis presented in that chapter. Secondly, the latter method serves as an example of 
the application of transverse resonance technique, the very concept we employ in order 
to determine dispersion characteristics of rib waveguide in the rigorous analysis 
developed in chapters three and four. The reader who is familiar with this approach and 
the transverse resonance technique can skip this section without loss of continuity. This 
section is organised in to three parts. Section 2.31 describes the relationship between 
characteristic Green’s function for the Sturm - Liouville differential operator and 
eigenvalue solutions. This is followed with the construction of Green’s function given in 
section 2.32 . The application of the method and transverse resonance technique to 
determine orthonormalised TE mode function for asymmetrical three layer slab guide is 
outlined in section 2.33 .
2.31 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHARACTERISTICS GREEN’S FUNCTION 
FOR STURM - LIOUVILLE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR AND EIGENVALUE 
SOLUTIONS
A good discussion on this subject is given in a text book such as [21] and a clear 
treatment of the mathematical foundation of the process can be found in [22]. Therefore, 
only a brief outline of the procedure involved will be given.
The general Sturm - Liouville differential operator L may be written as,
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L<j> 0 0  = ■4 ~ ( p ( y ) - j - ) - q ( y ) +  ^ w (y)dy dy <K> 0
(2.1)
subject to the boundary conditions
P ~ T  + a U2 dy <l>Cy 1 , 2 ) = 0
(2.2)
The characteristic Green’s function g (y,y’;X) for the Sturm - Liouville problem (2.1) is 
defined by
X g ( y , y ' ; X ) = - 5 ( y - y ' )  ; y i < y ' < y z  
and equation (2 .2 ) becomes,
(2.3)
P ~T~+ a l ,2 dy
g(y ,y ';X) = 0  ; y = y  lf2 (2.4)
As will be shown later, the parameter X in equation (2.3) is arbitrary but so restricted as 
to assure a unique solution.
For the planar dielectric region, the network model of the characteristic Green’s function 
problem is the non uniform transmission line shown in Fig. 2.2 . The network is excited 
at y  - y '  by a unit current source i(y ')  = & (y -y ' ) .  With reference to the figure, the 
transmission line equations for voltage and current are written as,
dy
V ( y y ) = j k y( y ) Z ( y ) I ( y y )
-  I ( y , y ' ) = j  ky(y) Y (y ) V(y,y ')  -  8 (y - y ' )
(2.5a)
(2.5b)
1 COJIoFor a TE mode the impedance Z(y) is given by Z(y) =  ——  = —— where ky(y) is
^ 0 0  ky(y)
the propagation constant. The corresponding second order differential equation for 




% - - 4 r r  V(y,y ' )  = - j  ( B t o & f y - y ' )
° H 'W  .
(2.6)
where k% = cd2 |1o£o »V-'
Upon comparing equations (2.1) and (2.6), the equivalence of the two equations is 
observed with the identifications:
p (y )  = w (y) = —L -  ; q ( y ) = - e ' ( y ) k l
n ( y )
P2=-X  ; V(y,y’) = jo ) \ io g ( y y ; X )  (2.7)
The equivalence of the boundary conditions of equation (2.4) are obtained from 
equations (2.5a) and (2.7), given by
(2.8)
v  (onog(y ,y ';X)
Rewriting (2.8) in terms of the terminating admittances and r  at y i and we
have
_  r(y ,y ')  _ ,  a i
Y t  —  — — — - J  —
V(y,y')
^  _  i(y ,y ' )  _ , a 2y T ~ —    J —
V(y,y ')  €0 ^ 0
(2.9)
Next, we need to consider the behaviour of g and its first derivative in the vicinity of the 
source at y = y \  From the network in Fig. 2.2, it is readily shown that V is continuous 
across the current generator and I is discontinuous giving,
(2 .1 0 b)
(2 .1 0 a)
Consequently, the corresponding conditions on g (y,y'; X) are
lims_> o [  g (y ,y ' + S; X) -  g (y,y' -  8 ; X) ]  = 0  
lim g^o P 00 -J -  8 (y ,y '  + 8; X) - p  (y) - j -  g (y,y' -  8; X) dy dy =  - 1
(2 .1 0 c)
(2 .1 0 d)
For a fixed a l t 2 and y i t2 the voltage response g (y,y'; A.) of the network shown in Fig. 
2 . 2  will be finite and well defined unless the choice o f parameter X is such that a 
resonance can exist. At resonances X = Xn, the voltage response will be infinite and there 
is no unique solution of the network problem. If A, in equation (2.3) is regarded as a 
general complex parameter, then g (yty ';  X) is a regular function of X in the complex X 
plane except at points X = Xn. Since the resonant condition X = Xn implies the persistence 
o f a response in the absence of the source, the functional form of the resonant solution 
satisfies the homogenous equation (2.1). Therefore, information regarding the desired 
eigensolutions of equation (2 .1 ) is contained in the singularities of the characteristic 
Green’s function g(y,y';  X), and consequently, the problem of determining a complete 
set o f eigenfunctions is directly related to the complete investigation of the singularities 
of g (yty X )  in the complex X plane.
In order to give a clear picture of the situation, let us consider briefly the relationship 
between g (y,y'; X) and the solution (J)„(y) of the homogeneous equation (2.1). Rewriting 
(2 .1 ), we have
d_
dy P t o ­dy q(y) § n t y ) = - K  w'O'HbOO
(2.11)
To relate the complete eigenmode set <|>n(y) to the Green’s function g(y ,y ';^ .), the 
function g (y ,y X ) i s  written as an expansion in terms of tyn(y) given by,






y  i y i




gn(yf ' ,k)=  J g(y,y'; X) w ( y ) § n(y )dy  
y i
Substituting (2.12) in to (2.3), gives
£  £  «n(y';  *•) <K.(y)= - 8(y - y ')
n
Adding X w (y) (J)n(y) to the R.H.S. and L.H.S. of (2.11), we have
£  /^xO7) = ( X -  K )  w(y)  (J)„Cy)
Now substituting (2.15) in to (2.14) gives





Multiplying both sides of (2.16) by <|>n, integrating w.r.t. y and using the orthogonality of 
4>« gives
* « ( y ' ; A . ) ( A . - A j = - < h( y ' )
4>»(y')
gn(y ' l^ )  =
a - K )
(2.17)
Hence, (2.12) becomes
g ( y . / ;
<ta(y) tyn(y') (2.18)
( k - K )
Equation (2.18) highlights the existence of simple poles in the complex X plane at the 
eigenvalues Xn corresponding to the eigenfunctions <J)„. If (2.18) is integrated in the 
complex X plane about a contour C enclosing all the singularities of g ( y , y X)y then by 
application of Cauchy’s theorem we obtain
g ( y y ^ ) d X = - ^ n(y )% ( y ' )
r \  
1
j 2 n
$ T - K - d X  
„ X — Xw,





&(y , y ' ) = -  - f - i  g (y,y';X) dX (2.20)w(y) j 2  n c
Equation (2.20) is the well - known relationship between the Green’s function of the 
wave equation and the delta function.
Having established the relationship between characteristic Green’s function and the 
eigenvalue solutions of equation (2.3) we shall now proceed with the development for 
g (y,y'\ X) in order to completely describe the problem.
2.32 CONSTRUCTION OF GREEN’S FUNCTION
The Green’s function g (y ,y ';k )  can be constructed from two solutions of the 
homogenous equations (2.3) namely, V (y) and \?(y) satisfying the required boundary 
conditions a ty i  andy 2  respectively, given by
L V ( y )  = 0 ;
L % )  = 0  ;
f  \
d





V  (y) =  0 at y  = y i
V(y) = 0 at y = y 2
(2 .2 1 a)
(2 .2 1 b)
The appropriate form of solution for g (y,y'\ X) which satisfies the homogenous equation 
(2.3) for y  * y '  and the continuity condition at y = y f given by (2.10c) is
g(y ,y ';X)=A V  ; y < y '
= A V ( y ' ) ^ ( y )  ; y > y '  (2.22)
The constant A in (2.22) is chosen to satisfy the jump condition (2.10d) at y  = y ' .  
Substituting (2.22) in to (2.10d) gives
A p W ) - r % ) - i V ) - f  H )
dy dy
=  - 1
Hence,
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V  (y<)V?(y>)g(y,y';X) = v<> v >j ( 2  23)
- p W ( y  ,V)
where,
y < = y  for y < y '
= y ' for y  > y '  
y> - y  for y > y '
= y ' for y < y '
a n d w f r  , ^ ) = V
dy ay 
, is the Wronskian determinant of V ,
In order to investigate the properties of the Wronskian determinant, equations (2.21a) 
and (2 .2 1 b) are multiplied by V  and 7 ,  respectively, and subtracting the resulting 
equations, we obtain
^  ^ t p  - r ^ - ^ - r P  ^  • ^ » = °  (z 2 4 >ay dy dy dy dy 
Equation (2.24) shows that p  W (V , 1?) is independent of y and can be evaluated at any 
convenient point y o in the interval y  i < y  < y  2 .
Normalising V(y) such that F(yo) = 1, we have
^(y ,yo )  =  ^  O ^ o ) =v<y 0) v  (y0)
and recalling equations (2.8) and (2.9), the Green’s function (2.23) can be written as
. , ' 7 0 ,<.)’o )^ ( ) ’>.yo)
g ( y , y ; V  = ----------- ^ ------------  (2.25)
;'£DHo Y ( y 0)
where r (yo)  is the total admittance seen looking to the left and right of yg.
From the above considerations, it can be seen that the poles of g (y,y'; X) in the complex 
X-plane occurring at X = Xn coincide with the vanishing of the total admittance of the
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equivalent network model i.e with the resonances of the equivalent network. If the 
singularities of g(y,y'; X) are simple poles situated at the zeros Xn of^(yo)> then in 
order to evaluate the integral (2.20), the function^(yo) is expanded as a Taylor series in 
the neighbourhood of a zero, given by
^ O - o ^ ^ o . U  + a - U  3 T - ^ ( y o . U  +dXn
Substituting the series expansion into (2.20), we obtain the delta - function 
representation for the TE mode problem, namely
^ ' ( y ) 5 ( y - ; y ' ) = - - r r — <f s O . y ' ;  X) rfX=2<l>«(>') ‘frnO')
J 2 n  c n
l  f V C y c ^ o ; A . ) V 0 ’> ,y o ;X )
= -  — — J  ---------------- 55-----------------dX
J 2 n  c y c o t i o r W k )
<r-
= E
v  (y<,yo; K )  v  (y>,yo‘> K )  l
*
dX
.  • 8  . / 2  jt „ X — Xn
» - J O ) H O ^ r - V O ' o ; X n )  cdX
„  ^  ( y y o - , K ) ^ ( y ' , y o ' , K )  «
" (OHo - ^ - 1?(y0; \ n)
Hence, the normalized mode functions <|)n(y) are given by,
$n(y) = v  ( y j o ' X ) (2.26)
The above discussion applies to closed waveguides system where the dimensions o f y  i 
and y 2 are finite so that the equivalent network resonances &tX = Xn, characterize simple 
pole singularities of g (y,y'; X). In the case of open waveguides, where one or both o f the 
dimensions becomes infinite, the discrete resonances may coalesce in to a continuous 
spectrum; where now g ( y , y X) possesses a branch - point singularity, giving rise to the 
necessity of introducing a branch-cut in the complex ?i-plane to ensure uniqueness of 
g (y,y'l X). This situation is best explained by considering an example. Let us consider
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the configuration shown in Fig. 2.3, comprising two dielectrics semi infinite in y. In fact, 
this situation represents the limiting case of an asymmetrical slab guide with zero film 
thickness. The characteristic Green’s function is
;  CD Ho 1 (^0 )
where p = 1 and P = 2  correspond to < y fy '  < 0  and 0  < y ,y '  < , respectively.
The voltage distributions are given by,
V i(y) = e iay , a 2 = p2 (a) = e2^  + X = X + (e2 -  l)k$, ; l m a < 0  
% ( y )  = e~jpy , p2 =k% + X = X ; I m p c O
(y) = cos(qy) - j  — sin(oy)
G
<— a
V 2 (y) = cos(py) + j —  sin(py)
P
7'CDHonO)=;(cT + p)
In order to examine the behaviour of g (y,y'; X), the dependence of g ( y , y X) upon the 
wavenumbers G andp must be considered. Since g(y ,y '; X) is not an even function of 
either a  or p, branch points exist in the complex ?t-plane at X = -k% (i.e X = 0 ) and 





Imposing the convergence requirement Im ~S% < 0 , restricts 0 to the range
0  > arg (X + ( £ 2  - 1  )k2) > — 2  tc.
In order to ensure uniqueness of g(y,y '; X), a branch cut must be introduced running 
from £  = -  (e2 -  1 )k2 to infinity along the positive real axis. Now, if this problem is
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Fig. 2.3 Two dielectric layers infinite in y.
generalised to the case of an open asymmetrical slab waveguide, then, in addition to the 
branch cut singularities, we have simple pole singularities occurring at & = p«, 
corresponding to the resonances of the equivalent network. Therefore, the appropriate 
contour of integration of the Green’s function in the complex X-plane is drawn in Fig.
2.4 enclosing all the singularities of g (y , y ' ’y X) plus the branch cut. The contribution of 
the discrete poles can be extracted as before in equation (2.26). The contour integral 
about the branch cut /^c can be evaluated as follows:
o ooe-j°
Ibc=—rr— J g ( y , y ' ' .X ) d % - — —  J g (y ,y ' ;X )d X
J 2  71 ooej2n J 0
=  — 77T- J \g(yy\1-k20)-g(yy\hi
j 2 n  0 l  j
ooe~i°
= — Im J g(yyy ' \ % - k l ) d %
71 o
2 — t )  ooO « O f
= — Im J o  g ( y , y a 2  -  e2 fc?) d o  Im J p g (y ,y '; p2 - k 20) dp
K o ft 0
Substituting for g in equation (2.28) yields
2 * f „  17 0 '< ,> 'o )% > .y o ) ,  2  7  „  $ < y < j o ) % > j o )  JIbc = ~  J <* R e  n    d o  + — J p R e  = --------------dp
ft o © po^C yoicr) cnjio T(y0; P )
(2.27)
Hence, the contribution to the integral for the fields propagating in air as well as in 
substrate is given by,
2 7 D * (y<Jo)V(y>jo) „ 7 . , , ,  , ,— J p R e  a    dp  = J dp<)>0 \  p) <t>Cv ,p) (2.28)
n o conoY(y0 ; p o
and for the fields propagating in the substrate and decaying in air is given by
2 U i?"i „  ^ ( y < ’y o ) ^ ( y > , y 0) ,  ( w4 c  = — J o R e  5 5  r d c =  J <>(y. o) <>0 > , a ) d a  (2.29)
31 o to p o ^ C y o ;^ ) o
Therefore, the integration of the Green’s function about a contour C in Fig. 2.4 yields a
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Fig. 2.4 Contour of integration and singularities in the complex 
X - plane.
more general form of equation (2.19) given by
/ N k°^£ 2-1
g(y ,y ' ;X)d \= = X Q n O O + J <ia<|>ty,a)(|>()’',a)
oo
+ J  dp  4)(y, p) <t)(y',p) (2.30)
o
2.33 NORMALISED TE MODE FUNCTION FOR ASYMMETRICAL THREE 
LAYER SLAB WAVEGUIDE
The possible modes of an open asymmetrical slab guide for varying phase velocity p are 
shown diagramatically in Fig. 2.5, from [23]. The complete spectrum is constituted by 
three types of modes:
a) Surface modes shown in Fig. 2.5b - corresponding to fields decaying in the substrate 
as well as in air. They are discrete finite in number, and are given by the solutions o f an 
eigenvalue equation in the range n ik 0 < p < n \kQ
b) Substrate modes shown in Fig. 2.5c - corresponding to fields decaying in air but 
propagating in the substrate, n^kQ < p < n>ik0
c) Air modes shown in Fig. 2.5d - corresponding to fields propagating in air as well as in 
the substrate, 0 < p < ni,k0. As the transverse variation of an air mode gets more and 
more rapid, its propagation constant turns imaginary and it becomes a non propagating 
air mode. Such modes can be excited in the presence of sharp discontinuities and 
obstacles.
Modes shown in Fig. 2.5a, corresponding to p > n \ k 0 , are not physically realizable and 
therefore not considered as modes of the guide. Hence, from (2.30), the completeness of 
the TE spectrum of the asymmetrical slab guide can be stated as;
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T E 2
Fig. 2.5 The field distributions of an open asymmetric slab waveguide 
for different value of p.
>  z
2  tyhn(y) $hn(y') + J  d a  (^(y, o )  <J)A(y ' , o )  + \  d p  <J)/xCy, p) <j>/,(y',p) =  8(y - y ' )
n = l  <? 0
(2.31)
where 4>/jWCy), <J>a (y, cy) and <|)/i(y,p) denote the n - th surface mode, the substrate mode 
and air mode respectively. Their orthonormalisation is given below
00
1 $hn(y) dy = l
OO
J <k0’.p)<l>/10 '.p ') d y  =  S ( p - p ')
OO
oo
J <fo(y,a)<|>A(y,G')rfy = 8(<J-o') (2-32)
—o o
The equivalent network model of the problem is shown in Fig. 2.6. The wavenumbers h, 
o  = - j p  and p = - j q  in the film, substrate and air regions respectively as follows
For the surface modes,
P2 k o ~ h 2 =k% + q 2 = £ 2 k% + p 2 (2.33)
For the substrate modes,
P2 = £ i  k l ~ h 2 = k l  + q 2 =E2 &0 - O 2 (2.34)
For the air modes,
P2  =  ei k l - h 2 = k l - p 2 =e2 k l - ( s 1 (2.35)
Choosing any convenient point as a reference point, sayy =yo  »we denote by r  (yo) and
<—
Y  (yo) the admittance looking towards the positive and negative y axis. The total 
admittance of the cross section is then given by
? & o ) = ^ ( y o ) + ? ( y o )  (2.36)
Equation (2.36) immediately gives the dispersion relation^ = 0 .  The Green’s function 
can be constructed from the voltage distribution a ty  > yo andy < yo denote by^(y ,yo) 
and V  (y,yo) respectively. Setting V (^yo) and V  (yo) = 1, and if y and yo lie in the same
- 2.20 -
layer with propagation constant kyi then from elementary transmission line equations V  




We are now in a position to apply the previous results to extract the normalised mode 
functions for the three types of modes.
Surface modes
The terminations of the equivalent network in Fig. 2.6 are purely reactive. The 
propagation constants in the different regions are given by equation (2.33) and the
characteristic admittances in each region Y0 \,  YQ2 , Y0 i ,  normalised t o  are,
copo
Y0 i = h  , Y02 = - jp  , Yo3 = - j q
Choosing a reference point y  o - D  for convenience, we have
? ( P )  = - j q
*Y (D ) = j h t a n ( h D - § )  ;tan($) =  £-
h
This immediately gives the dispersion relation ( resonance condition),
Y ( D )  = jh  t a a ( h D - f ) - j q = 0
Using (2.25) and (2.37) the field function ^ ( y )  are obtained as
<t>/,(y)=A D) ; y > D
cos (hD -  ip)
cos (hD -  ip)
Y0 =h Y - - j p
y = 0 y = D
Transverse Equivalent Network for determining surface modes 
and substrate modes.
where the normalization constant A is found according to (2.26) as
1 h tan(/iD -  <j>) -  q
which yields




For the substrate mode, the termination on the substrate side in Fig. 2.6 is resistive while 
the termination on the air side remains reactive. The propagation constants in the 
different regions are given by equation (2.34) and the characteristic admittances in each
Y0 i h , Y0 2 G , Y0 3 jq
Referring the amplitude of the field to the top of the substrate, we choose a reference 
point yo = 0 .
region, normalised t o  are,
T(0)  = g
? ( 0 ) = jh  tan(<jj^) ; tan($^) = h tan( h D ) - q  
h + q  tan (hD)
The total admittance at y  = 0 is given by
where we have introduced
aV J
Using (2.25) and (2.37), we obtain the fields of the substrate mode as,
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The transverse equivalent circuit for deriving the air modes is shown in Fig. 2.7 where
consider their excitation located at y  ± In the case where equal or opposite excitations
are applied at y  ± °° and the structure is symmetrical, then a magnetic or electric wall
/
will occur at the plane of symmetry. To simplify the task of finding the fields in an 
asymmetric slab, it is convenient to locate the plane where a magnetic or electric wall 
falls when equal or opposite excitations are applied at y  ±  This plane will then be 
used as a reference at which the two halves of the transverse equivalent network in Fig. 
2.7 are effectively decoupled and the fields at the L.H.S. and R.H.S. of the reference 
plane can be found separately. It is readily shown by simple network theory that the 
necessary condition for the existence of a magnetic wall at y  q in Fig. 2.7 is given by
For the symmetrical guide we have p = a , and the above expression reduces to
The propagation constants in the different regions are given by (2.35) and the
the termination at both ends are resistive. Since air modes are degenerate, we must
sin(2 <])g) g  p2 - f t 2
sin(2 (/zD -  <]>g)) P c P ' -h 2
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Fig. 2.7 Transverse Equivalent Network for deriving air modes.
characteristic admittances in each region Y0 \, Y0 2 ,Y0 3 > normalised to —-—, are
COJIo
Y0 i = h  i Y o2 = a  ;Y 0 3 = P
Following the method outlined above and using (2.25) and (2.37) the following even air 
modes function are obtained,
<Phe(y’p)=V f
cos (hD -  <j>e)
Ae   -----—  cos(p(y +D) + a De) \ y > D
cos(a£,e)
= Ae cos(hy -  $e) ; 0 < y < D
F T  cos(^g)
\  n e
where
a De = tan 1
ctQe = tan 1
Ae = i -
cos(a0e)
— tan (hD - $ g) 
P
cos2($g) + sin2($g)
cos(cry -  aoe) ; y <  0
9 h 2 9+ cos (hD -  $g) + —— sin {hD -  $e)
The odd air modes (}>/j0 (y,p) are obtained from the above formulae by replacing all 
cosine functions by sine and tangent by cotangent.
The TM spectrum of the asymmetrical slab waveguide can be found by following 
analogous procedure and are given in appendix 1 .
2.4 TRANSVERSE RESONANCE DIFFRACTION METHOD - AS USED IN THE
PRESENT WORK
The Transverse Resonance Diffraction method used in the present work is a space 
domain approach. In this approach, the problem is seen as one of diffraction by a
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transverse step discontinuity, say at jc =  0 in Fig. 2.1, whereupon the transverse 
resonance condition discussed in section 2.3 is employed to derived the propagation 
constant p. The first rigorous TRD solution was presented in [24] to study image guide 
problem. Since then, it has been used to successfully analyse inset dielectric guide [25], 
microstrip [26] and finline [27]. A complete development of the TRD solution for the 
rib waveguide structure shown in Fig. 2.1 is given in chapter three using LSE and LSM 
mode approximation and in chapter four for the full rigorous solution. In order that the 
TRD formulation outlined in the next two chapters can be followed easily, it is useful at 
this stage to give an overview of the method. Before this is done it is appropriate to 
briefly introduce the Hertzian vector potential which is required to describe an 
electromagnetic fields distribution in the formulation o f the field problem.
2.41 HERTZIAN VECTOR POTENTIAL
As already mentioned in the previous sections, direct solution of Maxwell’s equations in 
the rib waveguide structure is extremely difficult and consequently, the field 
distributions need to be derived by means of indirect approach employing "Auxiliary 
Potential Functions". These functions are chosen to have the vector properties o f either 
the electric or the magnetics fields, which are themselves solutions of Maxwell’s 
equations.
From Maxwell’s equations, the divergence equations and the constitutive relations, it is 
readily shown that in a source free and homogenous medium an electromagnetic field 
can be completely described by a superposition of electric and magnetic Hertzian vector 
potential [28], given by





V2 n + k 2 n  = 0 
where k 2 = co2 jiq £o
(2.39)
The boundary conditions acting on ize and n/, may be determined from those conditions 
acting on the electromagnetic field by expanding equations (2.38). For example, if the y 
- directed magnetic and electric potential functions are defined as = Y/iOt,y)y and 





0 Vh(x,y)  + - 0 ; + P z) Ve(x,y)
- j a > \ i Qdx - ; P 3 y
(2.40a)
dx dy 
- 0 ?  +  p2) +
- c o p
0 (2.40b)
- j  P3* / c o e d *
and
The functions \\fe(x,y) and \|//,(x,y) are constructed from scalar wave equations subject to 
the appropriate boundary conditions of Ey and Hy respectively. If there are no additional 
conditions imposed on the remaining fields, "Longitudinal - Section Electric",( LSE ) 
solutions described purely in terms of \|//,(x,y) and "Longitudinal - Section Magnetic" ( 
LSM ) solutions described purely in terms of \|fe(x,y) can exist independently. These are 
five field solutions with one of the y - directed field components absent. In general, 
equation (2.40) gives six field components and the field is hybrid. In some problems, 
particularly where the refractive index difference and aspect ratio are small and hybrid 
content is negligible, the electromagnetic field distributions may be accurately be 
approximated by pure LSE or LSM solutions. In the case of rib waveguide shown in 
Fig. 2.1, modes will require at least five field components, six to be exact. Consequently 
the problem will have to be formulated in terms of two coupled potentials.
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2.42 AN OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD USED IN THE PRESENT ANALYSIS
An eigenvalue equation for the rib waveguide structure shown in Fig. 2.1 is sought for 
the guided field solutions which is propagated in the longitudinal direction with phase 
velocity p. The structure is viewed in terms of two basic building blocks where the 
constituents component are made up of uniform multilayer asymmetrical slab 
waveguides separated by the step discontinuities. A plane of symmetry is assumed about 
the y coordinate axis at x  = - a  whereas no symmetry exist about the x coordinate axis. 
With this assumption, an electric wall or a magnetic wall can be placed at the plane of 
symmetry at x —- a  without disturbing the original field configuration and we are 
reduced to an even mode solution for the LSE or LSM approximations respectively. For 
hybrid solutions, an electric or magnetic wall at the plane of symmetry will give rise to 
LSE or LSM-like mode solution respectively. The cross section of the guide can be 
divided in to two uniform regions in the transverse x - direction namely region 1 
{-a < x  < 0) and region 2 (0 < x  < <*>) separated by a step discontinuity. In this way, 
the field distribution of the rib waveguide structure can be conveniently expressed 
separately in the two regions. In region 1 and in region 2, the boundary conditions 
allows a field formulation in terms of a complete spectrum of the three layer asymmetric 
slab guides with thickness "D" and "d" respectively. Thus the field in each region will be 
of different form although for a guided modes the propagation constant P will be the 
same. Since the modal field can be derived from a knowledge of the transverse fields 
only, and the z - directed variation is common to both region, one proceeds by studying 
propagation in the transverse x or y direction. In the present work, the choice of 
direction of propagation in the x - direction is from point of view of convenience as we 
are dealing with only one discontinuous interface. Hence, continuity of the transverse 
fields is applied at the boundary between the two regions at x  = 0.
The field components are derived from the y - directed magnetic potential ( LSE - 
polarization ) or electric potential ( LSM - polarization ) or superposition of the two
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potentials ( Hybrid - case ) , defined separately for each region. The scalar functions 
\\fh(x,y) and \\fe(x,y) are chosen to have the dimensions of magnetic or electric field 
respectively in order to be consistent with the dimensionality of equation (2.40). In 
addition to this, and \jfe(x,y) must satisfy the boundary condition o f Hy and Ey.
The choice of the spectral distribution for V|//i(Jt,y) and \|/e ( ^ ,y )  will be discussed in 
chapters three and four.
By enforcing the continuity of the transverse field at the plane of discontinuity at x  = 0, 
we obtain an integral equation of the form
where A is a linear integral operator, x is an unknown field and f  is a source field. With 
propagation taken in the x - direction, a convenient field to retain as the unknown is the 
Hy for LSE polarization and Ey field for LSM polarization. The Hy field on the 
discontinuous plane x  — 0 is regular and any suitable orthogonal polynomials may be 
used to model the field. However, our emphasis in this work is to find a trial field 
function where a single term expansion is sufficient to yield reasonably accurate and 
reliable results. The proper choice of the trial field function turns to be the modal 
solution of an asymmetric slab guide with height intermediate between those of the 
inner and outer regions. The Ey field on the other hand is singular at the 90 ° and 270 ° 
dielectric comers at y = D  and d respectively. The proper choice of the trial field 
function is now the modal solution of an intermediate slab modified to include the 
singular effect at the dielectric comers. Detailed discussion on the choice of the trial 
field function is given in chapter three. For the LSE polarization , with the transverse Ht 
field (i.e Ht - H y) retained as the unknown and the transverse Et field (Et = Ez) as the 
source, the Green’s operators take the dimension of impedance and equation (2.41) 
becomes in each region,
Ax - f (2.41)
Zl * Ht = Et ; x  < 0 (2.42a)
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ZR Ht -  - E t ; x  > 0 (2.42b)
where L and R refer to the left and right of the interface and the minus sign is consistent
with power flow away from the interface. The continuity of the transverse field at the 
interface gives
By analogous development, it can be shown that the Green’s operator for the LSM 
polarization take the dimension of admittance and continuity of the transverse field at 
the interface gives
Equations (2.43) and (2.44) are statement of transverse resonance since zero source 
function excites a finite response. In the case of hybrid solution, the continuity of the 
transverse fields at the interface gives coupled equations of the type,
Z and Y  are the integral operators of the pure LSE , LSM part of the field whereas T  and 
U  describe the hybrid part of the field. In order to solve for the propagation constant (3 
the integral equations (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45) must be solved and a number of 
approximation techniques are available for this purpose such as Ritz variational 
procedure and moment methods [29,30]. In this work, however, we adopted a single trial 
field function to expand the field unknowns. In this way the integral equation reduces to 
a scalar equation which can be computed efficiently.
(Z L +ZR ) - H t = 0 (2.43)
(Y L +YR ) - E t = 0 (2.44)
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LSE AND LSM ANALYSIS OF RIB WAVEGUIDE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to develop a TRD analysis of rib 
waveguide in the pure LSE and LSM polarizations for use to compute the field solution 
of the discrete bound modes. The detailed formulation of the problem is derived by 
expanding fully the method outlined in chapter two. Numerical results are computed and 
compared with other method of analyses.
The cross sectional geometry of the rib waveguide under consideration is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.1 . The true modes of the structure are hybrid , however, it is believed that for rib 
structures with small aspect ratios (D-d)l2a  and small refractive indices differences 
LSE and LSM provide a very good approximation. The main field components of the 
LSE modes are Ex and Hy while those of the LSM modes are Ey and Hx. With a plane of 
symmetry is assumed at x  = -a,  the TRD solution of the problem may be subdivided in 
to four cases:
a) Even to x LSE modes with an electric wall at the plane of symmetry
b) Odd to x LSE modes with a magnetic wall at the plane of symmetry
c) Even to x LSM modes with a magnetic wall at the plane of symmetry
d) Odd to x LSM modes with an electric wall at the plane of symmetry
In the following we shall derive a TRD solution of the rib waveguide with modes having 
even symmetry with x; the analysis for odd modes can be treated by an analogous 
development. As the pure LSE and LSM polarizations considered only involve five field 
components, it is not possible to match the boundary conditions on all components with
-3.1-
REGION 1REGION 2 REGION 2
Fig. 3.1 Rib guide cross section.
zero Ey (in the LSE case) and zero Hy (in the LSM case). Clearly, this is an 
approximation, but it will be shown later the formulation to be a good one and to yield 
accurate results.
3.2 EVEN (to x) MODES LSE ANALYSIS
3.21 FIELD COMPONENTS FOR LSE MODES
For a LSE mode, with z- and time- dependence suppressed, the
electromagnetic field components may be expressed in terms of a y- directed potential
\\fh(x,y) as,
Ex = co p0 P (3.1a)
Ey = 0 (3.1b)
Ez = - j  co p0 3* V h fa y ) '?  (3.1c)
Hx = dx dy \\fh( x , y ) (3.Id) 
Hy = [ z rk20 + d j  j v ^ y )  y* (3.1e)
Hz = - j  P ^  (3.If)
Due to the symmetry of the structure, the fields need only be formulated over one half of 
the guide width. Since a y- directed potential is chosen to express the electromagnetic 
field distribution, the appropriate boundary conditions it must satisfy are those of the Hy 
field. With an electric wall placed at x  -  -a ,  we have maximum Hy there and the x- 
dependent variation of the y- directed magnetic fields can be represented with a cosine - 
like function. Thus , the y- directed Hertzian magnetic potential for region 1 is chosen in 





l-„ Y v* ♦ * (? )  x(*) + /  T 2 ~ 2  ♦*Cy.P) x(*>P)
qih + Pi o *»-p




(J^ /jOO - is the orthonormalised distribution of surface waves of an asymmetric slab 
guide.
<j>*(y,p) - is the orthonormalised distribution of air modes of an asymmetric slab guide 
with a continuous wavenumber 0 < p < <*>. Both, so called, "even" and "odd" air waves 
must be included in view of the lack of symmetry of the problem in the y direction. 
Where necessary, these will be distinguished by the notation ; |x =  even or o d d .
^ ( y .a )  - is the orthonormalised distribution of substrate modes of an asymmetric slab 
guide with wavenumber 0 < a  < v = k0^E2 -  1
The expression of this complete spectrum of the asymmetric slab guide used in the 
analysis is given in chapter 2. Vs , V(p) and V(o) are modal amplitudes. As for each 
value of p , there are two contributions to the spectrum of air waves ( p. =  even and odd 
respectively), V  (p) and <J)/,(y, p) stands for
£  lV(p)<|>A|iCy,p)jl=e,o
The x - dependent terms have been fixed to be unity at x  = 0 to ensure continuity across 
the interface, given by
, , cos(qsk(x+a))






where the wavenumbers for a bound mode in x are given by
kyS is the y - directed wavenumber of the slab surface mode in the dielectric and is 
the effective dielectric constant to the left of the interface plane.
In region 2, we choose a magnetic potential function using decaying waves in x rather 
than standing waves in order to ensure a bound mode in the x - direction. Here again, the 
x - dependent terms have been fixed to be unity at x  = 0 to ensure continuity across the 
interface plane. The potential function has the form
0 t 2 -  u
where,
Vj/^OO ,Y/,(y,p) and ^ ( y ,  o) are the complete mode spectrum of the asymmetric slab 
guide with thickness equal to the outer layer "d".
V's , V '(p) and V '( g) are the appropriate modal amplitudes. The wavenumbers for a 
bound mode in x are given by,
Vh(*,y) i  - ^ £-T V ' ( p ) y h(y ,p )e -M*  
0 K - V
(3.2b)
Qsh P j  — Elk o  kys ~  ^eh^o
q?h=£ehk l- f !>s=-y l  
q /1 = k l - $ - p 2 = - ' f  
p '2 = £2k l - $  - a 2 = - r \2
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For a bound mode q and p are pure imaginary and the only pole occurring in the 
integrand of equation (3.2a) and (3.2b) is for p - k Q. From equation (3.1e) the 
contribution of this term to Hy vanishes. Hence, V(k0) = 0. The p integrals in (3.2a) and 
(3.2b) are taken as principal values. The remaining integrals over a  are regular. By 
substituting (3.2) in to (3.1) the electromagnetic field components at each side of the 
step may be derived.
3.22 FORMULATION OF INTEGRAL OPERATOR AND TRANSVERSE 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
A suitable pair of transverse fields at the discontinuous interface x  = 0 is constituted by 
Ez and Hy . At each side of the step, they are derived from (3.1) using the potential 
function (3.2). Substituting (3.2a) in to (3.1), the field components Ez and Hy in region 1 
may be expressed as,
„  . ,  Qsk ,  s i n f ^ C t + a ) )
* o - p  cos(<?a)
V (a )* * (y .o ) , 0 .3 a )
0 E2k i-< r  COS (pa)
Hy( x , y ) = -  1 i /  j .  /  \  C0S(Qsh(x + a ))  , r  [  j  „  ,  ,  ,, cos(q(x+a))Vs  ^ * ( y ) --------;----- r—  + E  /  d p V ^ p )  ^AliO', p ) -----  ,  ,cos(qsha) ^ o 0  » ^ cos (qa)
+  J ^ V ( a ) 4>A( y . o ) c o s (p E E
q COS ipd)
(3.3b)
Similarly, substituting (3.2b) in to (3.1), the field components Ez and Hy in region 2 may 
be expressed as
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Ez(x ,y )= j Qsh
Qsh + P2
r' * -N  x
lv=e,o 0 P
d o
0 E2k l  -  o2
V
J V ' ( o ) y h(y ,a )p '  e' o-n  x (3.4a)
Hy(x,y) = -
JVPO
V's Vsh(y) e~k '*x + £  / d p V ^ p ^ O - . P ) ^
\i=e,o 0
K
+ J d o  V '(o) y h(y, o) e~jq>x (3.4b)
Here it has been assumed that only one surface mode, (j)^(y) and \|/^(y) respectively, 
may be supported by the slab waveguide left and right of the step. At the discontinuous 
interface x  — 0, the pair of transverse fields in (3.3) and (3.4) may be written as;
For region 1,
E2(0,y)= 2 2 ^(Qsha) v s tyshiy) + E  /  7 2 ^ 2  q tan(<?<2) ^ ( y ,  p)




p  tzn(pa)V(o)  §h(y,o) (3.5a)
Hy(Q,y) = -
Jtopo K<l>shCy)+ E / ^p^(P)<t>^Cy»P)\i=e,o 0





Ez(0 ,y )= j Qsh
Q'Si + P2
oo
V , Vsh<y) + E  /  72 1 ff' v a <p> P)— - a _ n2
H=e,o 0 Ko k
+ I d o  
0 £2*0 -  O2
p ' V ' ( a ) v * ( y , a ) (3.6a)
Hy(Q,y) = —
1
K  \fc*(y)+ E  /  dp  (p) y ^ C y ,  p)
ji=e,o 0
+ j d o  V'(o)\ \fh(y,o) 
o
(3.6b)
Equation (3.5b) is multiplied through by <J>/,(y), ^C y,p) and <j>/,(y,a) in turn, and 
integrated over y from -«» to <*>. By the orthogonality of the modal functions, 
expressions for Vs , V^(p) and V  (a) are obtained, given by
V,=Mio J Hy(0,y) tysh(y) dy
oo
V|i(P) = M*o J Hy(0,y) §hii(y, p )dy
~ o o
oo




These expression are substituted in to equation (3.5a). After rearranging, this gives an 
integral equation of the type
Ez(Oty ) = Z L • Hy(Q,y)
where the kernel Zi(y ,y ')  of the integral operator is given by:
(3.8)
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z L(y ,y ')=  1yo)eo
Qsh ,
-  'I'saO') <t>iA(y)
£eh
+ 2  / ----- ^ Y t a nh(Y«)<t’A(iO'>P)<t>A(iO''>P)
r * .° o  i _ P 1
0




Equation (3.8) gives the electric field at the interface due to all the magnetic field across 
the interface. Thus the impedance Green function looking in to the rib (x = 0~) is given 
by equation (3.9).
Carrying out a process similar to that leading to equation (3.6), a relationship analogous 
to (3.7) and (3.8) at the R.H.S. of the step may be derived, namely,
oo
Vs=j<Wo  J Hy(0 , y ) y sh(y) dy (3.10a)
OO
oo
V^(p)=y<opo J tfj.COoOVAnO’. P ) ^  (3.10b)
■ ■'OO
oo
V,(a )= ;w |io  |  H y (0 ,y )y h(y ,o)dy  (3.10c)
— OO
and
- E z(0 ,y )=Zi r Hy(0,y) (3.11)
where the kernel Z^(y,y ')  of the integral operator Zr is given by the Green impedance 
function looking in to the outer region (x = 0+), namely;
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+ v  I dp -yvhvi<y,p )v ^ C v '.p )
(3.12)
Here again equation (3.11) gives the electric field at the interface due to all the magnetic 
field across the interface. The signs of equations (3.8) and (3.11) are chosen so as to 
indicate that the operators have been formulated in each region for power flow away 
from the interface. The continuity of the fields has been built in (3.8) and (3.11). By 
adding them, we obtain the dispersion equation of the waveguide in the form of an 
integral equation
Equation (3.13) is a statement of transverse resonance since the zero source function 
excites a finite response. Before solving integral equation (3.13) rigorously, physical 
insight is gained by recasting it in a slightly different form. From this, one recovers a 
scalar transverse equivalent circuit for the surface mode under the rib in the form of 
transmission line with discontinuities as shown in Fig. 3.2 . Let us assume the solution 
H  (y) = Hy(0,y) of integral equation (3.13) to be known. Multiply this equation by H(y) 
and integrate over y from -oo to oo and divide through by
(3.13)
where
Z  = Zl +Zr
2
< $sh(y) , H ( y ) > 2 = \  i>sh(y )H (y )dy
giving
j m >
qshtan(qska) i sh < H ( y ) ,  y sk(y) >' 
  +
^eh e'eh < H ( y ) ,  tysh(y) >'
E  /
\x=e,o 0 j _  _P_
tanh(ya) < H ( y ) , < ^ (y ,p )  >2 + < H ( y ) , \ jy (y ,p )  > i





£2 -  -.2
O2 “H
tanh(Tia) < H  (y ) , <|)A(y, c) >2 + < H  ( y ) , y A(y, a) >'
< tf0 0 .< k * 0 0  >2





— ZSL + z a + z .sb
ft y  sh
£'eh
(3.15)
Its transverse equivalent network interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 . In equation 
(3.15) and in Fig. 3.2 one recognizes four contributions , respectively, (all within a
common factor 1 -)
ycoeo
a) The impedance of the surface wave under the rib. represented by a short - circuited
Qshtransmission line of electrical length q ^ a  and characteristic impedance
■^eh
b) The impedance of the air modes at both sides of the junction, as seen by the surface 
wave under the rib, given by
dp
|i.=€,0 0 ^  P
tanh(yg) < H ( y ) ,  ( ^ ( y ,  p) >2 + < H ( y ) , y ^ ( y ,  p) >: 
< H ( y ) ,  tysh(y) >2
k 2 *'0
(3.16)
c) The impedance of the substrate modes at both sides of the junction, as seen by the
-3.10-
nFig. 3.2 Transverse Equivalent Circuit for LSE polarization.
surface wave under the rib, given by
tanhQna) < H(y ) , <fo(y,g) >2 + < H ( y ) , y^(y ,q ) >2 
< H ( y ) , $ sh(y) >2
(3.17)
d) The contribution of the surface wave mode (if any) to the right of the junction, i.e. a
load is seen by the surface wave mode under the rib through an ideal transformer
If the outer region does not support surface wave modes then the transformer ratio n is
represented by Za and Z& only.
Equation (3.15) is quantitatively exact and enjoys variational properties. Although its 
accuracy depends on the actual knowledge of H(y), it is noted that H(y), being 
transverse to the dielectric wedge along the z - axis, is non - singular [1]. Hence, any 
reasonable assumption will lead to relatively good results.
If, at this point, the "small - step" approximation is m ade:
<t>sA0')=VsA0’)=-tf(y)
then, by orthogonality, the contributions of air and substrate modes vanish, i.e. 
Za = ZA  = 0 and n = 1 in equation (3.14) and we are reduced to the EDC calculation. It 
is worth remarking that even when the step is not small, so that ^ ( y )  and \|/^ (y) may 
differ from each other and from H(y), Ps^  and P'sh of (3.18) are both less than unity and 
their ratio is still fairly close to unity. This fact explains the remarkable accuracy o f the 
EDC calculation in the LSE - case not too close to cutoff, where the continuous spectra 
can no longer be overlooked. The above observation is at the basis of a very accurate
load of impedance  ------- — with real for a bound mode in the x - direction. This
ycoeo e'eh
(3.18)
equal to 0 and the total impedance seen by the surface wave mode under the rib is
-3.11-
first - order variational solution of the step problem to be discussed in the next section. 
From equation (3.15) and equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.2, the total impedance looking to 
the right of the step is given by
It is readily shown that the variational expression (3.20) is stationary with respect to 
arbitrary first order variations in H(y).
3.23 VARIATIONAL SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION
3.231 FIRST ORDER SOLUTION
The expression for Zj{  i.e Zs, Za and Zsb) in equation (3.20) contains the unknown field 
H(y). The stationary nature of the expression means that if an approximate form of H(y) 
is known and substituted in to equation (3.20), a more accurate approximation for Z j  
may be obtained. In choosing the trial functions for the unknown field, it is very
2 t (  P) —Zs +Za + Zsb 
Writing (3.19) in full we have
(3.19)
J  f  Z ( y , y ' ) H ( y ) H ( y ' ) d y d y '
Zr(P) = (3.20)




° o  p
+ £  /  2 1 1 tanh(ya) <t>/,n(y,P) < )V (y »  + p) VahCv'-P) J
ji=e,o 0 n
+ f — — — T) I tanh(ria) <))*(>>, a) ( y a )  + \|/A (y, o) y* (y ' , a )  I (3.21)
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advantageous to be able to capture most of the solution with just one term, i.e a first 
order solution. The discussion in section 3.12 seems to suggest that a prudent choice for 
H(y) may consist in taking the surface mode of a slab waveguide. The choice is critical 
for the accuracy of the method, for instance, using just the surface mode right or left of 
the step is inaccurate because of its orthogonality to the continuum. In order to 
overcome this problem we choose to use the modal distribution, USh(y) , of a slab 
waveguide whose height is intermediate between those of the slabs left and right o f the 
step, that we call in the present work "transition function". For small steps, there would 
be little difference between the spectra of the three guides. The typical shape of the three 
fields is shown in Fig. 3.3. For larger steps, it seems intuitively reasonable that an 
intermediate waveguide with effective dielectric constant ee/, = may provide a
suitable "transition" between the two waveguides. More precisely, the "transition 
function", U Sh (y ) , overlaps the spectra of both slabs. We seek to optimize the modal 
overlapping with tysh and \|fsh , where the latter exists, as the surface waves carry most of 
the power. Consequently, we choose d  so as to minimize the error function:
e(d) = 2 - ( P * h +P?k ) > 0  (3.22)
As it turns out, d  resulting from this condition is but little different from that 
corresponding to • It is noted that, when no guidance is present in the outer
slab, the criterion (3.22) breaks down. From this point onward we extrapolate for d  as a 
function of d.
The evaluation of the overlapping integral Psh and P'sh between USh and the spectra at 
either side of the step is facilitated by the following result, which is proved in Appendix
2. This is a particular case of a much more general theorem for the calculation of the 
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Fig. 3.3 Typical shape of the Hy component of the fundamental LSE
mode for slab of height D ( curve A ), d ( curve B ), and d ( curve
(3.24)
and similarly for the remaining overlapping integrals with air and substrate modes. 
These overlapping integrals are given in Appendix 3.
The elements Za and Zsi  appearing in equation (3.20) may now be written as,
oo j—
z * =  I  /  - ^ r  V [ tanh^ )  p ^ 2(9) + ^ ( p )  J (3.25)
\i=e,o 0 I _  _P_
The integral over the semi - infinite p - interval is more effectively performed in the 
complex 0 - plane defined by the variable transformation,
p = kQ sin(0) ; 0 < p < kQ 
p = kQ cosh(0") ;Jc0 < p <°°
along the path shown in Fig. 3.4. Using the above transformation, we have
where it is seen that the second integral decays exponentially for large 0".
The modal propagation constant is solved by resonating the transverse equivalent 
network Fig. 3.2 such that
^eh
Numerical results are discussed in section 3.24 .
Ti[tanh(Tia)PA2( o ) + P A/2( a ) ] (3.26)
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Im[ 0 ]
R e [ 0  ]
Fig. 3.4 Path of integration in the complex 0 plane.
3.232 EXACT SOLUTION - THE APPLICATION OF RITZ - GALERKIN
METHOD
To obtain the exact solution for Z j  , equation (3.20) may be solved by following the Ritz 
- Galerkin method used by Rozzi in [2]. The field unknown H(y) is expanded in terms of 
a suitable basis function Fn(y)
H ( y ) = j : X n Fn<y) (3.28)
n=0
The function Fn(y) form a complete set, are orthogonal over the interface and satisfy the 
interface boundary condition at x  = 0. The choice of the Fn(y) is discussed in the next 
section. Substituting equation (3.28) in to (3.20), gives rise to the matrix equation
— —  = P T Z~l P  (3.29)
Zr(P) -  =  -
The elements of the various matrices are given by
oo
Phn = /  feCy) F*(y) dy (3.30)
—OO
OO
Phnfi(p)= j  hii(y>P)Pn(y)dy  (3.31)
OO






^ W ( p ) =  /  Whii(y,P)Pn(y)dy (3.34)
oo








OO p  - i
+ S  /  Jp2 Y 1. tanh(7a) Fhm^p) P/m^iP) + P ’hmv. (P) P'hnp. (P) j




+ J — T| [  tanh(Tia) Phm(a) Phn(o) + P '^ ia )  P'hn(a) ]  (3.36)
° 6 2  fc2t\,Q
Having obtained Zy(p), the modal propagation constant p is solved by resonating the 
transverse equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2 as in equation (3.27).
Alternatively, by substituting the expansion function (3.28) in to the integral equation
(3.13) and integrating w.r.t. y from -oo to oo f and then scalar multiplying with Fn(y) and 
integrating w.r.t y from -  o o  to o o ,  then, the unknown function H(y) becomes the N - 
dimensional vector X and the integral operator Z becomes the N  x N  matrix. Hence,
Z (  p) =  - 1ycoeo 
where
qsh taniqsha) t Ys ,'i s n  \- isn  /  „  p j  p ,  p ,7  _  _
* hn *hn  +  ,  * hn * hn **" A z  ^sb
Zek eeh
(3.37)
OO p  - I
Za = E  /  — ^  V L “ *(11“ ) P M n(P) P ta n  (P) +  P/mn (p) P'hn\L (p) J (3.38a)
|i=g,o 0  i _  £ _
t .
V
Zsh = J d \  n  [  tanh(Tia) />te (o) + / ^ ( o )  /> £(a) ]  (3.38b)
Consequently, the integral equation (3.13) becomes the matrix equation
Z ( P ) - X = 0  (3.39)
This matrix equation has a non - trivial solution when
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det [ z ® ] - 0 (3-40)
3.233 THE CHOICE OF BASIS FUNCTION
The success of the discretization process is dependent upon the choice of a suitable set 
o f basis function. The Ritz - Galerkin procedure does not require an orthonormal basis 
and completeness is sufficient, but orthonormal bases are easier to handle. Morover, in 
order that the matrix equations (3.29) and (3.40) be solved they must be of a finite order, 
which requires that the expansion series (3.28) must be truncated at some point. For the 
truncation to introduce an acceptable error, the series in Fn(y) must converge rapidly to 
a solution, which in turn requires that Fn(y) closely approximates the expected field 
distribution across the interface.
The assumption that the unknown field H(y) is equal to the surface mode of the slab 
waveguide whose height is intermediate between the inner and outer region discussed in 
section 3.231 is reasonably good under a wide range of conditions. This approximation
is extended to an exact solution by supplementing the intermediate surface mode with an
— 2appropriate set of functions. Using weight function Us^(y), a set of polynomials, f n(y) is 
constructed such that,
The zero order polynomial, fo (y),  is chosen to be unity and the remaining polynomials 
are generated by the Gram- Schmidt orthogonalising procedure [3]. In this way, a set of 
function Fn(y) defined by
is generated, with, Fo(y) = Ush(y) and the higher order function orthogonal to Ush(y). 
Discussion on the development of the basis function and the coefficient Pn^ s  necessary 
for the evaluation of the matrix Z are given in Appendix 4.
J fm (y )u * h (y ) fn(y)dy  = smn (3.41)
Fn(y )= fn(y )U sh(y) (3.42)
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3.24 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the application of the theory developed in the previous section 
and the effectiveness of the concept of transition function, we worked out numerical 
examples to investigate the propagation constant of a rib guide whose parameters are 
listed in Table 3.1 . The optical parameters of the waveguide chosen corresponds to that 
o f semiconductor material made of in - V compounds. Beside demonstrating the 
applicability of the method in analyzing rib guides of semiconductor materials, the 
choice of these waveguides serves the purpose of comparison, as the same structures 
have been analyzed by several researchers [4,5,6 ,7] using the FDM/FEM method.
RIB GUIDE 









ST1 3.44 3.35 1 .0 1 .0 varying 3.0 1.15
ST2 3.44 3.40 1 .0 1 .0 varying 3.0 1.15
ST3 3.44 3.34 1 .0 1.3 0 . 2 2 . 0 1.55
ST4 3.44 3.36 1 .0 1 .0 0.9 3.0 1.55
ST5 3.44 3.435 1 .0 6 . 0 3.5 4.0 1.55
ST6 3.4406 3.4145 1 .0 1.5 1 .0 3.0 1.15
TABLE 3.1 : Parameters of the rib waveguide structures 
which have been analysed.
As a preliminary to the numerical exercise, the normalised dispersion relationship of TE 
modes of the slab guide for the optical parameters in Table 3.1 are shown in Fig. 3.5 . A 
plot of the intermediate slab thickness d  as a function of the outer slab thickness d for 
constant inner slab thickness D calculated using the criterion discussed in section 3.131 
are shown in Fig. 3.6 . Data from these two figures are used to determine the spectral 
distribution of the trial field function Ush(y).
Using a single transition function as a trial field, we investigate the modal indices for 
structures 1 and 2 where the thickness of the inner region D is kept constant, while that 
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Fig. 3.5 Dispersion curves for fundamental TE modes of asymmetrical 
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Fig. 3.6 Plot of intermediate slab height d  as a function 
outer slab d for waveguides in Table 3.1.
------------  According to eq. (3.22)
— —  — Extrapolated value.
do not support guided modes when the thickness d is less than 0A \im  and 0.6|xm 
respectively. These examples are chosen in order to demonstrate applicability and to 
judge the accuracy of analysis of rib guides with no guided modes in the outer region 
and of rib guides with guided modes in the inner and outer regions. Results of modal 


















0 .1 - ~ 3.40633299 3.40693
0 . 2 - - 3.40645318 3.40708
0.3 - - 3.40671575 3.40725
0.4 3.40789032 3.40773878 3.40697658 3.40746
0.5 3.40809345 3.40807870 3.40727608 3.40770
0 . 6 3.40835953 3.40835496 3.40768495 3.40808
0.7 3.40869522 3.40869350 3.40816405 3.40856
0 . 8 3.40914440 3.40914510 3.40881849 3.40914
0.9 3.40983963 3.40984019 3.40972475 3.40970
TABLE 3.2 : Comparison of mode indices for structure ST1
Results obtained by standard EDC method, where applicable, are given in column 2. 
Results of the present analysis, but neglecting the effect of the continuum in the inner 
and outer regions are shown in column 3. It is noted that for the EDC approximation to 
be applicable as well as for neglecting the continuum there should be guided mode in the 
inner and outer regions. It can be seen that the propagation constant obtained from 
present method by completely neglecting the continuum is slightly different from that 
predicted by the EDC method as a consequence of the transformer ratio "n" being less 
than unity, due to the discontinuity. Column 4 reports the present results with continuum 
in both slabs taken in to account, valid for any value of d. These are compared with 
column 6  with those obtained in [4] by FDM analysis and the agreement are found to be 
excellent. Our results for structure 2 are compared with those of semi - vectorial FDM 
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Fig. 3.7 Normalised propagation constant for the fundamental
LSE mode as a function of outer slab height d for structure 2.
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3.39032237 3.3886900 3.3906177 3.3912917 3.3869266
V “ 0.4832477 0.5025 0.5092 0.4655926
ST4 A
k0
3.39547825 3.3953275 3.3951666 3.3954298 3.3954405
V • 0.4386987 0.4367 0.4400 0.4401
ST5 A
K
3.43732738 3.4368203 3.4368425 3.4368635 3.4368112
V 0.3638981 0.3683 0.3725 0.3621
TABLE 3.3 : Comparison of modal indices for the LSE of structure ST3.ST4 and ST5
are seen to be minimal. Results on three additional guiding structures (structure 3 ,4 , and 
5) are given in Table 3.3 and are found to be in excellent agreement with those of [5] 
and [6 ] obtained using FDM analysis.
In order to assess the accuracy of the intermediate slab function over the inner slab mode 
function chosen as the basis function, we investigate the propagation constant of 
structure 1 using both trial fields and the results are tabulated in Table 3.4 .
rl





Jim INTERMEDIATE SLAB MODE FUNCTION
THICKER SLAB 
MODE FUNCTION
0 .1 0.62282131 0.62219390




0 . 6 0.63789640 0.62501142
0.7 0.64324008 0.65078256
0 . 8 0.65054058 0.65525143
0.9 0.66065259 0.65787970
TABLE 3.4 : Comparison of modal indices of structure ST1 using 
different trial function.
It can be seen that the propagation constant value obtained using the inner slab mode 
function as the trial field is lower than that obtained using the intermediate slab function, 
particularly, when the the step is large. This confirms the assertion made in section 
3.131, that using just the surface mode right or left of the step is inaccurate, because of 
its orthogonality to the continuum.
In order to assess the convergence of the solution, we investigate the propagation 
constant of structure 2 using the Ritz - Galerkin procedure and the basis functions 
developed in section 3.133. Results obtained for increasing order of the solution are
- 3.20 -
given in Table 3.5 . It can be observed that the general trend is converges very fast to
Kq
a value correct to four decimal places. The fluctuation in the last digit may be due to 
rounding off errors in the numerical computation and is negligible. These results show 
that by taking an expansion of more than one term expansion, the change in the value of 
the propagation constant is only marginal. This confirms our belief that single term 






n = 0 n = 1 n — 2 n — 3
0 .1 3.411978 3.412206 3.412208 3.412205
0 . 2 3.412205 3.412344 3.412372 3.412390
0.3 3.412490 3.412521 3.412546 3.412585
0.4 3.412697 3.412744 3.412750 3.412764
0.5 3.412857 3.412935 3.412955 3.412957
0 . 6 3.413557 3.413580 3.413592 3.413595
0.7 3.414065 3.414086 3.414103 3.414140
0 . 8 3.414724 3.414733 3.414748 3.414768
0.9 3.415590 3.415592 3.415593 3.415596
TABLE 3.5 : Convergence of modal solution of structure ST2
In order to assess the contribution from the continuum on the results, we investigate the 
propagation constant with continuum represented by substrate modes only, substrate 
modes and air mode of outer region only and the complete continuum spectrum of both 
slabs. In this exercise, structure 2 is again taken as an example. Results are compared in 
Table 3.6 and the difference is found to be marginal. This shows that only the 
continuous spectra due to substrate modes contribute significantly to the field expansion. 
In fact, there is no significant difference between the results obtained by neglecting the 
air mode of the inner region and that obtained by considering the complete spectrum. 
This observation seem to suggest that we need only to include the substrates modes of
- 3.21 -
both slabs and the air modes of the outer slab in the field expansion to obtain results with 
good accuracy. It is also observed that when there are well guided modes in the inner 
and outer regions, the continuous spectrum contributes negligibly, especially if the step 
is small. In fact, by considering the continuous spectra due to the substrate modes only 
in the field expansion is enough to yield results with good accuracy.
d
..............T ........... ... ..
kG
|xm









0 . 1 3.411978 3.411978 3.412188
0 . 2 3.412205 3.412215 3.412275
0.3 3.412490 3.412440 3.412405
0.4 3.412697 3.412670 3.412648
0.5 3.412857 3.412859 3.412855
0 . 6 3.413557 3.413633 3.413558
0.7 3.414065 3.414137 3.414066
0 . 8 3.414724 3.414763 3.414724
0.9 3.415590 3.415599 3.415590
TABLE 3.6 : Contribution of the continuum component on the accuracy of -y-
fCio
Fig. 3.8 gives a 3 - D plot of the Hy and Ex showing proper discontinuity on the side of 
the rib at x  =  0 .
3.3 EVEN (to x) MODES LSM ANALYSIS
The even LSM - modes ( TM to y ) of the rib waveguide in Fig. 3.1 are obtained by
placing a magnetic wall on the plane of symmetry at x  = -a.  For a LSM mode, with z -
and time - dependence suppressed, the electromagnetic field components may
be expressed in terms of a y - directed electric vector potential as,
Ex = dx dy \\fe(x,y)~f (3.43a)
Ey = ( Erk l  + d2y ) \|fe(x,y)~f (3.43b)
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XFig. 3.8 Hy and Ex field components of the fundamental LSE mode 
plotted as the magnitude values over transverse guide section.
E z = ~ j  f i d y V A X i y r f





/ / z =y v>zr dx \ye{x,y)~f (3.43f)
With a magnetic wall at the plane of symmetry x = -a,  we have maximum there and 
consequently the x - dependent variation of the y - directed electric field can be 
represented by a cosine - like function. The y - directed Hertzian electric potential 
subjected to boundary condition for Ey for region 1 and 2 are chosen to be:
where the various functions and parameters are analogous to those defined under 
equations (3.2) and (3.3), but the expressions appropriate to TM modes, as given in 
Appendix 1, must be used.
3.31 FORMULATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION AND TRANSVERSE
Region 1,
1
h  4>k00 Xs(x) + S , 2  2 1 (P> P) P)
(3.44)
Region 2,
y  J '(P )V *(y .P )e  ,qX
(3.45)
EQUIVALENT NETWORK
By substituting equations (3.44) and (3.45) in to equation (3.43), the pair of fields
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transverse to x, Ey and HZi needed in the analysis, may be obtained. By a development 
analogous to that of section 3.12, we arrive at the integral equation for the unknown field 
Ey at the discontinuous interface x  = 0, given by:
Y - E y( 0,y) = 0 (3.46)
where the kernel of the integral operators Y  is given by,
y  (y>y) — t  1
qse tan(?«o) Yse , , ,
) *^ , v^cCy) ¥ s « ( y )
Zee E„
+ Ya(y<y) + Ysb(y>y') J (3.47)
and,
OO [— —|
Ya(y,y')= 2  /  dP2 7 [  tanh(ya) p) <)enCy',p) +  V«n(y.P) NVC/.P) J (3-48)
\i=e,o 0 -j P_
k2•V0
Ysb(y,y' )= J — 11 [ tanh('Hfl) f c C <*) ^ ( / .a ) + ¥ e 0 ,><y) VeCy \ a )  ] (3.49)
0 e 0 2
Again, by a development similar to that of section 3.32, the following scalar dispersion 
equation is deduced:
Qce n 2 Yie
tm (qsea) =  — + Ya(y,y') + I^ (y ,y ')  (3.50)
Zee £ee
Its equivalent network representation is illustrated in Fig. 3.9, which is the dual of Fig.
3.2 . In equation (3.50), Ya(y,y ' ) , Ysb(y,y') and n 1 are defined analogous to equations 
(3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) respectively, in terms now of the unknown transverse electric 
field at the interface Ey(0,y) = E(y) and of the wavenumbers appropriate to the TM - 
case. It is noted, however, that unlike in the LSE - case, E fields transverse to a dielectric 
wedge are singular [1]. Hence,y = d and y = D  are singular points, as further discussed 
in the next section, and the appropriate choice of E has more bearing on the accuracy of 
solution.
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Fig. 3.9 Transverse Equivalent Circuit for LSM polarization.
The second feature about equation (3.50) is, in fact, its close resemblance to equation 
(3.15) which is dispersion equation for a TM line in x; whereas , according to a standard 
EDC procedure, the transmission line representing propagation in the x direction for a 
LSM - mode ought to be of the pure TE - type. This apparent incongruence is explained 
by noting that in the EDC approximation one applies the relationships between fields 
and potentials (3.43) to a separable potential of the type /  (y)e~^kxX in each region. Then, 
one has;
y T E  _  ^ 2 _  ® 0^ kx _  H 5 D
- * T ~   ^ }
Only if ky ~ 0 or the identification er (y) = £ee can be made, is the characteristic 
admittance of a TE - wave recovered from equation (3.51). It is, therefore, fair to say 
that, whilst in the LSE - case, the EDC is the most basic level of approximation to the
rigorous dispersion equation as obtained from Transverse Resonance Diffraction, in the
LSM - case stronger approximations are required. It is consequently to be expected that 
the EDC approximation in the LSM - case be further removed from the accurate 
solution than in the LSE case.
3.32 VARIATIONAL SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL SOLUTION
3.321 FIRST ORDER VARIATIONAL SOLUTION FOR Ey AND USE OF 
EDGE SINGULARITIES
The integral equation (3.46) is solved rigorously by means of a first - order variational 
approach, taking account of the proper singularities of the transverse electric field at the 
dielectric comers y - d  and y - D o i  Fig. 3.1 . It is well known that the transverse 
electric fields at a dielectric wedge of aperture 0  between dielectrics er and eo = 1 are 
singular like r a , where r is the distance from the wedge and a  is in the range ( -l< o c < 0  
) is given by the lowest eigenvalue of the transcendental equation [1 ],
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£/•-£<)sin(a + 1 ) 7t ±  sin(a + 1 ) ( 0  -  n)
er +eo
tc 3nFor 0 = — and 0 = —-  corresponding to comer y = D and y  = d  of Fig. 3.1 respectively, 
the order of the singularity is the same and is given by,




2  er + £o
- 1
2  _ia  = — cos
7t
f-----------r n1 £ i - l
2  £i + 1
- 1







1 0 0 -0.326
TABLE 3.7 : Typical values of the order of the singularity near a 
dielectric wedge of aperture 0  = , 4 —
Typical values of a  are reported in Table 3.7 . For 10 < er < 12 which is the typical 
dielectric constant for the semiconductor used to fabricate rib guide at optical frequency, 
a  ~ -0.28, which is a non - negligible singularity. The typical shape of the true 
diffraction field at the interface x  = 0 is of the type shown qualitatively in Fig. 3.10 . 
Also, a finite jump takes place at the dielectric interfaces y  = 0 ,D, common to both sides 
o f the step.
In order to obtain an accurate variational expression of the lowest possible order, all the 
above features ought to be built in to the trial field.
In view of the features discussed above, two forms of the trial field involving a 
"transition function" where the value of intermediate height d  is determined as for the 
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Fig. 3.10 Ey component of the fundamental LSM mode for slab of height d ( curve A ), 
d ( curve B ), D ( curve D ), compared with the trial field of the transition function 
( curve C ).
Useiy)
 —, times a term describing the singularity, namely,
£r(y)







where K is a variational parameter that minimizes an appropriate functional (3.47).
Substituting equation (3.52) in to equation (3.47) gives,
Y  = 1
./wpo
where




Y* = £  /  ^ 2  V \  tMh ^ a ) + (P> l
H^e.o 0 i _  P _  
k 2
V
Y sb = i
da
o 2  
6 2  k l
n [ tank (T]fl) Pg (a) + P f i d ) ]
In view of the relatively complicated nature of equation (3.52), the scalar products,
=  <  ^ > ie C y ) > E(y) >
P'se = < ¥^Cy)> e  (y) >
Pe(a) = <<t>e(y ,o ) ,£ (y )>
P'e(G) = < VeCy>a), E (y) >
^% (P) =  < fe»i(y, p ) , E ( y ) >
K \ l (P) =  < Y«»i(y. P ) , E (y) > (3.54)
required in equation (3.53) need to be evaluated numerically. The choice of equation 
(3.52) as a trial field, however, produces accurate results, which are discussed in section
3.32 . In order to avoid the above inconvenience, also realizing that the effect of each 
singularity in this problem is well localized to a small neighbourhood of the singular 
comer itself, we used a second trial field given by,
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E( y )  = A ( y - D ) a ; y > D
= —  ( D - y ) a ; d < y < , D
e l
= —  A  cos (Ay -  $fc) (y -  d)“ 
£l
e i cos(M-$^,) 
1 -  cos(fo}
= —  A ePy d a
e 2  cos (hd -  $6 )
D - d  
d - d  .
D - d  




; d < y  <d  
; 0  <y <d  
;y < 0 (3.55)
where
tan (hd -  (j^) = £i 4  
h
ta n (^ )  = £ 1 Q 
£ 2  h
We note, in fact, that the above form (3.55) takes account of each of the two singularities 
at y  = d,D one at a time and includes the dielectric jump at y  = 0. Moreover, it is 
physically clear that no other discontinuity takes place between the two singularities at 
y  = d,D. Hence, we assume a continuous function in this interval. Fory  > D, we include 
the effect of the singularity at y  =D, whereas the dielectric constant is that of the "air 
region" above the rib. The shape of the trial field (3.55) is compared in Fig. 3.10 with 
those of the slab mode in the rib, that of the outer slab region and of the "transition 
Use
function" ----- (y) without inclusion of the singularities for a typical cross - section.
£r
From this figure, we note the non - negligible, but well localised, effects of the two
Use
singularities, whereas ----- (y) is seen to have features intermediate between those of
er
<taeCy) and tyseOO* according to the concept of "transition function".
The advantage of using equation (3.55) with respect to equation (3.52) lies in that the 
scalar products (3.54) can be cast analytically in terms of incomplete Gamma functions.
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These are given in Appendix 5. These expressions can be evaluated numerically in 
rapidly converging series form. For large values of the argument, in fact, the series 
reduces to a single term. The analyticity of the "scalar products" results in far greater 
numerical efficiency of the second trial field, although the actual values of the 
propagation constants obtained in the two cases are very similar. This fact will be shown 
in the numerical exercise discussed in in the following section.
3.33 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the application of the theory developed in the previous section, 
we worked out numerical examples to investigate the propagation constant of a rib guide 
whose parameters are given in Table 3.1 . The LSM analysis is complicated by the 
presence of the singularities as discussed in the previous sections. A comparison 
between the results obtained in using the two trial fields discussed in the previous 

















0 .1 3.41020 3.41021 3.41008 3.41060 ~
0 . 2 3.41029 3.41024 3.41009 3.41073 -
0.3 3.41046 3.41026 3.41012 3.41092 ~
0.4 3.41068 3.41077 3.41027 3.41117 -
0.5 3.41096 3.41122 3.41092 3.41150 -
0 . 6 3.41217 3.41182 3.41138 3.41190 3.41271
0.7 3.41247 3.41214 3.41148 3.41241 3.41293
0 . 8 3.41298 3.41285 3.41249 3.41303 3.41331
0.9 3.41380 3.41358 3.41378 3.41385 3.41394














0 .1 3.4230021 3.4230844 3.4229312 -
0 . 2 3.4230022 3.4231136 3.4229337 -
0.3 3.4230032 3.4233329 3.4229365 -
0.4 3.4230731 3.4234474 3.4229602 -
0.5 3.4232181 3.4235177 3.4230472 -
0 . 6 3.4234884 3.4237593 3.4231235 -
0.7 3.4239814 3.4239557 3.4231637 -
0 . 8 3.4251143 3.4243814 3.4231881 3.4256779
0.9 3.4251365 3.4244065 3.4232126 3.4258394
1 .0 3.4253931 3.4247512 3.4234063 3.4260368
1 .1 3.4257473 3.4252561 3.4239009 3.4262781
1 .2 3.4262208 3.4257251 3.4250629 3.4265737
1.3 3.4267664 3.4265150 3.4264681 3.4269466
1.4 3.4274047 3.4272225 3.4273995 3.4274559
TABLE 3.9 : Comparison of modal indices for the LSM of structure ST6
Differences are seen to be minimal, but using the second form is considerably more 
economical in computing time. The accuracy of the method is validated by comparing 
with the results of [6 ] in Table 3.8, where differences are minimal. Fig. 3.11 shows the 
variation of normalised modal indices with rib width for the fundamental LSM mode for 
three different rib height. Fig. 3.12 shows the variation of normalised modal indices for 
the fundamental LSM mode with rib height for different rib widths. In Fig. 3.11 and 
3.12 rib guide of structure 6  is taken as an example.
3.4 WAVEGUIDE LOSSES
In the previous analysis no mentioned was made on waveguide losses. The sources of 
loss in rib waveguide are twofold, consisting of bulk loss and corrugation on surfaces.
Bulk Losses
In a medium with finite conductivity c , a conduction current J  = oE  will exist, resulting 
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Fig. 3.11 Normalised propagation characteristics for LSM modes as 
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Fig. 3.12 Normalised propagation constant for the fundamental LSM mode 
as a function of rib height for different rib widths for structure 2.
constant given by 
e = e(l -  ytan8 /) = £o£r (l ~ /tanS/)
This will correspond to a complex modal propagation constant y  such that
T2 =  ( a  + j  P)2 = k l + k j -  I k l  
= Z:2  -  co2 |j.oe( 1 -  7  tan8 ;)
For small losses 8 /<  1, a<(3 and
-p2 -  2;ap = £2 -  co2p.0e + ya)2po£tan5/
so that
&2 8A'Ocr e-
a  =  I p ”  1
For GaAs/AlGaAs at 1.52pm the material absorption contribute < 0.04 dB/cm and, 
hence, there is no substantial difference to our results by considering real refractive 
index of the materials. However, for sufficiently high loss tangent, bulk losses can also 
couple LSE and LSM via the common Ex field component. In fact Jx = o Ex is a 
common induced source term. Hence, bulk loss is an additional coupling loss 
mechanisms.
Scattering losses
Propagation loss also results, however, from scattering by defects (such as 
photolithographies imperfections) and rib roughness. Corrugation on surfaces will 
results in loss due to coupling between LSE and LSM . This loss can be approximated 
with a simple theory based on Tien‘s result for scattering in slab waveguides [8 ].
cos 0
a  = A{kd)2 sin0
w  + —
-3.31
where k is the propagation constant in the guiding layer, o  is the surface roughness, 0  the 
propagation angle in the guide and p the transverse decay constant in the cladding 
layers. The above expression has been used by [9] to check their experimental results for 
ion milled guides and the calculation suggests that approximately half of the propagation 
loss of 0.2 dB/cm at large rib width and small rib height is due to rib roughness. 
However, reduced scattering loss can be obtained with an improve fabrication process 
such as metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and reactive ion etching 
(RIE) in BC/3 . Propagation losses as low as 0.15 dB/cm at 1.52(im have been achieved 
in single-mode GaAs/AlGaAs guides grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy 
(OMVPE) [10].
3.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, an approximate Transverse Resonance Diffraction solution of the rib 
waveguide in the pure LSE and LSM polarizations is derived. The problem is seen as 
one of diffraction by a transverse step discontinuity in the plane x  -  0 , and transverse 
resonance is employed to derived the propagation constant. In solving the TRD problem, 
a variational formulation of Rayleigh - Ritz and Ritz - Galerkin type are presented. In 
the Rayleigh - Ritz formulation we adopt a single trial field at the transverse step 
discontinuity which is the modal distribution of a slab of height intermediate between 
those of the inner and outer region, which we define "transition function". In the LSM 
case we include explicitly the proper singularity of the Ey - field at 90 0 and 270 0 
dielectric comers. The "transition function" approximation leads to a scalar dispersion 
equation yielding results for the propagation constant which are of comparable accuracy 
with those obtained by purely numerical methods such as FDM/FEM. Also a single 
function trial field leads to a simple scalar transverse equivalent network representation 
of the waveguide and this feature is very useful, as it allows straightforward extension of 
the method to more complicated transverse cross-sections. The solution using Galerkin’s 
approach shows very quick convergence. This is the result of the choice of trial field
- 3.32 -
function, where the first term in the expansion of Hy is already very close to the true 
field. Hence, we conclude that a single term "transition function" is a good choice of trial 
field function, that leads to a simple network representation of the waveguide and yields 
results of reliable accuracy.
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RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF RIB WAVEGUIDES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
An approximate analysis of the rib waveguide in the pure LSE and LSM polarizations 
was developed in chapter 3 and used to investigate its propagation characteristics. In that 
chapter it was stated that the true electromagnetic fields of the structure are hybrid. This 
is the consequence of the diffraction of the fields at the dielectric comers in the guide 
cross section. The aim of this chapter is to develop a complete rigorous analysis o f rib 
waveguides taking into account the effect of LSE and LSM mode coupling at the 
dielectric comers. This is achieved by enforcing the continuity of all transverse field 
components across the discontinuous plane at x = - a ,  a boundary condition that is not 
possible to enforce with a zero Ey or Hy field in the approximate analysis. A 
consequence of this coupling is a hybrid mode solution where all six electromagnetic 
field components are present.
4.2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION OF INTEGRAL 
OPERATORS
The rib waveguide cross section under consideration is shown in Fig. 4.1 . The basic 
approach to the formulation of the problem was outlined in chapter two. We shall 
develop the formulation for the case where an electric wall is placed on the plane of 
symmetry, corresponding to a maximum of Hy and zero o f Ey there. This is, in fact, the 
generalisation of the situation that leads to the even LSE five fields approximation 
presented in chapter three. Hence, this formulation is expected to yield a hybrid mode 
solution with even LSE - like mode behaviour. Likewise, by following analogous
-4.1-
REGION 2 REGION REGION 2
Fig. 4.1 Rib guide cross section.
procedure a formulation for the case with a magnetic wall placed at the plane of 
symmetry can be established and the analysis results in an even LSM - like hybrid mode 
solution.
In order to enforce the continuity condition on all four transverse field components 
across the discontinuous plane x  = 0 , the electromagnetic fields at each side of the 
discontinuous plane need to be described fully by six field components. These field 
components can be obtained from the superposition of z - directed LSE and LSM 
modes. This in turn requires at each side of the discontinuous plane, a pair of y - 
directed, vector potentials, one electric ne(x,y) = \\re(x ,y)e~^r^  and one magnetic 
Kh(x,y) = \\fh(x,y)e~^ri?, in order to derive the electromagnetic field components in 
terms of LSM and LSE modes, respectively. By referring to chapter two, the 
electromagnetic field components of the structure may be expressed as,
Ex = dx dy \\fe(x,y) + co Po P (4.1a)
Ey = ( £rk l  + d]  ) y e(x,y) (4.1b)
Ez = - j  p dy V e ( x y ) - j  CO |io dx \jfh(x,y) (4.1c)
Hx — co Eq Er (3 \|/g (x,y) + 3^ 3  ^ tyh (x^y) (4. Id)
Hy =  ( 8 rk l  + 3] ) \\fh(xyy)  (4.1e)
Hz = j  co so er dx \jfe( x , y ) - j  p 3^ y h(x,y) (4.1f)
In (4.1) the time - and z - dependences are assumed but suppressed. The scalar
functions \\fe(x,y) and yh(x,y)  are chosen at each side of the discontinuity plane so that 
they satisfy the correct boundary conditions for the field components and have 
dimensional consistency. Having obtained the expressions for the transverse to x field 
components, the continuity of the fields at the discontinuous interface between the two 
regions are enforced. This leads to a pair of coupled integral equations for the unknown 
fields Ey and Hy . Having obtained the integral equations, the condition for the transverse 
resonance is considered and the dispersion equation is derived. The dispersion equation 
is solved for the propagation constant p using methods similar to those adopted in the
-4.2-
approximate analysis of chapter three.
4.21 HYBRID FIELD COMPONENTS IN REGION 1
With an electric wall on the plane of symmetry x  = -a ,  the x - dependent variation of the 
y - directed magnetic and electric fields can be represented with a cosine - and sine - like 
functions respectively. As discussed in chapter three, the potential functions \|//j(x,y) and 
\ re(x,y) required to derive LSE and LSM field components are of the type given by:
Vhfay)  = -
1 1
v h toCy)





|x=e,o 0  Ko P
j  d o
o e2kl -  o 2
y A x ,y )  = -
1
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0  8 2kl  -  d 2
Ie (G )< b J y ,a )
sin (qea)




All the wavenumbers and mode functions appearing in equation (4.2) are defined similar 
to those in chapter three. By substituting (4.2) in to (4.1), the field components 
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4.22 HYBRID FIELD COMPONENTS IN REGION 2
The potential functions for region 2 >|/*(x,}0 and \jfe(x,y) are similar to those found in 
chapter three. The field components transverse to x for the LSE and LSM modes have 
already been derived in chapter three and are reproduced here as the superposition of the 
two polarizations according to equation (4.1) given by,
Ey(x,y) = - 1
ycoe0
V
I'e VcCy) e~MuX + 1 doI'e(a) \|ie(y,a) e~JPP'
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4.23 FORMULATION OF THE INTEGRAL OPERATORS
In the previous sections expressions for the transverse field components in each region 
on either side of the discontinuous interface have been obtained. In order that the 
required integral operators can be determined, then two of the transverse field 
components must be written in terms of the other. Thus we seek in each region integral 
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: for x  < 0  
: for x  > 0
where the various operators occurring in (4.5) are defined by
oo
E*(0,y) = j  Z(y,y '  ; x = x '  = Q) Hy(0,y ') tty'
— OO





£ z ( 0 , y )  =  J  T ( y , y ' ; x  = x '  = 0 ) Ey(0 ,y ' )  dy '
—o o
=  T - E j ( 0 , y )  (4.7)
OO
H hA 0 ,y)  = J  U(y,y '  ; x = x '  = 0 ) f f ,( 0 ,y ')d y '
—OO
= U - H y(P,y)  (4.8)
oo
H ez (0 , y ) =  J  Y(y,y '  ; x = x '  = 0 ) Ey(0 , y ' ) d y '
—oo
= Y - E y(Qty )  (4.9)
In (4.5), the signs are consistent with the power flow in to each region from the 
interface. The subscripts L and R refer to regions 1 and 2 respectively. Z and Y  are the 
integral operators of the pure LSE and LSM parts of the fields respectively. T  and U  
describe the hybrid part of the field. In order to determine their kernels for each region, 
we consider equations (4.3) and (4.4). From equations (4.3b) and (4.3c) and by using the 
orthogonality properties of the mode functions, expressions for V^, V ^ ( p ) , F/,(a) and 
Ie, IeVL(p ) , I e(o)  in terms of Hy and Ey are obtained that are given by,
oo
Ie = j  co eo J  Ey(0 ,y)  <j>*(y) dy  (4.10a)
—oo
oo
4 * 1  (P) = j  03 eo J  Ey(0 ,y)  (J)eil(y, p) dy  (4.10b)
—oo
oo
4 (a) = j  0 ) £ 0 J  4 y(0 ,y) <4 (y,a) dy  (4.10c)
oo
oo
Vh = j  CD|Xo J  Hy(0 ,y)t\>h( y )dy  (4.10d)
■ oo
oo
y*n(p)= y  ffleo J  Hy(0 ,y)  tyhll(y,p) dy (4.10e)
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Vfc(a) = j  co e0  J  Hy(0 ,y) <fo(y, o) dy (4.10f)
■ oo
Similarly, from equations (4.4a) and (4.4c), by using the orthogonality properties of the 
mode functions we obtain,
oo
I'e = j  (QEq J  Ey(0 ,y) \\fe(y)dy  (4.11a)
—oo
oo
^ ( p ) = ; « e o  J  Ey(Oty)\\feii(y,p) dy (4.11b)
—oo  
oo
/ i ( o ) = 7  WEo j  Ey(0 , y ) y e(y,o )dy  (4.11c)
OO
oo
V'h - j  0 ) Ho J  Hy( 0 ,y) \|ik(y) dy (4.1 Id)
OO
oo
V'Ati ( p ) = ; c o e 0  J  Hy(0 , y ) y kli(y,p)dy  (4.1 le)
— OO 
OO
V'h(fs)=j<aeo i  Hy(P ,y )yh(y ,o)dy  (4.I l f )
— OO
The explicit expansion of the integral operator of the pure LSE part of the fields Z was 
already derived in earlier work and its kernel Z(y,y ')  for both regions is reproduced here 
for ease of reference:
Zi.(y,y')=  1
ycoeo
qsH tan (qsha) 
   4>aOO 0aO ’ )
£eh
+ Z  /  — 2_ YAtanh(YAa)0A(l(y,p)0AtlO''.P) 
m« .»  o , _
k l
+ I — ^ 5 -  tlA tanh(r|Aa) a) 0*O,'.o)
° p  ^e ?  ;





yshr ~ ¥ / l0 ;) ¥ / l0 7/) +  X  I  —1d— o- y'h ¥ ^ ( y » p )  ¥ / ^ ( y / >p)
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■n* VACy>o)vA0 ' ' , a ) (4.13)
From equations (4.3a) and (4.3d), the field E‘ , and H ‘  for region 1 at x  = 0 are given
by.
£ ? ( 0 o 0 = - - & -
CO£0
OO
—,-L  ie d} fe(y) + £  / _ ^ a _ /eH(p) ^ ^ (y .p )
Qse P U=£,<? 0 ko  P
+ d o
v
0 e2k l  -  a 2
(4.14)






0  £2 ^ - ^
oo
■ 2 ■ n 2  V* a , <t)A(y) + £  /  - 5 ^ -  FA(l(p) a , 4>A|1(y, p) 
*7s/i H ji=e,<? 0 kQ P
V*(a) a , <t>A(y,a) (4.15)
f ^ 0
t f ? ( 0 , ) 0  =  - 2 — I T  / e  c o t ^ s e a )  <J>e ( y )  +  X  J  7 2 2 ^ ( p ) i ti O ' . p ) T f c o t h ( y { f l )
+
q 2se + P2
d a
V
! £2k l  -  O2
“  '  fr2  n2H=e,o 0 *-0 K
(4.16)
By substituting ( 4.10a, 4.10b and 4.10c ) in to equation (4.14) and equation (4.16) we 




TL( y , y ' ) = - j  t t
° °  J
-  <t>e<y') dy <t>c(y) + £  /  9 2 c ^ ( y ' ,p )  a ,  ^ ( y ,  p)
-ee \i=e,o 0  j  P
do
e^ - T T
a 2
§e(y',o) dy <|>e(y,cT) (4.17)
and




+ 2  /  dp 2 % coth(yea) 4>eja.Cy, p) <t>e(j.(y'.p)





£2 -  —k l
x\e coth(rjefl) <j)e(y,o) (^ (y '.a ) (4.18)
Similarly substituting ( 4.10d, 4.10e and 4.10f ) in to equation (4.15) we recover 
equation (4.8) with its kernel defined by,
u L( y y ) = - j - %
00
J -  <t>A(y') dy f o ( y )  + £  1 - & Y -  O i n C y ' . p )  dy p)
^ , 0  0  j _ £
+ ! ---- ~ ~ T ~  $ h (y ',c )  dy <t>A(y,o)
0 a 2
e 2 ” T T
(4.19)
The explicit expression of Y, T and U for region 2 are found by analogous procedure. 
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r\e y e(y,a) y e( / , a ) (4.20)
TR( y , y ' ) = - j ^
k%
1 v^O 1')  3> Y£(y) + E  /  2 Y enC y'.p) 3y V en(y.P)




£2 -  —
O2
\|/eCy',a) 3v Ye(y,a) (4.21)
U R ( y* y ' )= - j  7 j
k i
00
7-  VaO1')  3y VaC?) +  E  /  r f p 2  M V tv '.P )  3 , V *n(y.P)
&eh [L=e,o 0 j _  £ _
d o
£2 -  —k l
(4.22)
It can be seen that T and U at either side of the discontinuity are functionally the same 
apart from the different modal functions and effective dielectric constant Ee at each side.
4.3 DISPERSION EQUATION
Having derived the integral operator occurring in the coupled integral equation (4.5), we 
are now in a position to apply continuity of the transverse fields at the discontinuous 




i£i___ Hy (0 ,y)
- Hz(0 , y ) r Ul Yl. Ey(0,y)
- £ z(0 ,y)
i i Hy (0 ,y)
H M y ) £ i Ey(0,y)
(4.5a)
(4.5b)
continuity of the transverse fields at the interface gives an integral equation in the 
unknowns Hy(0,y), Ey(0,y). By adding (4.5a and 4.5b), we obtain
’ Z T~ Hy(0 ,y)
- U  Y 3 ( 0 , y)
where
=  0 (4.23)
Z = Z l +Z r 
Y = Yl +Yr
t  = t l - t r  
u = u L - u R
It is noted in the continuity equation (4.23) that the off - diagonal terms, giving rise to 
the hybrid part of the field, contain the differences between the contributions left and 
right of the step at x  = 0. Hence, they vanish rapidly for decreasing step height. 
Neglecting these terms altogether, the separate even LSE and odd LSM cases are 
recovered.
The integral equation (4.23) can be solved by Galerkin’s method by expanding the 
unknown Hy(y) and Ey(y) in terms of two sets of suitable basis functions. This will 
transform the integral equation in to a matrix equation, from which the propagation 
constant (i can be solved. The choice of a suitable finite expanding set was already 
discussed in chapter three and, in fact, for this particular problem none is readily 
available if the edge condition is to be satisfied. Satisfaction of the edge condition is of 
paramount important if rapid convergence of the solution is to be achieved without 
excessive computational effort. In order to reduce the computational effort by avoiding 
the use of large matrices, we employ here a single trial function in order to expand the
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unknown fields. The choice of a suitable function was already discussed in the 
approximate analysis in chapter three and there it was shown that the transition 
functions, Ush(y) and Use(y) inclusive of the edge singularities provide an accurate trial 
functions to expand Hy and Ey respectively. Upon substituting Ush(y) and Use(y) for the 
fields in (4.23) we obtain,
Z = 1
ycoeo
Qsh d 2 q /2
-------------------- Eh + “ T-  * h
£eh &eh
OO p  —
+  X  I — ^ 2 - Y *  U u * ( y * a ) J > k ( p ) + / > i J ( p ) ]
\i=e,o 0 1 _  £ _
k l
d o
+ l  CT2
%  tanh(TUa)/>£(a) +/>*/  2
£ 2 "  /,2
Y = Qse COt(.QseCL) o r>/2P i  + —  Pe
00 r n
+ X  /  — [coth(Y£a ) / >^ ( p )  + />'2 (p) I
P-=€,6» 0  |  _  £ _
(4.24)
+ J  — ~ ~ T ~  Tie [  COth(Tlea) Pl(G) + P 'e2
o2  
e2 - T T
—  Qeh -  - 4 -  p e O k
00 p
X  /  — ^ 2 “  [ / e ( P >  f i r t ( p ) - ^ ( p )  O k ( P )
ji=e,o 0 1 _  _P_
n,0
d a
£2 -  -2
O2




-  ! _ £  
k‘.
u = - j 7 - n 2 t a - 4 - / ’* Q'he
£eh £ eh
+ z  I - ^ [ n ( p ) & * ( p ) - n ( p ) S L ( p ) ]
\±=e,o 0 i _  _P_
k l
+ ]  -  f  P*(o) - n « »  (2 k (a )  1
o .  £  L J
k2f^ O
(4.27)
where, /V s  and / V s are defined as before in chapter three, and Q ’s are given by
Qhe = < U s e , dy <t>A > (4.28a)
Q'he = < u se , dy Va > (4.28b)
Qek = < Ush , dy §e > (4.28c)
Qeh = < U s h , d y V h > (4.28d)
It is noted that equation (4.23) is, in fact, the dispersion relation for the hybrid bound 
modes of the rib waveguide. In order to solve for p we may derive the equivalent 
impedance representation Z of the matrix in equation (4.23). The matrix Z represent the 
total impedance looking to the left and right of the discontinuous interface. This matrix
equation has a non trivial solution when det =  0.
Although equation (4.23) is sufficient to solve for p, nevertheless, the formulation does 
not result in a scalar transverse equivalent circuit. In order to recover a scalar transverse 
equivalent circuit, it is convenient to reformulate the continuity equation prior to 
expanding the unknown fields. Considering the slab surface mode of region 2 ( if any ) 
and the continuous modes in both regions to be excited by the fundamental mode 
incident on the discontinous interface x  = 0 , then it is possible to isolate the fundamental 
mode terms from (4.23) and lump together all the other terms to give
-  —  tan(qhsa) +  V 3 A O 0  = Z ' +  T '  (4.29a)
Z e h K  0)£0 Z e e K
- 4 . 1 5 -
-  ~r,  \ j V hdyi/h(y) + — cot(qa a) = - U ' +  Y '  (4.29b)
0 ^ 0  Zehko Eeeki
where Z ' ,  T \  U '  and Y* are operators with contribution of the surface mode term for







The variational expressions for the elements of the matrix G in (4.30) are derived from 
(4.29). Using (4.10a) and (4.10d) the quantities Ve and//, are introduced to the left hand 
side of equation (4.29), which gives
w  OO j  9 _  o o
-y-4>*(y) J Hy$h(y)dy + —p ~ —y  — — J H ^ h(y)dy = £ '  + f '  (4.31a)
h _ o o  -*/i CO
w  • OO y  OO
-  + ^ r< k (y )  /  = - U ’ + Y '  (4.31b)
where,
„  J&>Ho<?fctan(^a)
Z/, = -------------—--------- (4.32a)
^■eh^o
„  _  j e eekltan(qesa)
— ^4. jzb j
CO£o Qes
Now, equation (4.31a) is multiplied throught by H y and (4.31b) by Ey  and both
equations are integrated over y. Expanding Ey and H y using a single trial function U se
and U sh respectively, gives
y h 9 - 4  , ,— P i  + ~ ^ S ePh = Z  + T  (4.33a)
h -*h
Vh - 4 o




x  = j  p
CO2£QEeeZ h
Qeh
Sh = { \ e- ~Qhe
The equivalent network model define by equation (4.30) is shown in Fig. 4.2 . The 
equivalent impedance representation of the network to the right of x  = 0  may be derived 
from the G m atrix , given by
Vh ' z  n Z u ' - h
y e_ Z 2i Z n - h
- h
- L (4.34)
Looking to the left of x  = 0, we may write the relationship between V and I given by
(4.35)
Upon comparing equations (4.34) and (4.35), one obtains
I i +? ] [ d = °
y h ~ zk 0 ‘ 4
Ve 0 Ze 4
Non trivial solutions of the matrix equation yield the dispersion relation 
det [ ? ]  = 0
4.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
(4.36)
The theory developed in the previous section is used to investigate the dispersion 
characteristics of rib waveguide whose parameters are identical to those used in the 
approximate analysis. Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show theoretical dispersion curves for 
formulation with an electric wall at the plane of symmetry x = - a .  The dispersion curve 
for the pure LSE polarization is also shown in the figures. It can be seen that the results 
of the hybrid and pure LSE analysis overlap quite well. This shows that the hybrid 
content of the fields for the structure considered is very small. This observation is not
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Fig. 4.2 Scalar transverse equivalent network.
surprising because it was shown in chapter three that the result of LSE approximation is 
already very accurate compared with the results of vector finite element method [ 1 ]. 
Hence, in this case the fields of the rib waveguide can be accurately represented by five 
field LSE polarization. Fig. 4.5 shows theoretical dispersion results with a magnetic wall 
placed at x  = - a  , along with results of the pure LSM polarization. Here too the hybrid 
content of the fields is small even for large step and, consequently, the electromagnetic 







Fig. 4.3 Normalised propagation constant for the fundamental mode 
as a function of outer slab height d.
n \ = 3.44, /i2  = 3.40, n 3  = 1.0, X = 1.15pm, 2a = 3.0pm, D = 1.0pm 
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Fig. 4.4 Normalised propagation constant for the fundamental mode 
as a function of outer slab height d.
n \ = 3.4406, « 2  = 3.4145, n 3  = 1.0, X = 1.15|im, 2 a = 3.0|im, D = 1.5|im 
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Fig. 4.5 Normalised propagation constant for the fundamental mode 
as a function of outer slab height d.
n \ = 3.44, n 2 = 3.40, /t3 = 1.0, X = 1.15p.m, 2a = 3.0p.m, D = 1.0|im 
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CHAPTER 5
THEORETICAL STUDY OF COUPLED RIB WAVEGUIDES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic field of a bound mode of a rib waveguide extends in to the region 
surrounding the rib. Thus, if two rib waveguides are placed in close proximity, energy 
couples from one waveguide to the other. Coupled structures play a very important role 
in the field of millimetre waves and integrated optics. Arrays of coupled dielectric 
antennas are interesting for millimetric applications. As already been mentioned in 
chapter 1, many optical devices may be realized using coupled rib guides. The feasibility 
of fabricating such devices using coupled guides has been demonstrated. Furthermore, 
the near field and propagation characteristics of laser arrays formed with coupled rib 
waveguides are already of great practical importance in integrated optics. As a 
consequence, accurate theoretical analyses of coupled structures are essential to the 
design of devices that meet specific requirements and criteria.
There are no truly exact analytical method available for the analysis of coupled rib 
waveguides. Approximate methods currently in use have mostly relied on either the 
EDC method [1,2], or coupled mode theory which is appropriate for weakly coupled 
systems [3]. The approach in [3] assumes the individual guide modes to be orthogonal in 
the coupled structure. An improved coupled mode theory [4,5] which removes the 
assumption is also available, but the approach is still an approximate one and it may not 
produce accurate results for practical structures. In fact, the EDC and the coupled mode 
theory fail to model the effects arising from leakage of energy via the substrate and the 
air regions, particularly in the millimetric case. These effects may also be significant at 
optical frequencies, particularly if the rib height is large where the interaction effects via 
the continuum cannot be neglected. For more accurate results, sophisticated numerical
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Fig. 5.1 Geometry of the coupled rib waveguides.
techniques such as Finite Element Method or Finite Difference Method are used [6 ]. The 
most important drawbacks of this approach, discussed in chapter 2 , is the excessive 
computational effort needed for accurate results, as the area and hence the number of 
mesh points is doubled with respect to that needed to analyse a single guide. Moreover, 
FEM/FDM become extremely cumbersome for situations more complex than that of two 
identical closely coupled guides, as shown for instance in Fig. 5.1 . This is the typical 
problem we are addressing rigorously in this chapter. We develop a method of analysis 
of coupled rib waveguides in the pure LSE and LSM polarizations. The approach 
adopted in this work is consistent with that used in chapter 3 for a single guide. The 
analysis is followed by application to the case of the directional coupler, three guide 
coupler, closely spaced unequal guide and waveguide arrays. Wherever possible, results 
of the present method and of the FEM/FDM analysis are compared to demonstrate the 
effectiveness and the accuracy of the method. As will be shown, the method of analysis 
presented in this work yields accurate results with a computational effort only slightly 
greater than that needed to analyse a single guide according to chapter 3.
5.2 THEORETICAL APPROACH AND EQUIVALENT NETWORK
The cross sectional geometry of coupled rib waveguides under consideration is shown in 
Fig. 5.1 . In the framework of Transverse Resonance Diffraction (TRD), this 
configuration is seen as that of four cascaded step discontinuities in the transverse 
direction. Our aim is to derive a variational solution of the step problems that utilizes a 
single test function , the "transition function" developed in chapter 3, in order to expand 
the unknown interface field. Using a single test function at the interface yields a simple 
two port equivalent network representation of the coupled structure such as shown in 
Fig. 5.2 . Consequently, the analysis of the transverse cascade reduces to that of solving 
the two port network, which is easily effected by standard network technique.
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Fig. 5.2 Equivalent network representation of the coupled structure: 
a) LSE case ; b) LSM case ; c) Neglecting interaction via continuous modes.
shown in Fig. 5.2, let consider the cross sectional geometry of Fig. 5.3 which represent 
the basic building component of the coupled structure in Fig. 5.1 . In this case, the 
analysis is complicated by the presence of the double step discontinuities at x  = 0 and 
x  = L. Considering the transverse propagation of LSE or LSM modes in such a structure, 
at each step discontinuity, continuous modes are excited and multiple reflections of these 
modes occur between the two steps. In applying standard Transverse Resonance to this 
situation, interaction via the continuous modes is ignored, i.e. a small step 
approximation is assumed. If this is done, then the uniform region and the step 
discontinuity can be represented by a transmission line and ideal transformer 
respectively. Interaction via the continuum between the steps at x  = 0 and x  = L  of Fig.
5.3 , however, is not representable by means of a finite number of transmission lines 
coupled at the discontinuities, as in a closed waveguides. H ence, in this work we adopt a 
"two-port" black-box representation of each region between two-successive steps. Its 
open-circuit impedance or short-circuit admittance parameters are obtained by placing a 
magnetic or electric wall at x  = 0 and x  = L in turn. Under "open circuit" or "short 
circuit" conditions at x  = 0 and x = L ,  integral operators are found relating the total E 
and H fields at various ports and then these are used to relate the total fields at each port 
to one another. This operator method was introduced by Rozzi in the treatment of 
cascaded longitudinal step discontinuities in slab waveguides [7]. In that approach a 
variational expression was derived and the field at each interface was developed in terms 
of a suitable set of expanding functions and multiport analysis was finally used to model 
the cascade. Although those concepts seem directly applicable to the present problem, 
numerical effectiveness in solving a transverse resonance equation would be limited by 
the size of the network matrix, containing integrals over the continuum in each element. 
Moreover, the interface fields in the longitudinal step discontinuities are complex and 
consequently a complex trial field is needed to accurately expand them. Hence, a 
solution based on Galerkin’s method is more appropriate to that situation. By contrast, in 
the present problem, losslessness of the bound mode requires the interface fields at the
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Fig. 5.3 Unit cell of the coupled structure showing double step 
discontinuity in the transverse x-direction.
transverse step discontinuities to be real. This suggests that the interface field be 
represented by a suitable real function. In this work, the interface field is approximated 
by a single "transition function", inclusive of the edge conditions in the LSM case as in 
chapter 3. As a consequence the numerical complexity of the problem is substantially 
reduced , avoiding the use of large matrices. Furthermore, as a five field model is 
considered, this formulation leads to an equivalent network model of the structure 
represented by a cascade of "T" or "71" two port networks as shown in Fig. 5.2.
5.21 LSE ANALYSIS
The derivation of variational expressions for the parameters of the network shown in 
Fig. 5.2 follows closely that given in chapter3. Consider the situation where slabs 1 and 
3 of Fig. 5.3 are semi - infinite. The relationship between the transverse electric E ( z - 
directed) and the transverse magnetic field H ( y - directed) at x  = 0“ is given by,
E ( 0 ,y ) = -  ]  z i ( y , y ' )  [ - t f  (0 ,y ') ]< f /  
= - Z ,  [ - t f ( 0 y > ] (5.1)
where
Z i ( y , y ' ) = - z«i Va i0 ’)V a i0 ' ') +  2  J ^ P zoi(P)VAniCy.P>V/.niO,'.P )
|x=e,o 0
V
+ j  d a  z0! (0 ) y A! (y, a) \|/A i (y'a) (5.2)
ZiCyoO is the Green’s impedance function of the semi - infinite slab 1. VAiCy) is the 
modal field of the surface wave with characteristic impedance zo l ; (y, p) and 
Y/i 1 Cy> oO represent the air and substrate mode with characteristic impedance zQ j (p) and 
zo 1 fa) respectively.
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Similarly at x  = L, we have
E (L ,y )=  ]  Z 3(y,y') dy'
= Z 3 [ - / / ( Z , , / ) ]  (5.3)
where
oo
Z 3(y,y') = zo3 \|/*3 (y) v * 3 0 '')+  S  i ^ P z«3(p) VajisO'.P) Y ah3(/.P )
f±=e,o 0
v
+ J d a z <,3(<j)\|r/,30 '>a ) \ |/A3(y',cr) (5.4)
0
Z 3 (y,y') is the Green’s impedance function of the semi - infinite slab 3. vj//,3 (y) is the 
modal field of the surface wave with characteristic impedance zo3; (y,p) and 
\|//j3 (y, a ) represent the air and substrate mode with characteristic impedance zo3(p) and 
z0 2 (<5) respectively. The characteristic impedance for air and substrate mode for slab 1 
and 3 are the same given by
zo 1 (p) = zo3 (P) =  zo(.P) 
z o l(G )  =  zo 3 (o )  =  zo(G )
A A
Z \  and Z 3 can be viewed as the driving - point impedance operators of the semi - 
infinite slab 1 and 3. In order to relate the total fields at x  = 0 and x  = L  a magnetic wall 
is placed at x  — 0 and x - L  in turn and the relationship between the transverse E and 
transverse H field for each condition is derived. With a magnetic wall at x = L ,  the 
transverse electric field E(0,y) excited by magnetic field H(0,y) is given by
£ ( 0 0 0 =  J  Z n O u O  [ - / / ( 0 , / ) ] < i y '
— OO
= Z „  [ - / / ( 0 , y ') ]  (5.5)
where
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Z n ( y y )  = Zo2 c o t h ( y ^ 2 )  <J>/*2 0 )  f e O O
oo
+ 2  /  dp  z„(p) coth(YAI )  ^nzCy.p) ^ ( y ' . p )
\i=e,o 0 
v
+ J  d o  zQ(o) coth(T|/,L) <J)h2(y, cr) (5-6)
o
Moreover, under the same boundary conditions, we have 
E(L,y) = J  Z 2l (y,y') [ - H  (0 ,y ' ) ] d y ’
= Z 21 [  —/ /  (0,y) ]  (5.7)
where
Z 2i (y , y ' )  = Zo2 cosech(ysh2L ) tyh2( y )  <j>/,2 ( y ' )
oo
+ 2  J dp  z„(p) cosech(yhL) <|>A|i2()\p) ^ ( y ' . p )
(i=e,o 0
V
+ j d G z 0 (0 ) cosech(r\hL) <J>/,2 (y,a) <t>*2 0 ' * ( 5 . 8 )  
0
When a magnetic wall is placed at x  = 0, we have by symmetry
E ( L , y ) = - Z 22 [ - #  (£ ,? ) ]  (5.9)
and
£ (0 ,y )  = Z 12 [ - / / ( L j ) ]  (5.10)
A A A A
w hereZ 22  = - 2 u  an d Z 12 - - Z 2\
Combining equations (5.5), (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10) we obtain a "two port" Green’s open
circuit impedance operator for the section 0 < x < L  given by,
I" E (0 ,y) 1 _  
| _ £ ( L , y ) J -
Z \\  -Z 2i 
Z 2\ -Z n
-i/(0 ,y )~ | (5 11)
In (5.2), (5.4), (5,6), and (5.8) we have implicitly assumed that just one surface wave ( in
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y ) may be supported by the slab waveguide, and the various values of characteristic
impedances are given by
yco|ioYs/i3
’  Z° 3 ~  a 2  2P -7& 3
J0WYsh2
;Zo2 = P2 - y^ 2
JWoYshi
Z° 1 o 2  2P -vih i
/ n_ M ioYa 
Zo(P) k l - p 2 ’ Z j )  e2k l  -  o2
e£A i*o-p2 =-Y?Ai ;e£A 2 ^ - P 2 =-Y?A2 ;eeA3*?-P2 =-Y?A3
*2 - P 2 - P 2 = - Ya  ; e 2^ - P 2 - o 2 = - T i i  ; v = k0^ e 2 -  e3
Having obtained the two port impedance operators for each uniform section of the
waveguide as given by (5.11), we are now in a position to consider the cascade of steps
in Fig. 5.1 . From (5.11) the relationship between the transverse fields at Jt; and;q+i can
be written as,
E (xity ) 
E (x i+Uy)
7(0 Z 11 “z 21
7 ( 0  7 ( 0Z21 “z ll
-H  (xhy) 
-H (x i+Uy) (5.12)
If the continuity of the transverse fields is translated in to the continuity of voltages and 
currents at the interface plane Jt; and the interface field is approximated by a scalar 
function, then the cascade of steps in Fig. 5.1 can be represented by an equivalent "T" 
network shown in Fig. 5.2a . In this formulation the interaction via the propagating air 
and substrate modes between non adjacent discontinuities is built in to the model, as 
E  (%i,y) in (5.12) represents the total transverse field at If we disregard interaction via 
propagating continuum modes, then the equivalent network reduces to that of Fig. 5.2c . 
The application of this theory to the analysis of coupled and multiple coupled guides 
will be treated in section 5.3 .
5.22 LSM ANALYSIS
By placing an electric wall at x  = 0 andx - L  in Fig. 5.3, and by development analogous 
to that of section 5.21 we obtained a "two - port" Green’s short circuit admittance
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operator for the length of the waveguide 0 < x < L  given by,
- H  (0,y) 1 _  
-H (L ,y )  J -
I^n Y 12
- h i  - h i
\ E ( 0 ,y ) ] (5.13)
where, Y 1 2 = - Y 21 andY 2 2 = - Y n
The various quantities occurring in (5.13) are dual to those occurring in (5.11) with 
r




+ J d o y 0 (o) coth(rjeL) <t>e2(y,a) tye2<y'>a) 
0
and
Y 2 i(y>y' ) = - [  y0 2 cosech(yse2L ) (J)e2(y) < ^200
00
+ Z  \  dPyo(9)cosech(yeL)<kell2(y,p)<beiL2(y'>P)
jX=e,o 0
+ f d o y 0 (o) cosech(r\eL ) <Sfe2 iy,o)  <k2(y ',a ) 
0
The driving point admittance operator of slab 1,3 is given by
(5.14)
(5.15)
Yi(yy)=yai VeiCv)VeiO,')+ E /<ipy0(p)VeniO’.P)^iCy,.p)
\L=€,0 0
V





Y3(y,y')=yo3 Ve3(y)'Ve3(y') + E  L p y ^ y ^ o - . p )  ^ ( / . p )
|i=e,o 0
v
+ J  d a y j a )  \|/c3(>>, a) y e3 (y ',a)  (5.17)
o
In (5.14) to (5.17) the wavenumbers and modal function are those appropriate to the TM 
case. The various admittances occurring in (5.14) to (5.17) are given by
jueoJsel jm )y Se3 j  d^ oTisel
y ° l  ~  o2  _  ; ^ 3 _ o 2 _ v 2 ; ^ 2 -  R2 _  2
P ysel P yse 3 P 7 ^ 2
,  x y'ffle0ye ycoe0T]e
y °  P)  ~  k l - p 1 ; y ° ( a )  Z2 k l  -  a 2
and the wavenumbers are given by
■^eel^ o ~ P == —Ysel » e^e2^ o ~ P = ~Y se2 > -^eeS^ o ~ P =  —Yse3
£2 -  p2 -  P2 = - Y ?  ; e 2l:2 - a 2 - P 2 = - - n 2 ; v =  k 0^ ( t z 2 - e o )
Using (5.13) and translating the continuity of the transverse fields at each port in to the 
continuity of voltages and currents and approximating the interface field by a scalar 
function we recover the equivalent network for the cascade of steps as shown in Fig. 
5.2b . The application of the theory to the analysis of coupled structures will be 
discussed in section 5.3 .
5.3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF COUPLED RIB WAVEGUIDES
5.31 DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS
The cross sectional geometry of a straight rib waveguide directional coupler is shown in 
Fig. 5.4a . The two guides are identical. The field distribution of this structure shown in
Fig. 5.4b comprises the even and odd modes propagating along the coupler with
propagation constants p£ and p0, respectively. Including time and z - dependence the 
even and odd mode amplitudes may be expressed as,
-5.9-
(b)
Z n  Z u  Z'n Z'n z n  Z n
(c)
Fig. 5.4 a) Cross sectional geometry of straight rib waveguides directional 
coupler; b) The even and odd field distribution of the structure ; 
c) Equivalent network modelling of the directional coupler.
For the even mode
E ( z ) ~  cos(cor-pgz)
For the odd mode
E  (z) = cos(cor-p0z)
By linearity the response of the structure is given by the superposition of the even and 
odd mode responses. If the even and odd modes are excited with equal amplitudes, we 
have
For guide 1,
E i (z) = A  cos(cor -  pez) + A cos(cot -  pQz)
o  a  i  Pe+p0 x / Pc ”  Po N = 2A cos(cor  —  z) cos(— - —  z)
= 2A cos(cdt -  Pz) cos(cz)
For guide 2,
E i{ z )= A  cos(got -  pez ) - A  cos(cot -  PQz)
= 2A sin(cor -  Pz) sin(-cz)
Along the length o f the coupler L t, the relative phases of the two modes will reverse and 
at this point the mode fields reinforce each other in the opposite sense, accounting for 
the transfer of power between the two guides of the coupler. For this to occur,









where Lt is the transfer length for maximum power transfer.
If even and odd modes are not excited with equal amplitudes, then, when the two modes 
are out of phase, cancellation in one of the guides will not be complete. Hence, a small 
amount of power will be left which may contribute to the crosstalk. In this work 
emphasis is given to the determination of transfer lengths, a useful parameter required to 
characterize the coupler and the problems of crosstalk are not pursued further. Most 
practical structures are considered to be strongly coupled. For example, short transfer 
lengths are desired for small and fast switches. The key to evaluating the transfer length 
of a coupler is the calculation of and %.  Hence, an appropriate technique accurate for 
strongly coupled situation is highly desirable to determine the propagation constants. 
This is done using the theory developed in the previous section. The equivalent network 
modelling of the structure is shown in Fig. 5.4c . In this case, solving the coupled 
structure reduces to that of solving the equivalent network. This is achieved more 
effectively by cascade multiplication of the transfer matrices of the individual networks. 
The transfer matrix relates voltages and currents at the L.H.S ports to the R.H.S is given 
by
T  =
Z n ZSl - Z n Z 22Z 21 + Z li
A  4 A  4 A
Z21 Z 21Z 22
The z - directed propagation constants and p0 of the even and odd modes respectively 
are determined from the transverse resonances condition applied at a chosen reference 
point. By using simple network theory and choosing reference point at x  = 0, we 
obtained the scalar dispersion equation given by
A A
Z  i + ZjN = 0 ; for LSE polarization
A 1 A
Y ! + Yjj^ f = 0 ; for LSM polarization
A A
where Zj^  and is the input impedance and admittance respectively looking to the 
right of x  = 0. Solving the dispersion equation yields the propagation constants (3e and
-5.11-
ft,.
RIB GUIDE n \ «2 « 3
D d L S X
STRUCTURE pm pm pm pm pm
1 3.44 3.34 1.0 1.3 0.2 2.0 2.0 1.55
2 3.44 3.36 1.0 1.0 0.9 3.0 2.0 1.55
3 3.44 3.435 1.0 6.0 3.5 4.0 2.0 1.55
TABLE 5.1: Parameters of the directional coupler which 
have been analysed.
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the present technique, we consider first the 
directional couplers analysed by [6] using the Finite Difference Method. The parameters 
describing the directional couplers analysed in [6] are given in Table 5.1 . The results of 
the present analysis together with those of FDM and the EDC method are summarised in 
Table 5.2 . Simulations indicate that both present and FDM analysis results agree very 
well and prove the accuracy of the present method. The results of the EDC agree very 
well with the present and FDM analysis only for small rib height. This is not surprising 
for reasons already discussed in chapter 3 on single guides. As shown in Table 5.2, the 
present method does not produce the odd mode index for the third structure. This is 
because the odd mode for this structure is cutoff and the mode index is complex. This 
argument is justified by examining the index of the odd mode predicted by FDM
p0 i-----
analysis —  is less than the EDC of the outer slab . The computer program used in
Kq
the present analysis is developed to predict real mode index - — in the range
Kq
f>e,o
e'eh < ~ r— < y£eh. This is not a limitation of the method and if complex algebra is
Kq
used in the computer program it should be able to yield a complex index for this mode. 
However, this problem is not pursued further as emphasis in this work is focussed on the 






















































TABLE 5.2: Modal refractive indices of even and odd modes 













































TABLE 5.3 : Comparison of modal refractive indices of even and odd modes and
I
transfer length of directional coupler structure for different outer slab height
In order to assess the effect of the propagating continuous modes on the transfer length 
of coupled guides at optical frequencies, we compare the results of the analysis using 
equivalent networks in Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2c. The parameters of the structure examined 
in this exercise are « i =3 . 44 ,  w2 = 3.40, = 0, D = \\\m, W = ?>\im, X=  1.15|j,m,
S = 2\xm and d varying. The results of the simulations are summarised in Table 5.3. 
Simulations indicate that the effect of the propagating continuous modes on the transfer 
length is small even for well confined modes. This observation shows that at optical 
frequencies with n \  »  n^, the interaction via the continuous modes is small and can be 
neglected. Hence, it is possible to obtain accurate results by considering interaction via 
the surface modes only and using the simpler equivalent network Fig. 5.2c .
Having established the accuracy of the technique, we are in a position to consider some
-5.13-
numerical results that can be utilized as design data. Two coupled structures namely ST4 
and ST5 are considered and their parameters are shown in the figure. The variation of 
the modal indices of the even and odd modes as a function of the guide separation S is 
shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 for structures ST4 and ST5 respectively. In the figure 
results of both polarizations LSE and LSM are shown. The even and odd mode indices 
are above and below the single guide index respectively. For small guides separation S 
i.e for strongly coupled system, the differences of even and odd modes indices from the
Pe+Po
single guide index are not equal and hence p * — - — . As the guide separation S
Pe P oincreases both —  and —  appear to approach the single guide index and for 
K0
sufficiently large S they become almost equally spaced from This behaviour is
kQ
’ ; * i  ; i
consistent with the prediction of coupled mode theory and p can be accurately predicted 
Pe+Po
by P = — • This occurs when the coupling is loose. This observation shows that for
a strongly coupled system, coupled mode theory is less than accurate and more rigorous 
analyses such as the present method should be used. The transfer lengths can be 
calculated using the data in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 for structures ST4 and ST5 respectively. 
Plot of Lt vs S for structures ST4 and ST5 is shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 respectively. 
The transfer length increases exponentially with increasing S. This shows that the 
coupling decreases exponentially as S is increased. This behaviour is direct consequence 
of the fact that fields decay exponentially outside the guides. Their decay constant may 
be predicted from the gradient of the plot of In Lt vs S given in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 for 
structures ST4 and ST5, respectively.
5.32 THREE GUIDE COUPLERS
A symmetrical three guide coupler composed of three identical rib waveguides in close 
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Fig. 5.5 Variation of the normalised modal indices of the even and odd modes as 
a function of the guide separation S for directional coupler.
V i - Even mode , V 2 - Odd mode , V - Mode of single guide









Fig. 5.6 Variation of the normalised modal indices of the even and odd modes as 
a function of the guide separation S for directional coupler.
V i - Even mode, V 2 - Odd mode, V - Mode of single guide
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Fig. 5.7 Variation of the transfer length L t as a function of guides separation S













Fig. 5.8 Variation of the transfer length L t as a function of guides separation S






























Fig. 5.10 Variation of In L t as a function of guides separation S for directional
coupler ST5.
Fig. 5.11 a) Cross sectional geometry of three identical rib waveguide coupler 
; b) The transverse field profiles of the overlapping guides 
modes and the modes of the coupled structure.
moded. Before applying the present method of analysis, it is instructive to consider the 
modal characteristics of this structure. The transverse field profiles of the overlapping 
guides modes and the modes of the coupled structure in Fig. 5.11a are shown in Fig. 
5.11b . The coupled structure has three modes, two are even with propagation constants 
Pi and P2 and one is odd with propagation constant P3 . In [8 ], a similar configuration 
has been analysed using the EDC technique and it has been shown that the propagation 
constants of the three modes obey the following conditions,
Pi > p  
fc<|3
p3 ^  p ; depending on the guide parameters
( p 3 - p ) < ( p i - p ) ^ ( p 2 - p )  (5.19)
where p is the modal propagation constant of a single isolated rib waveguide.
There are two possible ways to excite the structure in Fig. 5.11a . In the first case, the 
structure is excited symmetrically through the centre guide and this configuration may 
be used as a power divider. In this case only modes 1 and 2 are excited, such that at z = 0 
their fields are in phase i.e additive in the centre guide and subtractive in the outside 
guides. At some distance z down the line, modes 1 and 2 get out of phase, their fields 
interfere destructively in the centre guide and constructively in the outside guides, 
accounting for the transfer of power from the centre guide to the outside guides. This 
occurs at multiples of the coupling length given by [8 ],
< ^ >
In the second case, the three guide coupler is excited antisymmetrically through either 
one of the outer guides. Such configuration may be used to transfer power from one of 
the outer guides to the other outer guide. The feasibility of using such device as an 
improved sampler has been demonstrated in [9]. At z = 0, modes 1 and 2 are excited out 
of phase so that they are in antiphase in the centre guide and in phase in the outer guides.
-5.15-
Mode 3 is excited so it is in phase with modes 1 and 2 in the input outer guide and 
antiphase in the other outer guide. In this case, the situation is more complex and beats 
periodic with distance down the coupler can only be obtained with high power transfer 
efficiency between guides if the phase velocities of the modes are related to each other 
in a simple manner. Under the condition of loose coupling most of the power will be 
transferred from one outer guide to the other at a length given by [8 ],
( 5 ' 2 1 )
i.e the coupling length is twice that required to symmetrically transfer power from the 
centre guide to the two outer guides.
Again the key parameter in the analysis of the three guide coupler is the accurate 
evaluation of p i , P2  > and P3 . In this numerical example, three guides of the geometry 
used in the analysis of the directional couplers i.e ST4 will be analyzed. The resulting 
equivalent circuit is similar to that of Fig. 5.4c but includes two additional network 
sections corresponding to the third guide. Solving the equivalent circuit yields all the p ’s 
values. Equation (5.19) is used as a reference in the identification of P value for the two 
even modes and odd mode. The variation of the effective indices of the even modes and 
odd mode as a function of separation between the guides S are shown in Fig. 5.12. The 
straight line is the effective index of the single isolated rib waveguide. Using Fig. 5.12 
the length required to transfer power from the centre guide to the outer guides Lct can be 
calculated using (5.20) and that to transfer power from one of the outer guide to the 
other L ot can be obtained from (5.21). The variation of In L ct and In Lot as a function of 
guides separation S is plotted in Fig. 5.13. In Fig. 5.14 the variation of the transfer 
length of the three guide coupler and of the directional coupler is shown as a function of 
guides separation S. Comparing the two curves, it can be seen that for strongly coupled 
structures the ratio of the two transfer lengths is between 1.45 and 1.5. Only for loosely 










Fig. 5.12 Variation of the normalised modal indices of the even and odd modes
as a function of guides separation S for three guide coupler.
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Fig. 5.13 Variation of In L c t and In L o t as a function of guides separation S for
three guide coupler.
+  LSE analysis















Fig. 5.14 Variation of the transfer length of the three guide coupler Lct 
(curves A and B) and of the directional coupler Lt 
(curves C and D) as a function of guides separation S.
-------------  LSE analysis
-------------- LSM analysis
mode theory. There are two points to be noted from this observation. Firsdy, accurate 
analyses should be employed even for most practical devices. Secondly, one must 
beware when using data derived from two guide couplers to design devices with three 
guide couplers. In fact, a simple V2* relationship between the transfer lengths predicted 
by coupled mode theory does not hold for strongly coupled situations.
5.33 STRONGLY COUPLED UNEQUAL GUIDES
The theory developed in section 5.2 applies not only to structures with identical rib 
waveguides but also to structures with rib guides o f different dimensions. As an 
example, we investigate the propagation constants of nonidentical guides where the 
geometrical dimensions of guide 1 is fixed and the rib width or rib height of guide 2  
varies. The other dimensions of guide 2 are fixed. The optical parameters of the guides 
are « i = 3.44, « 2  = 3.40 , n 3 = 1.0, and 1.15p/«. Their geometrical dimensions are 
shown in the figure. The results for the modal indices as a function of the guides 
separation are shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16. From the figures it can be seen that the 
fundamental modes of the two rib waveguides are not synchronous where each of the 
two modes favours one of the two rib waveguides. Thus, each mode is nearly equal to 
the mode of one or the other rib waveguide taken in isolation. For sufficiently large 
guides separation the two guides decoupled. These two fundamental modes would have 
even and odd symmetry if both rib waveguides were identical. From this observation it 
can be seen that in order to achieve a nonidentical guides coupler the two guides ought 
to be strongly coupled and in synchronism so that the two modes can be superimposed 
such that at the input end of the coupler their fields nearly cancel in one guide while they
7treinforce each other in the opposite guide. At a distance L t = —— —  the mode fields
P2- P 1
reinforce each other in the opposite sense, accounting for the transfer of power between 
the two guides. In order to achieve synchronism of the two guides the rib width or the 
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Fig. 5.15 Variation of the normalised modal indices (LSE) of the fundamental 
modes as a function of guide spacing for closely coupled 
nonidentical guide. Curve A and B are V’s for uncoupled guide 
of L -  3.0pm and 4.0pm respectively and D ' = 1.0pm 4  = 0.9pm.
   L i  = 3.0pm, L 2  =4.0pm, d  = 0.9pm, D ' = 1.0pm.
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Fig. 5.16 Variation of the normalised modal indices (LSE) of the fundamental 
modes as a function of guide spacing for closely coupled 
nonidentical guide. Curve A,B and C are V ’s for uncoupled guide 
of L — 3.0pm,6.0pm and 8.0pm respectively and D '  = 1.0pm ,d = 0.9um.
-------------- - L i = 3.0pm, L 2  =6.0pm, d = 0.9pm, D ' = 1 .0pm.
‘ L x = 3.0pm, L 2  =8.0pm, d  = 0 .9pm ,D ' = 1.0pm.
5.34 WAVEGUIDE ARRAYS
An array of coupled rib waveguides is shown in Fig. 5.17a. This configuration has been 
used to design coupled laser arrays [10]. The operation of coupled waveguide arrays is 
more complicated than that of a two or three-guide couplers because of the higher 
number of modes which can exist in the structures. If the individual guides are single 
moded, then the number of possible guided modes of coupled arrays is generally equal 
to the number of guides in the array [7]. The propagation constants of the structure can 
be obtained by using the theory developed in section 5.2 . In the case of finite arrays, the 
numerical evaluation of the propagation constant is similar to that of a three guide 
coupler with little additional computation. The increase in computation time is small 
since we are dealing only with an additional multiplication of the transfer matrices and 
there is no need to calculate an additional equivalent circuit parameters.
If the array is large and periodic we may approximate its propagation constant, in a 
manner similar to the determination of the propagation constant of a cascaded 
transmission line. To solve a periodic structure let us consider the unit element of the 
periodic structure and its equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.17 . The relationship 
between voltages and currents at A and A '  is given by
(5.22)
where T is the transfer matrix for each uniform section, already derived in section 5.2 
and section 5.31.
The periodicity condition requires
V'
/ '
where 1 is the length of the period and kx is the propagation constant of the periodic 
structure. Substituting (5.23) in to (5.22) gives the approximate eigenvalue equation for
-5.18-
-j t= e ' M (5.23)




Fig. 5.17 a) Rib waveguide arrays ; b) Equivalent circuit representation for 
the unit element of the periodic cascade.
the periodic structure, that is
n l - n l [ / ] = « " * ■ ' [ / ] (5.24)
5.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we develop a simple and effective rigorous solution for coupled rib 
waveguides. The problem is seen as that of cascaded step discontinuities in the 
transverse direction. The use of a "transition function" at the discontinuous interfaces 
not only simplifies the calculation, avoiding the use of large matrices but it also yields a 
simple cascaded two port network representation of the coupled structure.
The accurate determination of the propagation constants of the modes of the coupled 
structure is very important in determining the coupling between waveguides. The 
method developed in this work is believed to be accurate and is valid under all 
circumstances of strong and weak coupling. The accuracy of the method was 
demonstrated by comparing the results with the results of FDM calculations. Numerical 
examples were carried out and where comparison is available, it has been found the 
method yields results that compare very favourably with those produced by FDM. 
Numerical simulations also show that the results of coupled mode theory agree with our 
accurate results only for weakly coupled structures. As most practical devices are in fact 
tighdy coupled, a more accurate analysis such as the present method should be 
employed in their study.
The additional computational effort required to analyse multiple guide couplers 
including arrays and non identical guides using the present method is only marginally 
higher than that required for a single guide. This is the important advantage of this 
method over numerical methods where the computational effort increases as the area of 
the cross section increases.
-5.19-
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THE COMPLETE SPECTRUM OF RIB WAVEGUIDE
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Being an open structure the rib waveguide spectrum comprises discrete modes and a 
continuum, partly radiative and partly reactive. Excitation of the latter takes place due to 
discontinuities such as steps, gaps and bends. Therefore, in order to develop an accurate 
rigorous approach to analyzing practical components in rib waveguide, it is essential to 
obtain its complete spectrum, inclusive of the continuum. Once the complete spectrum is 
found, it can be used to formulate the appropriate Green’s function of the guide for use 
in the treatment of discontinuity problems.
The determination of a complete orthonormal mode spectrum of open waveguide is only 
established for one - dimensional or two - dimensional separable cross sections. An 
analytical solution for the complete mode spectrum for the two - dimensional, non 
separable cross section, open waveguide structure especially for rib waveguides, is not 
readily available. The discrete components, however, can be found by a variety of 
methods such as those discussed in chapter two. In chapter three and four we have 
presented an accurate TRD solution of the problem which is sufficient to describe 
guided field distribution in the rib waveguide. The discrete modes found, can be 
normalised over the two - dimensional cross section and this problem is the subject of 
discussion in section 6.2. The continuum, however, is not known and no method seems 
to exist to extract this part of the spectrum. The non availability of the continuum has 
hindered the progress in the study of discontinuity problems in rib waveguide. Although 
the FEM/FDM method may be used to solve this class of problem [1,2], its complexity 
is well appreciated. Furthermore, the FEM/FDM method cannot be used for determining 
the far field radiation. Therefore, the motivation of the work presented in this chapter is
-6 .1 -
to develop a method of solution for the determination of the orthonormalised continuous 
spectrum specifically for the rib waveguide shown in Fig. 3.1. The approach adopted 
stems from a generalization of the method of Marcuvitz [3]. The analysis will be 
developed for the LSE polarization, having Ey = 0 and, Hy and Ex as the main field 
components. The LSM analysis can be obtained by following analogous procedure. 
Furthermore, globally hybrid radiation field can be represented by a superposition of 
LSE and LSM radiation modes [4], or derived directly [5].
In order to obtain a complete orthonormalised mode spectrum of the guide, we will 
consider first the question of the normalisation of the discrete spectrum found in chapter 
three. This is followed by the formal development of the orthonormalised continuous 
spectrum, the main objective of this chapter.
6.2 NORMALISATION OF THE DISCRETE MODE SPECTRUM - LSE/LSM
The unnormalised discrete modes were derived in chapter three by means of the 
Transverse Resonance Diffraction method in the LSE and LSM polarizations. These are 
reproduced here for the ease of reference.
For LSE polarization, hs(x,y) = Hy is given by
hs(x,y) = Vs tysh(y)
cos (qsh(x+a)) 




CO Sh(T |(jt+fl))+ j d o  V(a)  <t>/,Cy,a)
COSh(Tjfl)0
hs(x,y) = V ' y sh(y) e Y“* + £  f  dp  V^(p) V*n<y.P) e *  +
\L=e,o 0
v
+ j d o V ' ( o ) \ \ r h(y,o) e ^  ; j c> 0  ; ^ x ,< y < o o (6.1)
o
For LSM polarization, es(x,y) = Ey is given by
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/  \  r A /  X C 0 *(Q se(x + a ) )  „  1  , ■ CO Sh(y(jC +fl))
e . ( * y ) = h  ♦*(?> cosfe<;- ) -  + Z o I  dP V p )  ^ ( y .  P) cosh(- r
+ | r f g / ( g )4>«(y,g) -~ Sh(^ X+f )- ; x < 0  ; -oo <y  <°°
0 COSh(T|fl)
oo
es(x ,y )=rs y se(y) e~yseX + £  J  d p / ^ ( p )  V ^ ( y , p )  +
|i=e,o 0
v
+ j d o I ' ( o )  y e(y,a) e~^x ; x > 0  ;-°o < y < o ° (6.2)
o
We want to consider the question of their normalisation such that,
For LSE polarisation,
I f  hsv( x j )  hsil(x,y) dxdy = 8 ^  (6.3)
s
For LSM polarization
J J  esv(x,y) eSVL(x,y) dxdy = 5 ^  (6.4)
s
In (6.4) it is noted that the weight factor —-—  is already built in the normalisation of
er(y)
the slab mode spectrum. Generally, the value of the normalisation constant of the 
discrete mode can be found readily either by direct integration over the cross section or 
by using their equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.8 for the LSE and LSM 
polarizations respectively. We choose to use the latter method as it is more effective and 
it is also applicable to multiport situation ( where the unknown field at the reference
plane x  = 0 is expanded in terms of discrete set of expanding function). In fact, the latter
method is similar in principle to the method used in normalising discrete spectrum of a 
slab waveguide [3], and it has been successfully employed in normalising the discrete 
spectrum of two dimensional problem of inset dielectric guide [6] and image line [4]. 
For a bound mode of rib waveguide, the transverse wavenumber
9 9 9 9 r> 9Ms = kxs + kys = ko~P s  is fixed by the transverse resonance condition. By using the 
equivalent network of Fig. 3.2 (LSE) and Fig. 3.8 (LSM), we can write almost by
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inspection the total transverse impedance Z (LSE) and admittance Y (LSM), as seen at 
the reference plane at the interface. They have been derived in chapter three and are 
reproduced here for the ease of reference.
For LSE polarization, the transverse impedance is given by:
Z=-yco|io
-Qsh tan(qsha) *{sh< H ( y ) ,  \\fsh(y) >:
+
dp
•*— - k2 2 ^
[i=e,o 0 k o ~ P
<7?/. + P2 0 ?  -  Y^) <  / /  Cy), > 2
tanh(ya) < H ( y ) ,  (^C y, p) >2 + < H ( y ) , y ^ ( y ,  p) > 2
dov
0 e2k l  -  a 2
■n
< H ( y ) , <\)sh(y) >2
tanh(na) < H ( y ) , tyh(y,a) >2 + < H ( y ) , \\ih(y,a) >2 
< H ( y ) , $ sh(y) >2
(6.5)
For LSM polarization, the transverse admittance is given by:




Qse +  P? (P? ~lfe)<E(y) , > 2
tanh(ya) < E ( y ) ,  ^ ( y ,  p) >2 + < E ( y ) , V^Cy, p) > 2
V
+  J
\l=€,0 0 Ho P 
d o
0 Z i k l - o 1
<E(y),(J)^(y) >2 
tanh(qa) < E (y) , <|)g(y, o) >2 + < E ( y ) , y g(y, o)  >2
< E ( y ) ,  tyseiy) >2
(6.6)
To normalise the surface modes it is necessary to determine the residue of the transverse 
Green’s function at its singularities. For the LSE polarization, the Green’s function may 
be constructed from two independent solutions of the transverse equivalent network of 
Fig. 3.2 . This is given by
G(r;kts) =
r ( r ; k l ) I +(r -k l)
ycoeoZ (k l )
where Z is the total impedance of the transverse equivalent network. The singularity of 
G{r\kts) coincides with the resonance of the equivalent network i.e. the vanishing o f the 
total reactance of the transverse equivalent network. Hence, the normalisation constant
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N s is given by,
N l = j W o - i ^ ( k l  = k l )  
okf
= ^ [2 a~u L, qsha sec2(qsha) + tan(?jAa)2 Qsh 2 7 k
i r
+ E  I d P T ~ \ (ya sech2(ya) + tanh(ya)) < H (y ) , ( ^ ( y ,  p) >:
o zy
+ < H ( y ) , y hll(y,p) >2 ]
+ j  d o  I Cna sech}(x\a) + tanh(ria)) < H ( y ) , <t>*Cy, a ) >2 (6.7)
o 2T1 l
+ < / / ( y ) , v A(y,a)>2 J
By similar argument, we have for the LSM modes
N 2s = j ( m ^ ( k 2 = k l )
= - r - — qsea sec2(qsea) + tan(qsea) < E (y) , <|>J£(y) >2 + 2tf„, L J
2
+ <
_  I i  j c > -n x  j c . /  —  \  x j c  /  i —  v  ^ » i »ic- v  '  -  /
L J 2 7 k
°° j r
E  J -5“  (Y0 sech2(ya) + tanh(ya)) < £ (y) , ^ ( y ,  p) >2
n=e,o 0 ZY L
£ ( y ) ,  v ^ P )  >2 ]
V
+ \d<5 - —  (rja sech2(i\a) + tanh(rja)) < £  (y ) , ^ ( y ,  a ) >2 (6.8)
o 2 1 )
+ < £ ( y ) , Yc(y,o) > 1
It is straight forward to check by direct integration over the cross section that the 
expressions in equation (6.7) and (6.8) equals
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oo oo
N s =  J  d y j  dx \i/?(x,y)
_ o o  -a
where,
\\fs (x,y ) = hs (x,y) ; for LSE polarization
= es(x,y) ; for LSM polarization
and hs(x,y) and es(x,y) are given by (6.1) and (6.2) respectively.
6.3 DETERMINATION OF THE ORTHONORMALISED CONTINUOUS 
SPECTRUM OF THE RIB WAVEGUIDE
The determination of the continuum of an open waveguide with a non separable cross 
section does not seem so far, to have drawn the attention of the researchers. The only 
work on this subject reported in the literature are those for the inset guide [6] and image 
line [4]. The approach considers an expansion of the field in the air region above the 
dielectric - air interface in terms of partial plane waves without enforcing satisfaction of 
boundary and edge conditions on each individual component of the continuum. The 
problem with this approach is that the solution is often slow to converge. In order to 
improve the technique, a procedure which takes in to account the simultaneous 
excitation of the whole "wave packet" satisfying boundary and edge conditions is 
required. This is the approach adopted in this work and the analysis is developed to 
derive the continuum for pure LSE polarisation. This involves constructing the 
transverse Green’s function from an outward and inward travelling wave at the 
reference plane at the interface x  = 0. Transverse resonance condition is imposed and the 
branch cut singularity, where the impedance does not vanish gives rise to the continuum. 
It is worth remarking here that, this approach is in fact, the generalization of the 
Marcuvitz method [3] to the two - dimensional non separable problem. The basic 
concepts and notations used in the discussion in chapter two are, therefore, needed in the 
following development.
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6.31 COMPLETENESS OF THE SPECTRUM
The completeness of the LSE spectrum of the rib waveguide may be stated as,
N 00
2  hsv(x,y) hsw{ x \ y ' )  + j  dkt £  h v {x,y\kt) h v(x ' ,y ' \kt) = 8(r -  r ') (6.10)
v=l 0 v
The summation is over the finite number of discrete bound modes where energy is 
guided indefinitely along a waveguide. The integral is over the continuum and the 
orthonormalization is such that
! !  hs^(x,y) hsv(x,y) d x d y =  6 ^  (6.11a)
s
If h p i x j  \kt) h y(x,y ;k't) d x d y  = 8^v * %  -  k\) (6.1 lb)
s
where
I I h^(x,y \kt) h v (x,y \kt) d x d y = 0
s
Here, we emphasize that orthogonality holds when p. = v provide that values of kt and k't 
differ. In other words, a continuous mode is orthogonal to it self for different values of 
kt.
The discrete set bound mode propagation constants means that the fields of the 
waveguide in the resonance state are given by the finite sum over all bound modes. In 
contrast, each radiation and evanescent continuous mode can take any of the continuum 
of propagation constant values, and thus an integration over all values of kt is necessary. 
However, like bound modes, the continuous modes requires summation over the 
subscript v to account for the different transverse distributions corresponding to the 
same value of kt. Hence, in (6.10) a component of the continuum is labelled by means of 
two indices, one discrete v, the other continuous.
The representation in equation (6.10) is analogous to the completeness equation (2.31) 
for the slab waveguide we met in chapter two, and consequently, it is also identical to
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the contour integral of the Green’s function of the transverse wave equation
V? h v + (erk l  -  P2 ) h v ±  0 (6.12)
integrated over a path C in the complex k j - plane to include all singularities. The
singularities are constituted by the set of discrete poles corresponding to the discrete
spectrum and branch cut corresponding to the continuum, namely
g(r ,r ' ;k} )dk f  = S ( r - r ' )  (6.13)
J 2it c
In (6.12), h v is the magnetic field transverse to x namely h vy. For each value of k j ,  the 
Green’s function in (6.13) is constructed from two independent wave solutions with 
boundary condition appropriate for Hy for propagation in x direction namely, a standing 
wave solution I~ satisfying boundary condition for x  < 0 and travelling wave solution 
I + satisfying boundary condition for* > 0, given by
I +(x,y;kj) = tysh(y )H
cos(kx i(x+a))
vs cos(kx ia)
. r  L  7t- , / , COS(^l(P)(*+«))
i , o  !  P " P < ^  y'P) cos<fe, (p)a)
V
+
r -  cos(kx i(o)(x+a))J d o ( a ; k t) <ph( y , o )   - ■ -  -  (6.14a)
0 cos(kx I(o)a)
I  (x,y \kj)  = y sh(y) Hvs e + £  J  dpW j^(p;*() VA(l(y,p) e
fi=e,o 0
v
+ \ d o H * ( o , k t) y h(y,o) e -jk‘l(a)x (6.14b)
0
At the interface plane x  = 0 ,  we have
l~(0,y ;kj) = I +(0,y ;kj) = H v (y-kt) (6.15)
where H v (y;kt) is an interface field function normalised to unity over the interface 
domain satisfying edge and boundary conditions.
We have then the Green’s function,
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g ( x , y , x ' y ; k f )  = 2  — (6-16)
I  (x , y ;k f ) I+(x,y;kf) 
t  -jCD£oZv (k?)
where Z v (kf)  is the total transverse impedance of the v - th solution for a given value of 
kf .
It is noted that the occurrence of a pole of g in the complex k f  - plane corresponding to 
the existence of discrete modes coincides with the vanishing of the total transverse 
impedance Z v. The non vanishing of Z v corresponding to branch line singularity give 
rise to the continuum part of the spectrum. To recover (6.10) from (6.16), it is required 
to isolate the residues of the poles and modify the integration path so as to go around the 
branch line in the positive k f  axis, by which process using (6.10), (6.13) and (6.16), we 
recover the required completeness relationship given by
N I~ (x,y ;kfs) / J  (x,y \kfs) 2 1  , T „  Iv (x,y ;fc?) I* (x,y ]kj)
£  ----------— — I--------+ — J k, Im £ ------- :-----------To------
v=i dZv K o v —ycoEo Z v (kt )
~JW£0WO K tS  l 2  t^s
OO
= E  hsv(x>y) hsv( x \ y ' )  + J dkt ^ h v{Xoy\kt) h v (x',y';kt) (6.17)
v=l 0 v
The contribution of the discrete modes which is characterized by the finite summation 
have been treated in chapter three by means of TRD approach and their normalisation 
over the guide cross section was discussed in section 6.2. The integral characterized the 
contribution of the continuous part of the spectrum and the method of determining them 
is the subject of the following discussion. In fact, from the above discussion one notices 
that the Marcuvitz formalism is not needed in the direct approach that follows.
6.32 CONSTRUCTION OF EIGENVALUE EQUATION AND MODE SPECTRUM
To generalise the concept of transverse resonance used in the discrete case to this 
problem, we need to formulate the eigenvalue equation at the interface plane x  =  0. In 
(6.15), H v (y,kt) is a real interface field eigenfunction of the complex impedance
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operator Z(kt) evaluated at x  = 0. There, the impedance operator Z(kt) may be written as
Z(0,y,x '  = 0,y';kt) =Z~(kt) + Z +(kt) (6.18)
where Z~{kt) and Z +(kt) are the complex impedance operator which link the transverse 
to x electric and magnetic field to the left and right of the interface plane respectively. In 
order to establish the expression of these operators and hence the eigenvalue equation of 
the problem, we express the transverse to x field at each side of the interface plane 
separately as given by,
F or*  < 0,
cosfeiCx+fl))





+ d a H ^(o ;k t) <|)h( y , o ) --------------------------------------------------------- (6.19a)
0 cos(/:x l (a)a)
E vz(x,y;kt)=jto\io
kx \ ~ , , x sin(kx i(x+a))
+
L kli + p2 H ~v s  cos(kx l a)
^  f dp  , sin(kx i(p)(x+a))
S o  I  k l - p2 ^  p) x 1 (p) co sfeJ(p )a )
f d a  ~ , , ,  sin(^!(a)(x+a))+ J , 2 _2 H v $ h ( y , v ) k x i (a )
0 ^2kQ ~ v  cos(xxi(o)n)
and for * > 0,
(6.19b)
H vy(x,y;lcl) = H t y sh(y)e-Jk‘2X+ I  j  dp  / / ^ ( p ; ^ )  V ^C v.p) e ^ ' 2<P>x
j±=e,o 0
v
+ j d o H y  (a;k,) VA(y, a) e~iKAa>x (6.20a)
0
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E vz(x,y;kt) = a  |io kx2
+ p 2
^s/iCy) ^ -jkx2x
I  I T T 2- !  P) kx2(P) e~jk* W  +
}l=e,o 0 to  P
+ J - ~ -  - T  f t  VaCv.o) kx2(a) e * ^
0 e2k l  -  o2
By applying the continuity of the transverse field at the interface plane, we have
H vy(0,y;kt) = Hv(y\k t)
oo




=Hvs <t>j*Cy) + 2  J dPtf^(P.;*»)totiCy»p)
\v=e,o 0
v’
+ 1 d o  Hv(o;kt) ph(y,o)
0
and from the orthogonality of the slab mode function we recover,
= J  Vsh(y)Hv(y;kt)dy
—oo  
oo
^i(p;W= J  'iv(y,p)tfvCy;£f)4y
—oo  
oo
H t  (a;kt) = J  y h (y, a) H v (y \kt) dy
—oo  
oo
J  <t»iA(y) ^ v ( y ; * / )  rfy
OO
^ n ( P ;* < ) =  J to n  O’. P ) H v (y;k,)dy
—OO
oo










Substituting (6.22a to 6.22c) in to (6.20b) and (6.22d to 6.22f) in to (6.19b) and 
rearranging gives the integral operator Z +(kt) and Z~(kt) on the R.H.S. and L.H.S. of the 
discontinuous interface plane respectively which may be written as,
E $ ? ( 0 ,y , k t)=  J Z - H v (y'-,kt) d y ' = Z - - H v(y;kt)
—OO
oo
E £ ° ( 0 ,y ; k t)=  J  Z +H v(y’-Jct) d y ' = Z + - H v(y;kt)
where the kernels of the above complex impedance operators are given by
Z (x,y,x' ,y';kt)=jco|i0
X  1 t a n f e a )  tysh(y) ^ sh(y')
+ Z  J ,2  2 ^ t ( p )  tan(kx l (p)a) ^ ( y , p )  <t>/,n(/,p)
ji=e,o 0 *o p
diJ+ J —---T ^ i(a) tan(^ i(a)a) (foO'.a) ^ (y'.o)
Z +(x,y,j:, ,y ';*,) = cono
o e2£? - a2 
kx2
L ^ 2  +  P' VrtOOVrtCy')
+ E  J .2 p 2 *x2(P) v^Cy.P) VAnCy'.P)




0 e2fco-a2 ^ 2 (0 ) V /.C y.o)¥*0''.a)
The wavenumbers appearing in equation (6.19 to 6.24) are defined as,
kx\ —Eeh\ko P ~(£ehl l)k0 +
^ 1 (P )  = ^ " P 2 
i.e. ^ i ( p )  = V ^ ? - p 2 ; ^ ^ P
= ~j  Vp2 ~ k j  = - j y  \ k t < p






k h  = (e-ehi -  1 )kl + kf 
kx2<S>) = ' I k t - p 2 -,k,>p 
= - j y  ; k , <  p 
^ 2  (o) = (e2 - 1)&2 + k f - c L 
Eeh i and Eeh2 is the the effective dielectric constant of the slab to the left and to the right 
of the interface plane respectively.
Imposing the continuity of E vz defined in equation (6.23) at the discontinuous interface 
jt = 0, is equivalent to requiring H v(y;kt) to be a real eigenfunction of the complex 
operator Z(kt). This constraint can be satisfied if we make H v (y;kt) to be a common 
eigenfunction to the real and imaginary part of the complex operator Z(kt), which exists 
as the eigen solution of the eigenvalue problem given by
Im Z(kt) H v (y;kt) = tan(Ov(*,)) Re Z{kt) H„(y;kt) (6.25)




.  k l 2  + P2
+ J
0
,2  _2 kx2(0) Vh(y. O) VaCv'.O)
^2 ®
(6.26)
Im Z(kt) = copo
kx i .
tan(kx l a) tysh(y) tysh(y )
kxi  + P2
oo
+  S  I  2 2 k*1 (P) tan(** 1 (P)a ) ‘t'AnCF. p) ‘t'/.uCy'.P)
‘ (I=e,o 0  k.Q — p
OO





o e2*0 - o2
^ i ( a )  tan (**i(a)a) ^ ( y .c )  tfoCy'.a)
and
(6.27)
Z(kt) = Re Z(kt) + j  Im Z(kt)
Hence, using (6.28) we may write (6.25) as,
Z • H v (y;kt) = (1 + j  tan(av (£,))) Re Z{kt) H v(y;kt) 




Z v = 1 + j  tan(av (kt)) (6.30)
By using equation (6.14), (6.17) and (6.30) one recover the normalized continuous 
modes as !
h v (xiy;kt) = \ f — kt cos(av(kt)) §sh(y)




cos(kx l (p)(x+a)) 
cos(kx i(p)a)
f J . s . ,  x cos(kx l (a)(x+a))
) d a  Hv (a;k,) $h(y, a )  - -------------
n cos(kx la)
; x  <0
*
k,
Hvs Vj*Cy) cos(kx2x  + Ov)
2  J d p H ^  (p;*,) \|fA(lCy, p) cos(kx2(p)x + otv)
(i=e,o 0
COS (Otv) 2  J  d p  (p;*j) Va^ Cv. P) e *
jx=e,o kt
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V+  J  d o  Hy (o;kt) \ ^ ( y ,  a )  c o s ( ^ 2 ( ^  +  o tv )  ; jc >  0 (6.31)
o
The orthonormality condition of h v(x,y;kt) and h ^ ix .y ’Xt)  is checked out explicitly in 
appendix at the end of the chapter.
6.33 SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION
The application of the continuous spectrum developed in the previous section depends 
on efficiently solving the eigenvalue equation (6.25) for each value of kt (0 <kt <<*>). 
The eigenvalue equation can be solved by a variety of ways, the one proposed to be used 
here being the Ritz - Galerkin variational approach. This requires an^orthonormal basis 
function which incorporates all the boundary and edge conditions at the interface to 
expand the interface field H v(y;kt). In order to use the method of solution we need to 
construct the variational expression for the eigenvalue tan(oCy). Multiplying (6.25) by 
H v (y;kt) and integrating with respect to y from -oo to we obtain the variational 
expression for tan(av) given by
tan(otv) J  d y \  dy'  H v(y\kt) H v(y';kt) Re Z(y,y';kt)
oo oo .
=  J  d y j  dy '  H v(y;k ,)H v (y';k,) Im Z (y,y';k,) (6.32)
where,
ReZ(y,y ';k ,)  = ^ ( y )  YjaOO
kx 2 + P
+ 2  I  2 ^ 2 (p )¥ » (tCy.p)v»n(y, .p)
u=p.n 0 p\i e,o k 0 
k2(<*)VA(y.o)VA(y'.<*) (6.33)
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Im Z(y,y ';k t) =  , ,  ,  tan(Ax la) tysh(y) f a l y ' )
* i i + P 2
OO
Ix=e,o 0 k 0 - P  
v ^
+  J  --- - - -  kx\ (c>) t a n (kx i (c)a)  tyh(y,o)  < h ( y ' , a )o e2^ - c r
oo
-  2  J - # r 7 % n (y.P) ¥AnO’, .p) (6.34)
l±=e,o kt *o P
The interface field H v(y;kt) is expanded by means of orthogonal complete basis f n(y) 
satisfying boundary and edge conditions such that
H v (y;kt) = ^ X vnf n(y) (6.35)
n
Substituting (6.35) in (6.32), R eZ and Im Z becomes a square matrix and equation 
(6.32) becomes a matrix eigenvalue equation given by
tan(Ov) X_l R e Z X v = l m Z X v (6.36)
with,
&  = R e  h i  = - 5  1 » 2 -  +  2  j  T T T T  f e 2 ( P )  2 ^ ( p )  Q W ( P )
— ^x2 P ji=e,o 0 Ko P
V ,
+ J ■ , v  kx2(a)Qp(a)Qq(a) (6.37a)
0 e 2 k.0 - v
i 1
Zpq  =  Im Zpq = —2 -J" tan(^ \Cl) Pp Pq
-  -  Kxl + p
00
+ Z  j  w ^ " 2  ^ l ( P ) tan( ^ l ( P )fl)
J1=£,0 0 *0 P
+ da—  2 -  3 - ^ i ( o )  tan(^x(a)a) Pp(a) Pq(a)
-  E  \ - ^ r y Q ^ Q qv. (6.37b)
Hence, we have a matrix eigenvalue equation for av andXv, given by
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tan(Ov )ZR ■ X v = Z 1 ■ X v (6.38)
In (6.38), X v ’s are orthogonal w.r.t. Z [7], and hence
X _ l - Z R ■Xv = 5 tlv (6.39)
Solving (6.38) gives the eigenvectors Xv’s and the continuous modes of the guide 
h v (x,y \kt) can then be obtained from Hv(y;kt) through (6.22).
It is noted that the practical choice of basis function f n(y) in (6.35) is very limited. 
However, the polynomials Fn(y) constructed from the "transition function" developed in 
chapter 3 provide an appropriate basis to expand the interface field.
FIRST ORDER VARIATIONAL SOLUTION
In order to overcome the computation complexity and to improve the effeciency of 
solving the eigenvalue problem, we investigate the application of a single "transition 
function" as a trial field to expand the interface field H(y;kt). Clearly, this is an 
approximation but it has been proved to be a successful and accurate one for the discrete 
modes. Approximating H  (y  \kt) by a "transition function" gives,
n < y -M  = Ush<y) (6.40)
From (6.32) we have
oo oo
J  J  dydy'H(y,k,)H<y'- ,kt)]mZ(y,y'-,kt)
tan(a(fc,)) =    (6.41)
J  J  dy d y 'H (y ; k t)H (y ';k t) R e Z ( y y \ k t)
■ ■ oo —o o
Substituting (6.40) in to (6.41) we obtain
tan(a(&,)) = tjcl
k il  + P‘
P 2 tan(kx l a) + £  j  ->2
[L=e,o 0 K  P
^ ( p ) ^ x i ( p )  tan(£xi(p)<z)
+ !  ,  P \ o ) k x l (a)tm(kx l (a)a)
0 e2fc2 -  O2
-  I  J - 7 r ^ r Y ( 2 S ( p ) X
kxl
+ P2
0 2 + I  J
dp
— • a _ n2
ll=e,o 0 Ko H
*r2(P>GjI(P)




0 e2k l -  a 2 
where we have defined,
P = < U sh(y),<bh(y)>  
P ^ (  p) = < £7jA0>) , <|>An(y, p) >
P(o) = < U sh(y) ,tyh(y ,o )>
Q = < Ush(y) ,  \|/*(y) >
Gn(p) = < Ush(y). v*(y.p) >
Q (a) = < Ush(y) , \|//,(y,a) >
Using (6.42), a (^ )  can be evaluated for each value of kt and, hence, the continuous 
mode in (6.31) is completely defined.
If the small - step approximation is made, i.e (J)^  ~ = Ush(y), then, by orthogonality,
the contributions of air and substrate modes vanish and equation (6.42) becomes
kr1 Egfc9
tan(oc(fcf)) =   tan (kx \ a)
kx 2 ^eh 1
Furthermore, for a small step Eeh 1 ~ Ee/,2, then equation (6.43) can be written as,
(6.43)
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tan(a(kt)) = t a n ^  i a ) (6.44)
kX2
In order to examine the validity of this approximation we compute a  values for rib 
waveguide whose parameters are ri \ =3.44, «2 = 3.40, = 1, A = 1.15pm, D  = lpm,
VF = 3pm and d  = 0.6pm , 0.9pm. Outer slab thickness d  = 0.6pm and 0.9pm represents 
the situation for a guide with outer slab near cutoff and beyond cutoff respectively. The 
results for a  vs kt predicted from equations (6.42) and (6.43) are plotted in Fig. 6.1 and 
Fig. 6.2 for d  = 0.9pm and 0.6pm respectively. Results for a  vs kt predicted from 
equation (6.43) are shown by the dashed line. From the figures it is observed that the 
difference between the two curves is very small even for large steps as long as the outer 
slab supporting surface modes. The remarkable accuracy of (6.43) in approximating a  
values when the step is not small can be justified by the following arguments. Firstly, 
when §sh and \j/^ differ from each other and from Ush, the ratio of Q to P is still fairly 
close to unity. Secondly, it was observed in chapter three that the contributions of air and 
substrate modes of thicker slab as well as the outer slab ( when the outer slab suppport 
surface wave ) is small and can be neglected. Hence, equation (6.42) reduces 
approximately to equation (6.43). This approximation will prove extremely useful in 
obtaining practical results. However, for cases where the outer slab is below cutoff, the 
approximation (6.43) does not hold and equation (6.42) must be used in obtaining a  
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Fig. 6.2 Plot of a  as a function of kt for d = 0.6jim and D = l.Ojim.
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We want to verify that the condition
J J dx dy h v(x,y \kt) h ^ y i k ' , )  = 5(kt -  k't) (A-l)
is satisfied by direct integration. Define I x<0 the integral over the thicker slab region. 
This is given by
oo 0
I x<0 = a /m T  J  dy f  dx 2  H^n(ky) H^niky) cos(ctv) cos(a^) <t>te Cy')
-oo -a  n
2_ c o s fe iw(j:+fl)) cos(fc'iw(*+a)) 
n cos(kx ina) cos(kx \na )
For compactness and clarity we have written the discrete sum and integrals for x  < 0 in
(6.31) together where n stands for a component, discrete or continuous, of the spectrum
and the summation for a discrete sum or integrals over p and c ; and §^  denotes the slab
mode distribution.
The wavenumbers are given by
I XI i
kxin =  Erkl  -  p2 -  4 >  = (£r -  l )k f  + k f  -  kf;.
kx in = k f  -  kin ( in  a i r )
''yn \^ ^yn
*y  (
The quantity kyn denotes either the y - directed wavenumber of the slab surface wave kys 
or the continuous wavenumber p and a  in air and substrate respectively.
Upon integration w.r.t. y from to «>, by orthogonality of the (j)/ ,^ we have
rX<o f777 °f J ^ r~r-  „  2 cos(kxln(x+a)) cos(k'xln(x+a))
I x<u= y k tkt ) dx J^H vn(ky) H ^ ik y )  cos(Ov) c o s (a ^ )-----------------------     —- —
-v n n cos(kx U a) cos(kxlna)
,— - 2  cos(av)cos(an) ~ ,
= w T  f  £ - , 2  ± -I<H~vn(ky)H-^(k'y) X
£ kxin — kx \n tan(kx inci) J (A-2)
- 6.21 -
Define I x>0 the integral over the thinner slab region. This is given by
oo  oo
Ix>0 = J dy J dx hv(x,y \kt) h^xyXt)
—oo 0
Integration over y and by orthogonality of \ | g i v e s
2HvS(ky) H ^(ky)  — cos(kx2x + a v) cos(kx2x +
+ J dp  v ( P M  (P\K)  ~  cos(*x2(p)x + txv) cos( ^ 2 (p)* + < ^)
o %
+ *   2
k . . . . . .  " . . . . 71J dp H+V(p-A) K '  (p-X) — cos(kx2(p)x + a v) e ^  cos(a^)
+ f do Hl(p\kt) HV (p ;k't) — e^Y)* Cos(a„) cos(ai) 
K *
v
+ J d o Hy(o;k,)HV(<T,k',) — cos(kx2(o)Jc + o^)cos(k 'X2(o )x  + a l )
0 JC
= [  6 (^2  -  ^ 2 )
2 cos(Ov) cos(an)
 71-----772----- tan(«v) -  kx2 tan(a^))




J dp H+ (p;*,) 1% (p;k't) [ 8(kx2(p) -  kx2 (p))
2 cos(otv) cos(an)
-  -  ,2 ,  ^ , n , \  (^ 2(P) tan(av) - ^ 2(p) tan(a^))
71 ^*2 (p) — kx2 (p)
)  J , s Z + ' ,  ,'n  2 cos(Ov) cos(a^) r J
+ J d p 2 / v ( P A ) ( p ;kt) —  ,  — 1/2 7 _ ^c2(p)tan(O v)
*; 17 ^ 2 (P ) -V 2 ( P )  L J
- 6.22 -
++
7 ^ £V+/ ,/v 2 cos(av) c o s (a y  r  ]
J d p  Hv(p;kt) (p\kt ) 2 ? /2  /  \  " H
*, 71 « 2(P )-^?2(P ) L J
v r-
j  d a  H i  (o-kt) H+' (<rX)  [ 6(kx2(a) -  k'x2  (a))
2 cos(av) cos(an)
“  V i ", x— 772~7 T  (**2 (0 ) tan(Ov) -  fcx2 (<*) tan(oc^)) 
7C k i 2 ( o ) - k 'A ( o )
I x <° + l x>a = 4 k iK
k,
H U k y ) H +'(k ')  Ukx 2 - k ’x2)
+ /  d p  f t  (p ;*,) H i  (p -X,) Ukx l (p) -  kx2 (p ))
0
v
+  J  d a  H v(a\kt) H J ' (o\k 't) 8(kx2(a) -  kx2 (a)) 
0
^ - p - 2 _  cos(av) cos(a^)
n  k j - k ?
Hvs(ky) H^(k'y) k'x2 tan(a^)
(A-3)
J  dp  H i (p;*,) H V  ( p k'x2 (p) ta n (a ')  + j  dp  H i  (p;*,) H +' (p;k't) /
K
V
+ \ d c H l  (a;k,) Hl'(a;k',) k'x2 (a) tan(c^)
k,
Hls(ky) H^(k'} ) kx 2 tan(otv) + J dp H i  (p;k,) H ^  (p;k',) kx2(p) tan(otv)
+  J  dp Hl(p-,k,)Hl'(p\k't ) y  + jd a H l ( a - k , )  H ^(a \k 't ) kx2(a) tan(Ov)
k,
+ 2  H -n{ky)H~;n{k'y) kx \n n^)  kxln nCl)x l a  ]
In order to obtain the. required proof, (A-2) and (A-3), apart from the delta , must 
balance out. This gives,
- 6.23 -
K
H U k y )  H^(k'y) k'x2 tan(a^ ) + J dp H*v (p&) ( p k'x2 (p) tan(a^ )
0
o o  y
+ J dp H *(p;*,) H*(p;k't ) Y  + ]daH $(a;k ,)  H*'(ajc't) kx 2 (a) tan(o^ )
k\ 0
= E  HZnfcy) H^n(ky) k'xin ton(k'x ina)
n
and
HvS(ky) H ^ k y )  kx2 tan(Ov) + \  dp H*(p\kt) H^(p\k 't) kx2(p) tan(Ov)
o
oo V
+ j  dp  H t(p ;k t) (p;k't ) y + ] d o H t  (a*,) (c;k',) kx2(a) tan(Ov)
k, 0





i iU k y )  « £ ( * ; )  kx2 + \ d p H * (p;*,) (p-k',) kx2(p)
0
+ J d o  Hy (o;kt) H^'(o;k't ) kx2(o) tan(oCv) 
o
= E  t^/niky) H^nik'y) kx in tan(kx lna) -  J dp H J (p;kt) (p;k't ) y
n k,
Discretizing (A-4) with H v (ky) = ]£ Amv f m(ky)t we obtain
tan(cXv) - Z r • A v =AjJ -Z 7 • Av 
where
k, v
= Qp Qq kx2 + J dp Op(p) 2 , (p) **2(p) + | d o  2p(o) 2 ? (o) kx2(o) 
-  0 0
(A-4)
- 6.24 -
^  — S  *^pn Qqn kxln 1 fip(p) Qq(P) Y
— n k,
From [7], A v *s are orthogonal w. r. t. Z R. Hence
A t  •Z R 'A  — 82_ji ~ £*_v -  °p.v
Let now consider the first term of (A-3). This yields
*\jktk't HUky) 8(kx2~k'x2) + J  dp Hy(p;k,) H+'(pX:) 8(kx2(p) -
+
V
\  d a  H* (a-kt) h ;' (a;kt) 5(kx2(a) -  k'x2 (a))
= ^Jk,k't
k,
H*s(ky) H^(k'y) 8(k, -  k',) + j  dp H* (p;£,) (pX.) 8(k,
Kt 0
r ~ kx2(o) 
+ J d o  H+ (c;kt) H +;  (c;kt) b(kt -  k't ) ~ b—
n kt
= 5 f r - k ' t ) i iU k y )  i i z  kx2 + J dp  i/v  (p\kt) HaiP'Xt) kx2(p)
V
+ j  d a  Hy (a*,) (a;k,) kx2(a)
= 8(k,-k'l ) A l  -Zr - Av
= 8(kt -  k't) 8^v 
Hence,
< hv(x,y ;kt) , > = I X<0 + I X>0
= Smv5 ( k t - K )




ANALYSIS OF DISCONTINUITY PROBLEMS IN RIB WAVEGUIDES
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to demonstrate the validity of the modal spectrum of a rib waveguide developed 
in chapter six, in this chapter we formulate rigorously the discontinuity problems 
involving rib waveguides. The problems we addressed in this chapter are the analysis of 
scattering of bound modes in an abruptly terminated rib waveguide and the analyses of 
different types of discontinuities between two rib waveguides. The problem of abruptly 
terminated rib waveguide is of great importance in resonator design and in other areas of 
activity such as in solid state laser devices and in millimeter wave antenna application. 
In particular, for a laser cavity, the reflection and the diffraction of bound modes at end 
facet are crucial parameters for determining both its oscillation condition and its 
radiation output in free space. On the other hand, for millimeter wave antennas, the 
usual parameters required are the terminal impedance and the near as well as the far 
fields. The discontinuity problem between two rib waveguides, such as a change in rib 
width and in rib height is also of great importance in device design. An extension of the 
analysis used for that problem could also cover the problem of the tapered waveguide, 
the bend section, as well as waveguide grating and filters.
In as much as the complete normalized mode spectrum of the rib waveguide is now 
known, the approach to be adopted in order to treat the above mentioned problems, is in 
essence, similar to those used on abrupt junctions in dielectric slab waveguides [1,2], i.e 
the modal approach. In the development of the modal analysis throughout the present 




Fig. 7.1 Abruptly terminated rib waveguide a) Only the rib is terminated
b) The guide and surrounding slab is terminated
c) The whole guide is terminated
7.2 ABRUPTLY TERMINATED RIB WAVEGUIDE
7.21 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The basic configuration of an abruptly terminated rib waveguide under consideration is 
shown in Fig. 7.1 . The structure is terminated abruptly at z = 0. Three cases of 
terminating the guide being examined are;
a) The rib is terminated abruptly at z = 0 as shown in Fig. 7.1a . Region z > 0  is 
represented by an asymmetrical slab waveguide of thickness *d\
b) The guide slab and the surrounding slab is terminated abruptly at z = 0 as shown in 
Fig. 7.1b . In this case region z > 0 is represented by an air- substrate half space.
c) The whole guide is terminated at z = 0 as shown in Fig. 7.1c . In this case region z > 0 
is represented by air half space or facet with mirror.
We assume that the rib waveguide is excited by the dominant mode and the field is pure 
LSE. The main transverse field components are Ex and Hy. We consider the case where 
an electric wall is placed at x  = 0 and the field is even to x. The various mode functions 
YjfroO and \|/c(jt,y ;kt) with their proper normalizations can be found in chapter six. For 
all cases considered, the spectral distribution for region z > 0 is described by means of a 
superposition of spectral components of the type
where %h(y,ky) is defined below.
For case (a), %h(y,ky) is constituted by the complete spectrum of an asymmetrical slab 
guide of thickness’d ’ given by
COS(kxx) Xhty’ky)
Xh(y,ky = p )= y Sh(y) + E  W' fenO' . P)+ o)
\L-e,oO 0
-7.2-
For case (b), Xh(y>ky) is constituted by the limiting case of the spectrum of air modes of 
an asymmetrical slab guide obtained by letting the film thickness go to zero and the 
wavenumber in the film h go over to its free-space counterpart, p. Thus %h(y,ky) is given 
by
;y > 0  
; y<0
A e = \ l  P and A ° = \ l  ■
V p + a  \  p + a
For case (c), Xh(y>ky) is represented by the plane wave in air given by
Xh(y,ky) = 
where A e —A °  —
Orthonormalisation is of the type
oo  oo
J  dy \d x  \\fa(x,y \kt)\ya(x,y = 8(&, -  k't) ;kf =kQ-  p2
—OO 0
0 <ktXt<°°
Let us consider a surface wave propagating in the rib guide along z. At z = 0, the 
incoming surface wave couples to the continuous spectrum of the rib waveguide and the 
spectrum of region z > 0. Let the electric field amplitude of the incoming and reflected 
waves at z = 0 be expressed by aQ and bQ respectively. Let bc(kt) and ba(kt) denote the 
amplitude of the scattered modes of the continuous spectrum in region z < 0 and in 
region z > 0 respectively. To derive the variational expression for the reflection 
coefficient at the discontinuous step at z = 0 let consider case (a) shown in Fig. 7 .1a .
-7 .3-
' \ J ~  [ -Ae cos(py) +A° s in (py) J
X h(y,ky = p) = [ A ecos (py) + A °sin (py)
= [ A ecos(oy) + A °s in (ay)
where
For z < 0, the transverse fields in the region may be expressed in the form
Ex(x,y) = (a0 + b0)Z0\\rs(x,y) + )dkx
+ jdobcaZca(kt)\\fc(5(x,y;kt) + jdpbc9Zc?(kt)\ycp(xty;kt) 
o o
oo | -
H yfay) = (aQ -  b0)\\fs(x,y) -  \dkx [  bcs(kx)\\fcs( x j ; k x)





Zo % s + p ? .
0)^0 p 
z ~ (* ') = ^  
(BHoP
Zcodk) ~
^cp (kt) ~~ 2







Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the bound mode. Zcs(kx), Zca(kt) and Zcp(kt) is the 
characteristic impedance of the continuum in the film, substrate and air respectively. The 
various variable appearing in (7.2a-7.2d) have been defined previously in chapters three 
and six.
For z > 0, the transverse fields in the region take the form
-7.4-
Ex{x,y) = \dkx bas(kx)Zas(kx)\^as(x,y ^k^ i^aa (^t)^ao(^t )^ Kacr(x>y fet)
0
+ \d p b ap(kt)Zap(kt)Mfap(x,y\kt) (7.3a)
Hy(x,y) = \dkx 
o
bas as^">y >^ x) \b  flO (k t)V ao(x j 'M  
0
+ jd p b ap(kt)\\fap(x,y;kt) (7.3b)
where,
Zas(kx) = 
Zaa(kt) ~  
Zap(kt)
a^oP  
k i  + P2 
<QHoP





k l - p2
Equations (7.4a-7.4c) define the characteristic impedance of the spectral distribution 
component for region z > 0 in film, substrate and air respectively. The continuity of the 
transverse fields at z = 0, gives
00 r
Ex(x,y) (d0 b0}ZQ\|/y(xty)  + jdkx bcs(kx)Zcs(kx)\\fcs(x,y >kx)
+ jd o b CGZCG(kt) y CG(x,y;kt) + \dpbcpZcp (kt)\\fcp (x,y \kt)
-  \dkx
v
bas(kx)Zas(kx)\fas(Xiy »^ x) jbaG (kt )ZaG (kf)\\faG (x,y \kt)
+ fd p b ap (k,)Zap (k[)\\iap (x,y ;k,) (7.5a)
-7.5-
and
H Jx ,y )  = (a0 - b 0) - j d k x
+ jdobcay ca(x,y,k,) + fdpbcp\\icp(x,y;k,)
= \dkx bas (kx)Vas(x,y£x) + \b  aa (kt)\\faa(x,y \kt)
0
+ jd p b ap(k,)\iiap(x,y\k,) (7.5b)
From the orthogonality conditions, the wave amplitudes in (7.5a) can be determined 
from (7.5b), namely, denoting by the symbol « . . . »  integration over the guide cross- 
section, we have:
(a0 - b 0) -  J dyjdx\\fs (x,y)Hy(x,y) = <  \|fs (x,y),Hy (x,y) »
— OO 0
bCs(kx) = —<£ y Cs(xj>kx),Hy(x,y) »  
bCo(kt) = - c  \\rCo(x,y;kt),Hy(x,y) »  
bcp(kt) = — <  VCp(x,y;kt),Hy(x,y) »  
basihx) = <  Ywfo)' ;kx),Hy(x,y) »
^aa(^) = <  Yac^O7 ;kt),Hy (x,y) »  
&ap(W = «  Yap fey ;kt),Hy (x,y)^>








b0 - a 0 - c  y s(x,y),Hy(x,y) »  = Ta0
If the incident amplitude is taken as unity, then the reflected wave amplitude may be 
expressed as
b0 = T = 1 -  y s(x,y),Hy(x,y) »  = 1 -  5
where T  defines the reflection coefficient at the discontinuity z = 0.
-7.6-
(7.13)
Substituting (7.6) to (7.12) in to (7.5a) we obtain,
+
o
Z o V s fa y )  = J  [  <  V s(x ,y) ,H y(x ,y )» z 0\\fs(x,y )
OO |-
Jdkx ^<si\\ics(x,y;kx),HyU,y) » Z cs(kx) y cs(x,y;kx)
+ ■*z'Vas(x,y\kx),Hy(x,y) ^ ’ Zas(kx)yfas(x,y,kx) J
oo v p
+ j d k j d a  «: \|/ca(*,y ;kt),Hy(x,y) »  Zca(kt) y co(x,y ;kt) 
o o
+ <  ;kt),Hy(x,y) » Zaa(kt)\\raa(x,y \kt) ]
OO OO p




yap(x>ym>kt),Hy(x,y) ^ Z a?(kt)yifa9ix,y\kt) ] ]  (7.14)
By multiplying (7.14) by Hy{x,y) and integrating with respect to x and y and dividing 
through by YJ(JC,y)f/ / ;y(jt,y) »  . <zZ0yfs(x,y),Hy(x,y) »  we obtain the variational
expression for -i- given by, 
o
1 <zZ0y s(x,y),Hy(x ,y )>
6 y s(x*y)My(x,y) » .  c  Zc\|fJ(jt,y),//>(x,y)»
« / / y(x ,y ), Z ( x ,y ; x ' , y ' ) , Hy( x \ y ' ) »
»  . < Z 0\j/5(^,y),//3,(x,y) »
where,
(7.15)
z (x ,y ; x \ y ' )  = j  [ Z0y s(x,y)\\rs(x ' ,y ') +
jdkx  ^ ykx)Zcs(kx)\\fcs(x ,y \kx) + Zas{kx \^\fas{x.>y ^k^ ty^ ix  >y >kx) J
o
oo v
Vco fa y  ;kt )Zco (kt)\\fca { x \y ' \ k t)+ idkz ldo
o o
+ Zaa(kt) y aa(xty;kt) y aa( x ' y ; k t) ]
OO OO p
+ jdkx jd p  ycpfay>kt)Zcp(kt)y\rc?(x',y';kt) 
o o
+ V a p (x j \k t)Za?{kt) y a?{x \y '\k t) ^  (7.16)
Equations (7.13) and (7.15), express the sought variational expression for the reflection 
coefficient at the discontinuity z -  0.
For case (b), the appropriate variational expression for the reflection coefficient can be 
deduced from equations (7.13) and (7.15) where now Z(x,y \ x \ y ') is defined by
Z ( x ,y ; x ' , y ') =  j  [  Z0y s(x,y)x\rs(x ' ,y ')
OO
+ jdkx V|rc^ (x,y ,kxyzcs(kx)t|/CiS(x ,y kx) 
o
oo y
+ jdkxjd o  \\fCG(x,y ;kt)Zca(kt) y ca(x',y ';kt)
o o
f 7 r+  jdkx )d p  y c ?(x,y;kt)ZCp(kt)\\fcp( x ' y ; k t) 
o o
+ Zap\\fa(x,y ;kt)\\fa(x' ,y ' ;kt) (7.17)
Similar expression as (7.17) holds for case (c). i[fa(x,y ;kt) for the two cases considered is 
defined at the beginning of the section.
-7 .8-
7.22 VARIATIONAL SOLUTION
The variational expression for 5 in equation (7.15) contains the unknown interface field 
Hy(x,y). The two dimensional nature of Hy(x,y) means that we require a two 
dimensional trial field function to represent the field unknown. The choice of a suitable 
trial function which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions is not readily 
available. The obvious choice is to use the bound mode function of the rib waveguide. 
However, if the bound mode function is used as a trial field, then the contribution of the 
continuum cancels because of its orthogonality to the bound mode there by neglecting 
backward radiation. In order to overcome this problem we choose to use the bound 
mode of an intermediate rib waveguide , \|//(x,y), whose height dj is intermediate 
between those of the guide ’D ’ and the s la b ’d ’ to the left and to the right of the step 
respectively. The outer slab dimension of both guides is kept the same. As the surface 
waves carry most of the power the criterion used in choosing the height dj is to
maximize the ratio of — — —  ------— -—  where <£ / / v(x>>0 >V.s/2Cy) ^  and
< Hy(x,y),ys(x,y) >
<^Hy{x,y),^s{x,y) »  is the overlapping integral between the trial function and the 
bound mode of the asymmetrical slab and the rib waveguide respectively. In the case 
where no guidance is present in region z > 0 i.e. for cases (b) and (c) in section 7.21, the 
above criterion breaks down. For these cases, we choose dj equals to d  defined in 
chapter 3. This is a reasonable approximation since d  provides a good transition between 
the inner and the outer regions of the guide. Furthermore, in order to avoid the 
computational complexity in the evaluation of the various inner products involving 
integrals over the continuum we suppressed the continuum in the expression of \|//(x,y). 
This approximation can be justified by the following arguments. As discussed in chapter 
three in the context of solving the dispersion equation, the contribution of the continuum 
was found to be small even for rib waveguide with surrounding slab near cutoff. Hence, 
suppressing the continuum terms will not seriously distort the form of the field. 
Moreover , since we are dealing with a variational solution, the exact form of the trial
-7.9-
field function is not critical and any reasonable form of the trial function may gives 
reasonably accurate results. Hence, \j//(*,y) is defined as
The subscript I denotes the intermediate function and the various quantities appearing in 
(7.18) are defined similar to those found in chapter three.
Substituting (7.18) in to equation (7.15) we obtain
where the various coefficients, are defined by
Pnb = «  v i(x ,y ) ,y ,(x ,y ) »
P'rib =  «  Vi(x,y),ZoVs(x,y) >  
Q c s ( k x ) =  <  V /(*>y)>V cs(*>y A )  >  
Q m A )  =  «  V /( * .y ) .V a » ( x , y  A ) »  
Q ca A ) = «  v/(*.y).Vco(*.y A ) >
2ao(*<)= «  v/(*.y).V ao(*.y >




c» “  f*r ibP rib  j d ^ x  2 a2  Q c s i^ x )  Q a s i^ x )0 kxs +  P
+  G W i j d k x j d G  2 0 f* Q c a i ^ t )  ■*“ Q a a ( k t )
0 0 Ziko -  Cr
+ COp.oJ^^cJdp - 2 {” Qcpttt) ^ Qapi^ t) ! rib^ rib
0 0 kQ -  p
(7.19)
-7.10-
Qcp (kt) = <  ¥/(*oO»¥cP fa y  \kt) »
Qap (kt) — ¥(x,>)’¥ap  (X*y *kt)
The integrals in (7.19) are more effectively performed in the complex 0 plane. The 
transformations of variables are defined below;
For the integral over the semi infinite kx - interval the transformation is given by 
kx -  V^T^sinG ; 0 <kx < ■\[e^k0
kx = ^£ ^k0coshQ ; ^[e^k0 < kx < OO
Upon using the above tranformation of variables the integral becomes
n
] dQcos20 [  QcS( ^ k 0sinQ) + Q l s ( ^ k 0smQ) J 
o
u
For the integral over the semi infinite kx and finite a  intervals , we set
kx = ^ £ 2k0-<y2 sin0 ; 0 < kx < ^ e 2k0-<J1
kx = ylfyko-G1 coshG ; ^ e ^ - o 2 <kx <™
Upon using the above tranformation the integral becomes
-7.11-
] d k ] d a  ■ [  Q2ca(k,) + Q2aQ(k,)





j  dQcos20 £ (Ve2 ^  ~ O2 sin0) + <22a (^£ 2^0 ~  O2 sin0) J
+ y Jd0sinh20 <2?a (Ve2 ^  -  02 cosh0) + <2acr (Ve2^o -  o2 coshG) 
0
For the integral over the semi infinite kx and p intervals we define
P =  /:0 costj ; kt = /:0sinrj ; Z:* = fc,cos0 ; p = ktsin0
dpdkx = ktdktdQ
Upon using the above tranformation of variables the integral becomes
00 00 a r “i
J d U d p  7 2 2  *2 ?P a , ) + e 2 P cw
0 0  kQ- p  L
n n 
T  ~T
= j d t i  j d r j j^ c o s^ s in T ]  <2?p(A:osinr|cos0,A:<?sinrisin0)
0 0
+ Qap (^osinT|cos0,^<?sinTjsin0) J J / £ 1 -  sin2T|sin20 J
71
T
j  J < ^ 0 [  ^ s in ^ rjco sh ri g 2p (fcocoshricos0,&ocoshrisin0)
0 0
Gap (fcocoshr|cos0,£ocoshnsin0) ] M  1 -  cosh2risin20 J
Similar transformations are used for solving the variational expression for case (b) and 
(c).
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7.23 FAR FIELD OF ABRUPTLY TERMINATED RIB WAVEGUIDE
We consider the rib waveguide shown in Fig. 7.1c . The computation of the far field is
based on the saddle point method. The electric field of the continuous spectrum can be
written as,
oo  oo
Ex (x,y,z) = j d k j d p  ba(kt)Za(kt)\\fa(x,y\kt)e~j ^z (7.20a)
o o
for z >0 and
oo oo
Ex (x,y,z) = \dkx \d p  bc(kt)Zc(kt) y c(x,y \kt)e~^2 (7.20b)
o o
for z <0.
The double integral in the wavenumber space is conveniently carried out by 
trigonometric transformations given by,
P = £0cosrj ; kx = ktcos0 ; p = ^sinO ; kt = ^sin ri
Since we have chosen kx and p real and such that 0 <&x,p < then the path of the
integration in the 0- plane runs over real interval
O < 0 <  —
2
The integration in the complex T\- plane, however, runs over 
7t0 < Reri ^  -  ; corresponding to kt < k0
and
7CRe T[ = — , 0 < Imrj < oo ; corresponding to kt > k0
In the evaluation of the far field the non radiative continuum corresponding to kt > kQ is
neglected and rj is a real angle in the interval
-7.13-
0 S T > s f
Considering the y-z plane and taking even parity with respect to p, the radiation field for 
z > 0 may be expressed as
Ex =  J d p b M - ^ e - M e - f t *  (7.21)
2 > K 0 — + p
The evaluation of the far field is effected by going over to cylindrical coordinates as 
shown in Fig. 7.1c .
z= R co sW  ; y = R s in W
The radiation integral (7.21) may be written as
n  7i
. _T T
2 i iv o 0
  T
J i  J d n  | d 0 /( e  Tl)e-7McoSn c o s ^ - ;V Sim,sin8Sin»'
\ 7t n n
where
/:0sinT|cos2Tl
/  ( 0 , T | )  =  ^ ( ^ s i n T l ) —  2 2 r v  2  
sm rjcos 0 + cos
There is no pole in (7.21) and upon using the saddle point method we obtain 
COJIo'n/ti' ft -jikoR-’TT')
Ex(R ,W ) = — ~ :  - f ( ^ tW)e X  (7.22)
k0Rsm W  2
Hence, the radiation pattern is proportional to the spectral power density of the radiation 
modes ba(kt)
By similar procedure the radiation field for z < 0 may be derived as
V27t COJXo ft ~j(KR ~ ”7")
EX{R,W)= ^  (7.23)
k0Rsm W  2
where
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g ( j , W )  = V*0smll cosa(/fc0sinT|)A (6,Tl)H(e,Tl)&c(^sinr|)e  ;I“d(8) k‘sm^ mBD]
kQ sinricos2r| 
sin2>ncos20 + cos2rj 
and A  (0,ri) is the modal amplitude of t^Cy, p)
7.24 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The parameters of the rib waveguide considered are n \  =3.40, n ^ — 3.40, —1.0,
D  = 1.0pm, 2a — 3.0pm, d -  0.1-0.9pm and X= 1.15pm. The variation of the reflection 
coefficient plotted against the outer slab thickness’d ’ for the configuration in Fig. 7.1a 
to 7.1c is shown in Fig. 7.2, Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 respectively. In the case of 
configuration Fig. 7.1a where only the rib is terminated at z = 0 the reflection coefficient 
decreases as d increases. This is to be expected as d increases the rib waveguide 
approaches the asymmetrical slab guide at z > 0 and most of the incident wave from the 
rib waveguide will pass through in to the asymmetrical slab guide for z > 0. As the 
confinement increases i.e d decreases the reflection coefficient of configuration Fig.7.1a 
approaches the reflection coefficient of configuration Fig. 7.1b. This is true because as d 
decreases the slab at z > 0 will not support surface waves and there is no guiding. The 
reflection coefficient of the configuration of Fig. 7.1c where the guide is terminated by 
the air half space is slightly higher than those of Fig.7.1b or Fig. 7.1a with a slab below 
cutoff. This suggests that some of incident wave leaks through the substrate. However, 
the difference in the reflection coefficients of the two different terminations is not large.
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Fig. 7.2 Variation of the reflection coefficient against the outer
slab thickness d for configuration of Fig. 7 .1a;
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Fig. 7.3 Variation of the reflection coefficient against the outer
slab thickness d for configuration of Fig. 7.1b ;
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Fig. 7.4 Variation of the reflection coefficient against the outer
slab thickness d for configuration of Fig. 7.1c ;
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Fig. 7.5 The far field for configuration of Fig. 7.1c
7.3 DISCONTINUITY BETWEEN TWO RIB WAVEGUIDES 
7.31 CHANGE IN RIB WIDTH
To investigate the effect of change in rib width between two rib waveguides we consider 
the configuration shown in Fig. 7.6 . The method of analysis o f this structure is similar 
to those adopted in section 7.2 . Therefore, we will quote only the important expressions 
without repeating the whole analysis.
For z < 0, the transverse fields in the region may be expressed in the form
OO p
Ex(x,y) = (a0i + b 0i )Z0 xy s x (x,y) + fdkx [ bcs x (kx)Zcs\{kx)\\fcs! (x,y \kx)
+ \dobco{Zcoi (^ )v cal (x,y ;kt) + jdpbcpiZcpl(kt) y cpi(x ty;k t) 
o o
oo p
Hy(x,y) = (aol - b o l )\ys l ( x ,y ) - \ d k x |_
+
y w
Jda^col \j/cai (x,y \kt) + \dpbcpi y cpi(x,y\kt)
For z > 0, the transverse fields in the region take the form
OO p
Ex(x,y) = (~ao2 + bo2)Zo2y s2(x,y) + \dkx [  bcs2(kx)ZCS2(kx)\\fcs2(xty ;kx)
+ jdobca2Zca2(kt)\\fca2(x,y;kt) + jdpbcp2Zcp2(kt)\\rcp2(x,y;kt) 
o o
OO p
Hy(x,y) = (ao2 -  bo2) y s2(x,y) -  \dkx bcs2(kx)\\fcs2(x,y ;kx)
o
V  oo





Subscripts 1 and 2 appearing in (7.24-7.25) refer to guide 1 and 2 respectively. ZQ,
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Fig. 7.6 Change in rib width between two rib waveguides.
ZCs(kt), Zca(£f)> ZcpOW were already defined in equation (7.2). Following similar 
development adopted in section 7.2 we obtain variational expression for 8 given by,
<  Z * iv , i (x,y)My(xty ) >
8 «  Y ,i(x ,y ) ,//y(x,y) » .  ),#*(*,30 >
<&Hy(x,y) , Z fe y  ; : * ' , / )  , Hy(x ' ,y ')
<  V*i(*oO»#y(*.:y) »  . <.Z0i y s i f r ty \ H y(xty ) »
where,
(7.26)
Z (x ,y ;* ' ,y ')  = y  [  \_ZoiVsi(x>y)Vsi(x'>y') +Z02Vs2 (x,y)Vs2 ( x ' y ).]  +
OO p
i (x*y ;* ,)zCJ i (^x)Yc5 i (* >3* Ac)
0
Zcs2(kx)yfcs2(.X*y Ac)¥cs2C* >^ x) J
oo v  p
+ JdfcJrfa Ycai(^.y;^>z coi(W Vcai(^/.y /*A)
0 0
+ 2 ca2(^)Y ca2(^y  A ^ o a ^ ' j ' A )  ]
OO OO p-
+  J d f c x j d p  Vc?i(x>y\kt)Zc9i(k t) y c?\ { x \ y ' \ k t)
o o
+ ¥cp2(^3; A ) ] ]  (7.27)
Equations (7.26) and (7.15), express the sought variational expression for the reflection 
coefficient at the discontinuity z = 0.
7.311 CHOICE OF TRIAL FIELD
In order to solve the variational expression (7.26) we require a two dimensional trial 
field function to represent the field unknown. As in section 7.2 we use the bound mode 
of an intermediate rib waveguide , whose height dj is intermediate between
those of the thicker slab ’D ’ and the surrounding slab ’d \  and rib width aj intermediate
-7.17-
between those of guide 1 and guide 2 respectively. The outer slab dimension of both 
guides is kept the same. The criterion used in choosing the height dj and the rib width aj
(X,y ) ,\|fs 2 (x >y ) >is to maximize the ratio of ----------------------------  where <^HV(x,y),\\fs \(x,y)^> and
<^ ;y(*>y),Y.y2 (*oO^> is the overlapping integral between the trial function and the 
bound mode of guides 1 and 2 respectively. The trial function is a function of two 
variables and with a view to minimising the computational complexity, we fixed one of 
the variables. As the height *D’ a n d ’d’ of the two guides are the same, we choose to set 
dj — d (  where d defined as in chapter three ). Justification for this choice was explained 
in section 7.2 . Furthermore, in the maximisation process we consider only the first term 
of \|/si(x,y) and vj/^CxoO as these terms carry most of the power. As it turns out, aj 
resulting from the above process is very close to the rib width of guide 1 and hence we 
use a i . Therefore, \|//(z,y) is chosen as,
1 cos (qsjx )
¥/(*0>) = — P/^/Cv) -JCia 1Ni  cosfaj/ai)
= ^ / ¥ /  <y)e~U x ~ai) ycSai  (7.28)Ni
and
p'j r
N j  = — -  [ qsla i  sec2(qsIa i) + w n(?s/fl0 Pi+
a
2 Isi
Substituting (7.28) in to equation (7.26), we obtain
Prib l^ r ib  1 P rib2 ^ rib2 1 +  COM-0 J dkx -  T Q c s l Q^x) ^  Q c s l  1
L J 0 & + P  L J
\d k x\d O  —z  r- f” Q c a li^ t)  ^  Q c a l^ t )  1 
0 0 E 2 ^ - ( T  L J
®M-0 2 2 Qc pi (fet) QcplQ^t) 1
0 0 *<?-P
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Fig. 7.7 Variation of the transmitted power in guide two as a function
of the rib width of guide two.
1 & 2 -Present analysis 
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Fig. 7.8 Variation of the transmitted power in guide two as a function of the 
rib width of guide two atX= 1.15pm and X= 1 .5 5 pm 
3 & 4 —X= 1.15pm
1 & 2 -  A. = 1.55pm
where the various coefficients are defined by
Prib 1 ,2  =  <  V /( J C .) ’ ) . ¥ s  1 . 2 ( * . J I)  >
Prib 1,2 = <  V/C*.y).Z<,i.2Vil.2(*.y) »  
f i e *  i , 2 ( f e )  =  «  V / ( * o 0 .  ¥ «  1 ,2  f a y  ikx) »
Q c a i , i ( . k t )  = <  v/C*oO.Vcai, 2(*.y ;*/) >
2 c p i , 2 ( * t )  =  «  V / C * O ' ) , V c p i , 2 0 y '  ; * < ) »
7.312 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to assess the accuracy of the method, we apply the above analysis to a guide 
whose parameters are given by n i =  3.4406, i%2 -  3.4145, = 1.0, D  = 1.5pm,
d  = 0.5(im with X = 1.55p. m. This particular structure has been analyzed by [3] using 
finite element method and field matching. The results of the present analysis, shown by 
solid lines, together with the results of [3], shown by dotted lines, are plotted in Fig. 7.7 . 
The agreement between the two sets of results is good and this validates the accuracy of 
our approach. A similar structure is also analyzed at X=  1.15|im and the results are 
shown in Fig. 7.8 . It is seen that the transmitted power at X =  1.15|im decreases slighdy 
as the mismatch between the two guides (i.e. a i > <22 o r f l l < a i)  increases, particularly 
w henq.2 < a \ .
7.32 HORIZONTAL MISALINGMENT
The configuration under study is shown in Fig. 7.9 where the second guide is shifted 
horizontally by Ax at z  = 0. The geometrical and electrical parameters of the two guides 
are kept the same. The method of analysis of this structure is similar to that adopted in 
previous sections and hence the development of the required variational expression for 
the reflection coefficient at z  = 0 will not be repeated. The transverse fields in the first 
guide take the form similar to that given in equation (7.24) and the transverse fields in 
the second guide z  > 0 may be expressed as,
-7.19-
Ax
Fig. 7.9 Horizontal misalingment between two identical rib waveguides.
00 r
Exfay )  = (r^oi  + bo2)Zo2Vs2b + & x j )  + \ dkx |_ bcs2(kx)Zcs2(kx)\\fcs2(x + Ax,y ;kx)
+
V
jdobCG2ZCG2(kt)\\rCG2 ^  + Ax,y \kt)
+ idpbcp2Zcp2(kt) y cp2(x + Ax,y;kt) (7.30a)
°o  p
H yfay)  = iflol -  b0i )V s 2& + Ax,y) -  jdkx [ bcs2(kx) y cs2{x + Ax,y \kx)
+ J^a^ca2\|/Ca2 (^ + Ax,y ;kt) + jdpbcp2\\fcp2(x + Ax,y ;kt) (7.30b)
The appropriate variational expression for — is essentially the same as in equation
6
(7.26) where now the kernel of the integral operator is given by,
Z ( x , y ; x ' y )  = j  [  [ z o iV jiC jc + A x ^ )^ ! ^ ' + Ax' ,y ' )
+ ZoiVsiOc + Ax)y52 (^ ' + A x ', / )  J
+ Jdkx \j/Ciyi(x + Ax,y\kx)Zcs\ (^x)Vcii(■*• +Ax ,y ,&*) 
o
+ Zcs2(kx)Vcs2(x + &x,y',kt)\\fcs2(x'  + & x ' j ' ; k x) ]
oo V p
+ j d k j d o  \|/cai (x + Ax,y \kt)Zc<51 (kt)\|/cal (.x '  + Ax ' ,y ' ;k t) 
o o
+ Zco2(kt)\ifca2(x + Ax,y;kt)\ifca2 (x'  + Ax' ,y ';kt) ]
OO OO p
+ }dkx ) d p \J/Cpi(x + bx ty \k t)Zc?i(kt) y cpi(x '  + Ax',y ';k t) 
o o
\\fcp2(x + Ax,y \kt)Zap2 (kt) y ap2(x' + A x',y '\kt) J ]+ (7.31)
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Fig. 7.10 Variation of the transmitted power in guide two as a function of 
the horizontal displacement Ax
« 3 = 1.0, D = l.Ojim, d = 0.6p.m and d = 0.9|im, 2a = 4.0|im and A.= 1.15}im. The 
variation of the transmitted power in guide two as a function of horizontal misalingment 
is shown in Fig. 7.10.
7.33 CHANGE IN RIB HEIGHT
The arrangement under consideration is shown in Fig. 7.11 . The rib height of guide 1 is 
fixed and that of guide guide 2 is varied. The electrical parameters and other geometrical 
parameters for both guide are the same. The method of analysis and the solution of the 
resulting variational expression is similar to those adopted in the previous section. 
However, in this case the LSM mode is considered to be incident from guide 1 to guide
2. The appropriate variational expression for ■— and the kernel of the associated integral
o
operator is given by (7.26) and (7.27) respectively, where now the quantities appropriate 
for the LSM mode must be used. In the numerical simulation, we consider a guide 
whose parameters are = 3.44, rt2  = 3-434, 713 = 1.0, 2a = 5.0|im, d = 2.0(im, 
D \  -  3 .0 |im and X -  1.15p,m. The variation of the tramsmitted power in guide 2 as a 
function of the rib height is shown in Fig. 7.12 by solid lines. The dotted line are the 
results of [3]. From the figure, the close agreement of the two sets of results is clearly 
visible.
7.4 GENERAL CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have illustrated the analysis of the discontinuity problems in rib 
waveguide by means of a rigorous variational solution. In the analysis the mode 
spectrum developed in chapter six was used to expand the fields at the discontinuity. 
Results are presented on the scattering of bound mode at the abrupt discontinuity at the 
end of the rib waveguide and the discontinuity between two waveguides. Simulations 
show that the results of our analysis agrees quite well with the results of [3] and this 
confirms the accuracy of the mode spectrum. The present analysis could be extended to
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Fig. 7.12 Variation of the transmitted power as a function of rib height of guide two. 
A — Present analysis 
B — Reference [3]
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
A theoretical model of the open rib waveguide structure including its complete 
electromagnetic spectrum has been developed. The theoretical investigation of rib 
waveguide is complicated by two factors, the non separable waveguide cross section and 
the open nature of the guide where the electromagnetic field components contain an 
integral over a continuously varying transverse wave number. The solution adopted in 
the present work is to view the structure in terms of two basic building components. 
These are the uniform regions, made up of multilayer slab waveguides, and the step 
discontinuities where the two regions meet. Each uniform region, then, is described as 
an infinite region in which the electromagnetic field equations may be solved in a 
separable form. The unknown electromagnetic field in the waveguide is expressed 
separately in each region in terms of y-directed Hertzian potentials. The boundary 
conditions at the interface where the two uniform regions meet is then applied to find the 
unknown field amplitudes. The problem is formulated as an integral equation in the 
unknown transverse field component at the interface between regions. The equation is 
solved using a variational method of Rayleigh - Ritz type, i.e. one where we adopt a 
single function trial field at the transverse step discontinuity, including all a priori known 
physical features of the discontinuity. The trial function is represented by the modal 
distribution of an asymmetrical slab of height intermediate between those of the rib and 
of the surrounding slab, which we define ’transition function’. The formulation leads to 
a simple model for the guide dispersion yielding results for the propagation constants 
which are of comparable accuracy with other numerical techniques and significantly 
better than the EDC method. The success of a single ’transition function’ in representing 
the field unknown is a considerable advantage as it totally avoids the use of matrices and 
is consequently more efficient than the direct mode matching technique. In the analysis,
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the pure LSE/LSM polarizations and as well as the full hybrid case are considered.
In the calculation of the propagation constant, it is shown that when there are well 
guided modes in the slab under the rib and the surrounding slab, the effect of the 
continuous spectra is negligible. When the surrounding slab is cutoff, the continuous 
spectra has to be included, and the simulation shows that only the substrate modes 
contribute significantly to the accuracy of the results. This observation makes it possible 
to simplify the formulation and yet get accurate results with minimum computational 
effort as we need to consider only the regular integral with finite interval. Accuracy is 
checked by comparing the results of the present analysis with the results of other 
numerical techniques that exist in the literature, in particular the vector finite element 
method [1]. These comparisons demonstrate that the present method of analysis yields 
accurate results with minimum computational effort. Furthermore, simulations also 
show that the results of the LSE/LSM polarizations are almost identical to those o f the 
hybrid mode analysis. This observation seem to suggest that LSE/LSM provides a good 
approximation even though the field is recognized to be hybrid.
Once the propagation constants have been obtained the other field components may be 
derived from the potential.
The analysis of a single guide is extended to cover coupled rib waveguides. The coupled 
structure is viewed as a cascade of step discontinuities in the transverse direction. The 
formulation takes into account not only the bound modes but also the continua between 
two successive steps. For the purpose of establishing the relationship between E and H 
fields, the structure is divided in to three basic building blocks where each constituent is 
represented by uniform slab with step discontinuities at each end. Integral operators are 
found relating the total E and H fields at various ports and then these are used to relate 
the total fields at each port to one another. A simple two port model for each constituent 
block is obtained using variational methods similar to those used for single guides. This 
way, the analysis of coupled waveguide reduces to that of a cascade of two-port
- 8 .2 -
networks. Network analysis is then used to determine the propagation constants of the 
coupled structure. Thanks to this formulation the same approach can be used to analyse 
symmetrical as well as asymmetrical multiple coupled structures. This is a considerable 
advantage as compared with the numerical techniques where the computational effort 
increases with the area in which the solution is sought. Numerical examples were 
worked out for symmetrical coupled waveguides and results are shown to be in 
agreement with those of the finite difference method. The numerical simulation on three 
guide couplers indicates that, for closely coupled structures, an accurate technique such 
as the present approach must be used rather than coupled mode theory which is only 
valid for loosely coupled systems. Numerical calculations on asymmetrical coupled 
waveguides are also demonstrated.
In order to complete the characterization of the electromagnetic spectrum, we address 
the question of determining the continuum. The method adopted in this work uses an 
eigenfunction approach which describes the continuous modes in a manner analogous to 
the bound mode description of the guided fields. It starts by defining the completeness
i  . '
relationship of the mode spectrum. From the statement of completeness, we derive the 
field components of the continuum in terms of Hy. By imposing the continuity of the 
transverse fields at a chosen interface, we establish an eigenvalue equation for the 
transverse impedance. The solution of this equation determines the electromagnetic 
fields of the continuum. Once the complete spectrum is known the longitudinal Green’s 
function of the guide can be derived and used in treating the discontinuity problems in 
rib waveguides.
With a view to demonstrating validity, an application is given to a few types of basic 
discontinuities in rib waveguide, such as the abrupt termination of the rib waveguide and 
the change in rib width and rib height between two rib waveguides. This problem is 
solved by means of a rigorous variational approach and the results show good agreement 
with those of the FEM [2].
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The method of analysis may be used for a wide variety of practical structures. The 
discontinuity may be constituted by a single step but also by multiple steps, periodic or 
aperiodic. Two structures are directly obtainable. The first is the extension of the 
analysis for the change in rib width to the case of tapered rib waveguides. This involves 
solving the problems by considering successive changes in rib width. The second is the 
extension of the analysis of the change in rib height to the analysis of corrugated rib 
waveguides such as gratings or resonator filters as shown in Fig. 8.1 . The obvious 
approach to this problem is to proceed along the lines of chapter five. In this approach, 
the structure is viewed as a cascade of a double step discontinuity in rib waveguide as 
shown in Fig. 8.2 . By using the method detailed in chapter five, a two-port impedance 
operator for the section of the rib waveguide 0 < z < L  may be established by the 
relationship:
Exfay ,  0) - Z n  z 12 -H y(x,y, 0)
Exf a y tL ) - Z 12 z n -H yfay,L)
where the kernel of the impedance operators is given by 
Z n (x>y y y )  = ZOS2Coth(fis2L ) y S2(x,y)\\fS2(x' ,y ')
oooo
+ j jdk tZC2(kt)coth($(kt)L)\\rC2(x,y;kt)\\fc2(x' ,y ' ;kt) 
oo
Z i 2 ( x , y ' y y )  =  Z 0s 2 C o s e c h ( $ s 2 L ) \ \ f S2 ( x , y ) \ \ f S 2 ( x ' y )
oooo
+ J J dktZc 2 (kt)cosech (p(£,)L )\j/c 2 f a y  ;kt)\\fc 2(x ' ,y ';kt) 
oo
The impedance operators at z = 0 and z = L are given by,
At z = 0 we have
Ex fay ,  0) = Z ! £ - H yfay ,  0) ]
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Fig. 8.2 Longitudinal double step discontinuity in rib waveguide.
Z I (x,y ' ,X\y ')  = Zos i \jfs i (x,y )\|/y i ( * ' , / )
oooo
+ J \dk{Zc x (kt) y c i (x,y ;kt)\\fc i ( x \ y ' ; k t) 
oo
Similarly at Z = L  we have
Ex(x,y, 0) = - Z 3 [  - H y(x,y,L) ]
where the kernel of the operator is given by
Z 3( x , y y  ,y ')  = Zos3\\fs3(x,y)ys3(x' ,y ')
oooo
+ J jdk tZc3(ki)\\fc3(x,y ;kt)\\fc3(x',y ';kt) 
oo
Where Zos and Zc are the characteristic impedances of the discrete bound mode and of 
the continuum respectively.
Once the two-port parameters have been obtained the analysis of the corrugated 
structure reduces to that of solving the two port in cascade using network methods. By 
this approach, we can analyse not only structures with periodic gratings but also 
aperiodic gratings.
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APPENDIX 1
TM mode spectrum of an asymmetric three layer slab waveguide
The three layer geometry is the same as under the rib of Fig. 2.1. The modes normalized 
to unity over the whole interval -«> <y < «> are given by:
a) Surface modes
<t>jeO’)= A  e-q<3 D) : y > D
= A - E 2 ! ( t i !  : 0  <yZD
cos(/tD -  <())
_  ^  cos(([)) epy
cos(/zD -  $)




o + —  +" h 2 q
D £ 2  (h 2+p2) 
—  +  -
£i p  (e2 h 2 + p 2 e{)
1
cos (hD - $ )
l
~T




and the wavenumber are related by the usual quadratic law, namely
£i k2 = h 2 + P2 
£2 k2 = - p 2 + p2 
£ 3 * o = - ? 2 + P 2
and the surface modes are normalised as
<fc«(y)»4>«Cy)> = 8Cy)
b) Substrate modes
- A . l -
<t>e(y-O) = - \ l ^  6 2  a a  cos(hD - $si)) e D) :y  >D  
= ~ \ J ^  e2 Asb cos(hy -  $s6) : 0 < y  <D
-VF e2 cos(< jy-a5i) :y < 0
where
a sb =  tan 1
= tan 1
/* £ 2  
a e i
t a n f e )







with the above choice of constants, the substrate modes are normalised as
< o ) , <kCy, o') > = 8(o -  o') 
and the wavenumber are related by
£i k l = h 2 + p 2 
e2 k l  = c ? + $ 2 
£ 3 ^ = - ? 2 + P2




cos(hD -  <jL)
  -----—  cos(p ( y - D )  + aDe)
cos(aDe)
:y  >D
Ae c o s (h y -$ e) : 0 <y <D
cos($e)




-l(Xoe =  tan






tan(JhD -  <Jje)
The angle §e is given by the solution of the equation
sin(2<y
sin(2 ( h D - $ e)) Pe2
2 h 
P ~ —  e f
^ _ _ k i  
2 2 e i  e f
p e 2





h z i  o 1 "2*+ —-  0-  sin2(/zD-$e) +cos (/zD-$g) 
e f  p2
with the above choice of constants, the even air modes are normalised as
< <|>c()>, p ) , <t>*(y, p ') > = 8(p -  p ') 
and the wavenumber are related by
e \ k 2 = h 2 + p2 
e2 k2 = o2 + p2 
e3 £2 = p2 + p2
The odd air modes <j)0(y, p) are obtained from the foregoing formulae by replacing all 
cosine functions by sine and tangent by cotangent.
- A.3-
APPENDIX 2
Let u(y) and <J)(y) be bounded solutions of the following one - dimensional TE - wave 
equations:
<J>" + ( e r ^ - P 2 )<l> = 0 (A2.1a)
u "  + (£r k j - f ?  ) u = 0  (A2.1b)
Multiplying (A2.1a) by u, and (A2.1b) by <}>, subtracting one equation from the other and
integrating we obtain
< <j)" , u > -  < u" , <)> > + k l < u , (er — Er) <j> > =  (p2 -  {?) <  <j>, u >  (A2.2)
After integration by parts, the first two terms on the LHS reduce to the integrated term:
£ <1>'w -<j)w' J
If either u or (J) vanishes at infinity with its first derivative, ( e.g. a surface wave), the 
integrated term vanishes. If both are only bounded, i.e. being components of the 
continuum, then this term is proportional to a delta function of the wavenumber ky . 
Turning now to the remaining term on the LHS, this integral vanishes wherever er =  er . 
In the specific case of an "intermediate " waveguide, <)> being <)>, of the thicker slab 
shown in Fig. 3.1, it reduces to
D
k l  (er - \ ) [ § s u d y
d
On the RHS, we have for a one - dimensional waveguide:
P2 = er k l - k j =  ee k l  
Hence, from (A2.2), we obtain
e - 1  D




THE COEFFICIENTS Psh, PhVL(p), j y q ) ,  (P). AND f  j(q )
OF SECTION 3.231 ( LSE )
Using the trial field of the TE "transition function"
Ush= A e ^ (y-i '> ; y > d
T cos( h y - $ b) -
= A  —-------- ;0  < y < d
= A
cos Q i d - ^ t )  
-  cos(fo) ,py
cos (hd -  <j>&)
; y < 0
where
A  = cos (hd -  (p*,)
= tan  1
r \
we obtain
P  sh ~~
£1 - 8 3  A 1 A
& e h l - £ e h  cos(h\D - $ 0  (q2 + h i)
X
[q cos(h\d - § i ) -  h \  sin(/iid-<pi)
-  e - i V - V  [  q cas(h XD  -  $1 ) -  h 1 sin(/i XD  -  f a ) 1
- A .5 -
63-B i  A 2 A
P sh ~~ _ —  * — 2 *
Ee*2 “  COS(^ -  fo) (<?£ + h )
^~q2{d~d) j” jr  s j n ^  _  ^  CQS(jxi _  J
+ q 2 cos(hd - $ b) - h  sin (hd -  (j)*,)
_ , . [IT ei ~ £3 Asb! A
p h ^ )  = ' \J  — ------------- : --12 T  x
* eeAl ” ee/i fa + h \ )
£ q cos(Jti d—^ sbi ) ~  h\  s i n ( h i d - $ sb\)
+ [ h i  sin(/i\D -  <§sb\ ) - q  cos(/* i-D -  !) J J
x F T  £3 - £i Asb2A cos(h2d - $ sb2) 
p h(a) = A / ------------- : --------5— =5-----------= ---------
X 71 £eh2~£eh m + h  ) C O S ( M - f o )
e ^ i  (d-d) J" I  sin(^  - ^ b) - . q i  coS(S5 -  $ft) ]
+ q 2 cos (hd - § b) - h  sin (hd -  (p*,) jj
Phe( P) -VF: 6 1 - 6 3  Ae 1 Ar~2 J ,2£ e h l ~ Eeh (<7 + ^ l )
^  cos(^i5-$gi)-/zi  sin(/ii5-$gi)
+ s in ^ iD  - § e \ ) - q  cos(/i i/> — 1 )  J  J
- A .6-
_ t . nr ei -  e3 a0 i a
^ 0(p) A/ _ _ _2 2 *
> n i -  £e/, (<? +/zi)
[ /?i c o s C / i i^ - ^ i )  + <7 sinC /zxrf-^i)
-  e -*C0-5) [ h \  cos(h\D - $ 0 i) + q sin(hiD - $ 0 i)  J J
P’he( P) =  a / t 'X Jt
E3- e l  ,  7 C O S ( * 2 r f - ? , 2 )----------- A e2 A -------------------—----  x K
Zehl -  Zeh cos(a02) cos (hd - fe)
where
sin(p2(d-d) -  hd + (Xo2  + $b) + sin (hd -Oo2 ~$b)
2 (p2 -  S)
s in (p 2 (5 -^ ) + ^  + a o 2 -$ 6 )-s in (M  + a o 2 - fe )  2 72
+ --------------------------------------=---------------------------- ; p i * h
2 (p2 + h)
K  = ^ 2  ^  cos(p2^ _ 0X02 " ^
+ -p — sin(p2(2d -  d) + 0CQ2 -  ?fc) -  sin(p2d + a<)2 -  fe )  ; P2 = h 24p2 L J
^ ( p ) = V f E o -e i -  sin(/i2i / - $ 02)----------- Ao2^ ------------------ = -------- x £Zehl ~ £eh sin((X02) COS (hd - $*)
where
_ cosjhd — QCq2 — fo)- cos(p2(^-^)-M + ao2-fe)
2 ( P 2 - «
COS(M + CCQ2 - $£,) “ COS(p2(5 - d) + M + OCq2 “ §b) 
H---------------------------------------- z----------------------------2 (p2 + h)
L ~ ^ sin(-p2 i^ + OC02 + $z>)
;p \ * h 2
—  £ COS(p2 ( 2 d  - d) + a 02 - ?*) - COS(p2^  + OC02 - <fo) ] » P2 = h24p2
- A .7-
APPENDIX 4
CONSTRUCTION OF THE POLYNOMIAL Fn(y)
—2Beginning with the weight function Ush(y) , a set of polynomials f n(y) is constructed 
such that
]  f n ( y ) U 2sh( y ) f m(y )d y  = 8mn
— oo
The set of the polynomials Fn(y) is defined by
Fn(y )= fn (y )U sh(y) (A4.1)
The polynomial is constructed using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure, 
where /o (y ) is chosen to be unity so that
fo(y)  = i
/ i 6 0  =
y  -  < y, u 2sh(y) >
[ i  + < y, ulk >2 Y
y i - < y 2, u 2h( y ) f 0( y ) > f 0( y ) - < y i , ut k(y)f i<y)  > f i ( y )2 r A
h<y)
1 + < y U sh(y) fo(y) >* + < y A, U sk(y) f i ( y )  >' 
In general, for any n we have,
fn<y) =
y n - Z  F {nXnfn-m<y)
m=1




F%>= j  y n U2sh(y ) fm(y)dy (A4.3)
Equation (A4.2) and (A4.3) allow the entire set f n(y) to be generated from equation 
(A4.1).
We have a set of polynomial Fn(y) defined by 
F n ( y ) = fn (y )u sh(y)
i.e.
Fo(y)  = f o ( y )  Ush(y)= u sh(y) 
f i ( y ) = / i O ') ^ / . ( y )  etc.
For a function Hy which is continuous, the expansion in terms of F n(y)  is




K  = J  H ( y ) F n(y )dy
OO
oo
J  H (y)  yn Ushty) dy -  £  hn-m




The coefficient F $  is given by
oo
F (m} =  J  y n U2sh( y ) f m(y)dy
H0) = 1








In order to calculate F% \  we must first evaluate
j  y m+n U2h( y ) d y = AT 2 I l (m +n ) + 1
cos
COS2 ( $ i )
+ — T-=z-------- / 3(m+n)
cos (/id-(p*,)
Therefore,
f ^ = \ a 2 /  i(m +/i) + — — =-------- h im + n )
cos z (hd-$b)
cos2(fe)
+  p : ---------h  (m+n)
c o s ( h d - f o )
m










THE COEFFICIENTS Phn, / W p ) ,  Phn(Q), P'hn,P'hn* (P) AND
P to(P) OF SECTION 3.232 ( L S E )
P/w = J
= 'M i  A r ,  i x . / s ("’*>I h )  H-----------------------1-
I 6(n,h)
c o s ( h iD - § i )  cos(hiD - $ i )  c o s (M -$ ^ )
+
cos($i) cos((pb)
cos(hiD -$ !>  cos( h d - ^ b )






/ >to =  /  Vsh(y)Fn(y)<iy
h ( n ,h )  + I 9(n,h) +
I\o(n,h)
cos(h2d -  <(>2 ) cos (hd -  $*,)
cos($2) cos(fo)
+ -------------------------—-------- I\\{n,h)
cos(/i2^ -  $2 ) cos {hd -  if*,)









=  C0 S(h iD - $ s t > i ) h 2(n,h,<yi)
Asbl
COS (hd -  $£,)
cos(fe)
+ ----- = -------- /i5(w,/i,ai)
COS ( M  -  $£,)
-  E  n-m (O)
m=1
X




/ >A n ( o ) =  J  V A 0 ' . o ) / r„ 0 ' ) d y
= N ? 4 4^,2 cos(h2d -  $sb2) 1 1 6(«»A, a 2)
A sb 2 Z O s Q l 2 d - § s b 2 )  A sb2 T /  , X
+ ----------- =  h i i n X ^ 2 )  + — - -  - —
C O S ( / w / - $ t )
C O S ( f o )  T /  h. \
+ ------= ---------Ii9(n,h,G2)
cos(hd -  fo)
-  E  F<n-m P'hn -m (a)
m=1





Pkne(P)=  J  Phe(y,P)Pn<y)dy
V I A Ae 1
COS(h\D -  $ei)
COS((X[)g i
1 C 0 S (fe )C 0 S ($ e l )
+   z z  /22(«»^»Pl) + - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /2 3 (« » ^ P l)







V ? A A e l COS(h2d - $ e2)cos(aDe2) l24(n,hypi)
COS(h2 d - § e 2 ) r ,  . x+ zz------------- I 2s(n,h, p2) +
cos( h d - $ b )  cos(aDe2)
cos(§b) cos(fo,2)
1
cos(/id -  <j>j,)
I i e i n X  p2)
+
cos(M  -  fo) cos(aoe2)
h i i n X p i ) -  X F&nP'h* —m (p)
m=1
X







sin(aDol) /28("»*»Pl)+ / 29(«»A»Pl)
1 , , , , c o s ^ s i n ^ )
+ ------—---------/30(«»^»Pl) + ------= —  . ' "----- - 1 3l(n*ht Pi)
cos { h d - ’fyb) cosihd-'fyb) sin(cxo0i)
£  F%lm Phm-m<.p) f X
m - 1




P'hmip )  =  I  V t o C y .  P )  ^ n C y )  rfy
n
sm{h2d - § 02)
sm(aDo2)
h i i n X  p2)
sin(h2d - § o2) r , , N . 1 r / t \
+ ------= ---------------------- h3(n,h,  P2 ) + ------ 3 =— — /34(fl>«>p2)
cosihd -  fo) sin(a/)o2) cos(/id -  <[>&)
cos(fo) sin($<?2 r , ,
+ ------ —------------------------ h s ( n X 9 2 )
cos(hd -  sin(a0o2 )
-  £  P (n2m P'hno-m(.P)
m=1
r x





EXPRESSION FOR INTEGRALS Iy to / 35
I 2(m+n)




0 = cos 1
( - 1)m+n
2 q
_  m +n /+ )  _  , J \m ' n - £
( D - ^ r +" + (m +«)! V  -------------   ’---------- -
t t i  (-1) (m +n-/:)! (2 ^ )
( _ l ) m + n  I D m + n + l _ ( £ ) _ ^ , m +n+1
ra+rc+l
m+n
+ (m+«)! £ 1
jt^o (-1)*(2A)*+1 (m+/i-*)!
x




m+n p m + n -k
D m+n + (m+n)\  X
*=i (2p)k (m+n-k)l  _
n !
(Qi+<i)n+l
(-1 )n n l e ^ 0 ^
® 2 + a?)
n+l
cosQi\D -  + (n +1)0)
w+1 ( n —ri\n~k+^  -
( - 1  )n nl  X  -------------------------  c o s ( M - ? i  +kB)
*_1 (n-*+l)! (q2 + h i ) T
-Q
V ? 2 + * i
-A.15-
(-1)"Ie(n,h) = D n
sin($! - $ b) sin($! + <$b)----------- ——  .j------------- ——
( h \ - h )  (Jh\ +h)
+ (D -  d)n
sin((h i - h ) d - $ i  + fc ) sin((h i + h)d -  <j>i -  $ b) +   -------------
( h i - h ) ( .h i+h)
n - 1 (-I )-*
+  » >  £  /  i  t\> D
n-l-k
( . h i - h )k+2
lcTT
COS($i + $ £ , - — )
(h i + h )k+2
- ( D - d ) n-l—k
— — IcTT
cos((h i -  h)d  -  $i + $b + — )
k+2
cos((h i + h ) d - $ i  - f o  + - y 0
(h\ +h)k+2
i h x - h )
\ h \ * h 2
16 (n,h) =
(_1 )« I ( D - d ) n sin(2/i\ d - ^ i - $ t ) + D n sin($! + <fe)




cos($i -  fo)
n- 1
+ n\  2 (-D t+2 D n~uk  cos($i + f * -  4 p )
+ ( D - d ) n- 1- * c o s ( 2 M - $ 1- f e  + -:T 1)
kn ■ ,h \= h2
I 1(n,h) = ( -1  ) n D l 
P i  +P
l + n \  £
1
k n  kk=! (n-k)\  ( p i + p ) KD
I  s (n,h) = (-!)" ( D - d ) "  e
-q2(d-d)
l + n \  2 (-D
-k
*Ti (n-k)l  (q2 + q)k (D -  d)K J
- A.16-
n +1
I 9(n,h) = ( - l ) n nl  £  
k=l
( n - k  + l)\ (<?2 + / i 2)T
e ^ 2V~iy ( P - d ) n - k +1 X
cos ( h d  - § b +  -  ( D  -  d ) n ~k + l  cos ( h d  -  <p*, +  £0)
where
0 = cos 1
-CL2
V (< ?2  + h 1)
(-1V  
h o  («.A) = i y - ^ D ”
sin($2 -?i>) sin($2 + $(,) 
+
( h 2 - h )  ( h 2 +  h )
+ ( D - d ) n
sin ((A 2 -  W  ~ $ 2  + <Pd) sin((A2 + h)d -  $2 -  <fo) — ^ ------------------------------------
(h2 - h ) ( h 2 + h )
n - 1
+ «! E  -----£  (n_ u k ) l D
n - l - k
c o s < f c - f e ) - ^ - )
(,h2 - h ) k+2
+
cos(f2 +  f o - - y )
(.h2 + h ) k +2
- ( D - d ) n - l - k
cos((h2 -  h)d -  $2 + <i>fc + ~y ~)
( h 2 - h ) k +2
+
COS((A2 + A ) d - $ 2 - $ i, +  - y - )
( h 2 + h ) k +2
; h 2 * h 2
- A.17-
/io («^ ) = -Ly -
(D -  d)n sin(2/*2d -  $ 2  -  <b)+  ^  ” sin( $ 2  + <Pz>)
_
+ n i h  ( n - \ - k ) \  ( 2 h 2)k+2
1 --------------- C0 S<$2 ~ § b )n +1
COS(f2 + f i, - - y - )
-  (D -  d f - uk  c o s ( 2 M - f 2 - f c  + - y )
/  n ( n ,h ) = I i ( n ,h )  
with p  1 replaced by /?2-
I n ( n , h , O i ) = l 4 (n,h) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of inner slab guide.
I i 2 (n,hi G i )= Is (n 1h) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of inner slab guide.
/ 14 («,/*,Ci) =I^(n,h)  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of inner slab guide.
I \ 5 (n,h,Ci) = (~l)n n\  £
n+i cos(Oyki - £ 0 )
k= l k
(« -*+!)! (a j  + p 2)T
with
0 = cos 1
 ^ V (o 1 + p 2)
-A.18-
I I6(nih,G2) =Ig(n,h)  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of outer slab guide.
In ( n ,h ,G 2) = 1 9 (n,h) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of outer slab guide.
Ii%(n,h,0 2 ) = Iio(n,h)  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of outer slab guide.
Iig(n,h,G2) = I i s (n ,h , (Ji) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
substrate modes of outer slab guide.
I i \ {n ,h yp i ) = l 5 (n,h) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the even
air modes of inner slab guide.
122(n->Kp\) = 16(n*h) J with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the even
air modes of inner slab guide.
^2 3 (w>^>Pi) = I \ 5(n>hyG\) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
even air modes of inner slab guide.
(-1)"+1 n l e ^ lp-d) cos(a/)gi + (n+l)0)
n+1
where
0 = cos 1
 ^ V ( P i  +<72 ) ,
- A.19-
n+1 ( D - d \ n~k+1
/ 2 4 («.A.P2 ) = ( - l)n+1 «! S    - c o s ( p 2( d -d )  + aDi2+*e)
i=1 (n-*+l)! (p?+ 42)^
where
0 = cos 1
V(P2 + ^ 2)
/ 25( « . * . P 2) = - ^  i  ( D - d f  X
sin(p2(<i - d )  — hd + CLpe 2 + $&) [ sin(p2( d - d )  + h d +  a De2- $ b)
(P2-W (p2 +
- ( D - d ) n
sin (hd + a De2-  $&) sin (hd -  a De2 -  fe)




—  /t7l —
cos(hd-aDe2 - § b -  — ) cos(/irf + aDg2 -  fa, + — )
—  + ---------------
(92 - h ) k+2 (P2 + h)k+2
- ( D - d ) n -l-k
— --------
cos(p2(d - d ) - h d  + a De2 + fa, + — )
(P2 ~ h ) k+2
—  —  JcTZ
cos(p2 ( d - d )  + hd + a De2- $ b + — )
(p2 + h)k+2
; P 2 * h 2
-A .2 0 -
125 (n,h, p2) = | [ ( D - d ) n+1 -  (£> -  d)"+1 ]
1 -
n + 1 cos(p2d-aDg2-fa>)
(Z) -  d f  sin(p2(2d -  d) + aDe2 -  fe ) -  (D -  d)n sin(p2<i + a Dc2 -  $&)
2 p2
n -1
+ *! X (-D
-k
k=o {n - \ -k ) \  (2 p2)k+2
(D -  d f  1 k cos(p2d + CLoe2 ~ kn
(D -  d f  1_fc cos(p2(2d -  d) + aDe2 - $ b + -y - )kn . 72;P2  = ^
126i ^ h ,  p2) =Iio(n,Ji) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the even
air modes of outer slab guide.
Iii(n->h,p2) = / i 5 (rt,/z,Gi) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
even air modes of outer slab guide.
(_iy*+i n 1 e -i(D-d)
=    sin((« + l)0 + a Doi)
n + l
( p f + ? 2)
where
0 = cos 1 ~Q
V (p i + ? 2>
(_iy* n t e -q(P-d)
I 29( n X p i ) =  K -----—  s in ^ iD  - $ ol + (*+1)0)
n + l
(hi  + q 2) ^ ~
n+l (_1 )n ( D - d f ~ k+1 
- n \  2  v J K }-------- s i n (h id  + k Q - $ 0i)
(n-*+l)! (q2 + h21) J
where
- A.21 -
0 = cos 1
V
I 30(n,h, p i)
ho (n ,h ,9 i )
-Q
sl<a*+hh)
t i l . ,  
2
D n
cos($0 1 -  ) cos \ + $ b)
 +
( * 1 - /0 01  + *)
- ( D - d f  x
cos( 0 i - h ) d - $ 0i + $ b) c o s(0 i + h)d - § 0 1 - fo) 
 + ----------------------------------




0 > - d ) n - l-J t
— — IcTT.
Sin (0 1 -* )< * -& ,! + $ * + 4 ^ )
0 1 - * ) it+2
h
—  —  k it
s in (0 1 + h)d -  $0 1 -  + — )
k+2
- D
0 1 +  h)
sin(f0, -  -  y ) sincfc! + f e - y )
' + -----------
0 1 - * ) k+2 0 1 +*) it+2
; *i * * 2
( - 1)" D n+1-(£> -< /) n + l 1 - n__
n + l





k=0 0 - 1 - * ) !  (2*  i )A:+2
(D -  d)""1-* sin(2* id  -  f t ,1 -  ft, + - ^ )kn





















































































































X—  —  Jciz
sin (hd -  a Do2 - $ b ~  — ) sin (hd -  <p* + a Do2 + — )
(92 - h )
k+2
(P 2  +  h )
k+2
;P2 * h 2
I y $ ( n A  p2> = +1 - ( D  -  d)n+l 1 - n + l s in ( a ^ 2 -  Pid  + fo)
+
(D -  d f  cos(p2d + a Do2 -  fo) -  (D -  d f  cos(p2(2d - d )  + a Do2-  fo)
2p2
n -l 




(£» -  d f - k~x sin(p2(2d -  d) + O c z  - kn
(D -  d f  -* 1 sin(p2d + (*Do2-§b + ^ ) . r2;p 2  = ^
/ 3 4 (n,/i,p2) = / 3o(n,/z,pi) ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the
odd air modes of outer slab guide.
^ 3 5 (w,/*, P2 ) = ^ 3 2 (w,A, p i) with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the odd air 
modes of outer slab guide.
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APPENDIX 5
EXPRESSION FOR COEFFICIENTS Pse, P'se, P e(a), P'e(a ), P gli(p), Pgu. (p) 
OF SECTION 3.321 ( L S M )
oo
P Se= \  $se(y)E(y)dy
= A  i A /2
COS(AjZ) - $ j )
_____________ 1______________ ( d - d ) a
Ei cos(hjD  -  f  i ) cos (hd -  $;,) (D -  d)a
( h +1 4 )
COS(ij>i) CO S(fi,) < * - £ ■
£ 2  cos(/ziD -$ !>  cos(hd-$t>) ( D - d ) a
? & =  J  Vse(y)E(y)<ty
— An A r h  / 6 + —  + 1 i d - d ) a r 18
+
ei £i cos{ h d - $ b) (D - d)a 
1 ( d ~ d^ - I 9
£ i  c o s ( / i 2 ^  -  $ 2 )  cos(hd -  <pfc) (D -  d)a
cos($2) cos(fo) ( d - d ) a
£ 2  cosQiid -  $2 ) cos (hd -  <p&) (D -  d)a d a
10
Pe(P)= J  §e(y>o)E(y)dy
A
sb 1
A sb 1 cos(h 1D -  §sbi ) I n  +  I 12
El
A sb  1 ( d - d ) a , T
+ ------------ z z ----------------------z — - ( / 1 3  +  / 1 4  ) +
£1 cos (hd -  <jifr) (D -  d)
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COS(fo) (d -  d f
e2 cos(hd -  f(,) ( D - d f d a 15
P'e(®) =  J  VcCy ,o )E ( y )d y
e ! i
„  , _ w  ^ r i>2 COS(/z2^ - $ ^ 2) r
Asi2 C0S(«2« - 9^2) '16 +----------------- '17
£l
Asb2COs(h2d-<$sb2) ( d - d ) a . Asbl (d - d ) a T
H-------------------- z z -------------------------- z —  7 18 H--------------- z z -------------------- z —  J 19
£1  cos ihd -  $ i )  (D -  d f  £[ cost[hd -  fo ) (D -  d f
cos($A) ( d - d f
e2 cos( h d - ^ b) (D - d f d a
1 20
J“« (p )  =  /  ^Cy. p)£Cy)rfy
~ ‘sf n Ael
c o s ( h i D - $ e l ) 1
 7- ----   * 21 + ~  1 22cos(a/)e i) ei
1 ( d - d ) a
+




a j a£2 cos((Xoe 1) cos(hd - $ b) (D -  d)ad 125
K e (  p )=  \ v e ( y * 9 ) E ( y ) d y
=  ^ / f  Ae2 A
COS(/z2^ - ^ 2 )  COS(/z2^ - $ e 2 )*26 + '  7“ 127
COS(OC£e2) £1 cos(aDe2)
+ ^28 +
0d - d f -
£1  cos(a£>g2 ) cos (/id -  <jj&) (£> -  d)a £1  cos (hd -  <|j&) (D -  d)a
129
cos($e2) cos (<pfc) 0d - d f -
£ 2  cos(ocoe2) cos (hd -  <j)&) (D -  d)ad a
h o
-A.26-
Peo(P) = J  <t>o(y. p)E (y )dy
s in ( /iiD -$ o l) l
------------------- /  31 + --------------- 1 32
sm(aDoi) Ei
1 0d - d f
+
Ex cosQ i d - $ b) ( D - d f  
sin($o l)cos($6)
( h s  + ^ 34 )
a  j a
£ 2  sin(ao0 1 ) cos(/zd -  fo) (D -  d) d
h s
K o (  p )=  l v 0(y>p)E(y)dy
^<?2 ^
sm(/z2^ -$ o 2 )  _ sin(/z2^ - $ <?2) _
* 3 6  +  “ — r - r - ------- —  1 37
sin(aD<32)
sin(/z2^ - $ <?2)
w - £ - / »  +
ei s in (a ^ 2 )  
1 ( d - d f
£1 sin(aDo2) cos (hd -  fo) (D -  d f £1 c o s (M -fo )  ( D - d f
39
+
sin($o2) cos(fe) ( d - d f
£2 sin(oto02 ) cos(hd -  fo) (D -  d f d a
h o
EXPRESSION FOR INTEGRALS I x to h o
^ ) r a - a ) 
1 1 _ ------------r~ r^ —
(? i + ?)
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/ 2  =
(q2 + hi )
1-a r  (1 -  a) cos(h jD -  -  (1 -  a) (n -  tan"1 (-^r)))
( - l ) m T (a  + m) cos(hid -  §i -  (m + 1) (n — tan 1 ( -—-)))
M- 1
-  s
m=0 m+l 2n“ T{ D - d ) m™ ( q + h i )  z T ( a )
/ 3 = | r ( l - a )




cos((h 1 - h ) d -  ($ 1  -  $b) + (1 -  a) —)
( h i - h ) l-a
( ~ i r r ( a  + m) 
2 m=0 r (a )  ( d ~ d  f +m
ncos ((h! + h)d -  ( $ 1  + fo) + (m + 1) — )
( h i + h )m+l
71cos((h i -  h)d  -  ($i -  fo) + (m + 1) — )
( h i - h ) m+l
h  = j r ( l - a )
cos((/i i + h)d  -  ($! + fo) -  (1 -  a) - | )
(/z 1 + K) l-a
ncos((/i! -  h)d  -  ($! -  $6) -  (1 -  a) — )
( h i - h ) l-a
1 ( - l ) m r ( «  + m)
2 mt o  r  (a) d a+m
cos(<f 1 + + (m + 1) - J ) cos($! -  ife, + (m + 1) y )
—  + --------------
(/z 1 + /z)m+l m+l
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^ 5 = — l—  
P i  +P
rq-g) e -<q2(D-d) + q(D^d))
J — -q(D-d)  y  (Q2+<l )k (D d ) k
h  k \ ( k  + \ - a )
h  =   r ( 1  -  a )  cos (hd -  + ( 1  -  a )  tan’ 1 (— ))
l - a  Qn
( c f i+ h 2)
_  M- 1e ~q2(d - d )  ^
( -  l)m T (a  + m) cos (hd -  ^  + (w + 1 ) tan 1 ( -^ -))
<72
(<72 + A2) - d)m+a T (a)
m+l
1 9  = / 4  and / io  = / 5  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the surface 
mode of outer slab guide.
/ ii = / 1 , / 1 2 = ^2 > / 1 3  = ^ 3 , and / i 4 = / 4  ; with parameters and wavenumbers 
appropriate for the substrate modes of inner slab guide.
1 15 = " 2 1 ,  P cos(a^i)-C T! s in (a ^ i)  
p  + o  i J
/ i 6 = ^ 6 > ^17 = ^7 * -^ 18 = ^ 8 » ^ 19 = ^ 9  and / 2o = / i 5 ; with parameters and wavenumbers
appropriate for the substrate modes of outer slab guide.
122 -  Ii* 123 —Iz  and 124 = / 4  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the 
even air modes of inner slab guide.
p  + o  f
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^26 =
,-q(P-d) - 1 , P 2
(P2 + ^ 2)
l-a r  (1 -  a ) C0S(p2(Z) -  rf) + Ct£)g2 + (1 -  a ) tan *(“ ))
h i  - T  ( l - a )  cos(p2(£> -  d) + aDe2 -  (1 -  a )  (n -  tan 1 (-^ -))l-a





( - l ) m T (a  + m) _1 P 2cos(p2(d -  d) + a De2 -  (m + l)(7C -tan  (— ))
Qm+1
(? 2 + P2)_ 2 _ ( o - 5 r - HIr ( a )
/28 = y r ( l - a )
cos(/w/ -  + a De2 + (1 -  a )  y )
(p2 + l-a
+
cos(— M  + a De2 + (1 -  a ) y )
(P 2 -^ ) l-a
J^ 1 (-l)mr (a  + w) 
2 m=o (d -d )a+mr(a )
cos((p2 + h)(d — d) + (m + 1)— +hd  + &De2 ~ <fi>)
( P 2  +  h)m+1
+
cos((p2 -  h ) ( d - d )  + (m + l ) j - h d  + a De2 + <£*,)
(Pi ~ h ) m+1
129 =  ^ 4 J with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the even air modes of 
outer slab guide.
130= ■ ,  P COsCOo^) -  <h sin(«0«2)




( P i  + q 2)~J ~
_i Pisin((l -  a ) tan L(— ) + a Doi)
-A .3 0 -
-  h





H f r ( o  + m)
m+1
(?2 + h \  (D -  S r w  r  (a)
_1 hi
sin(/iirf- $0i - ( m  + 1) (7t-tan (— ))
/33 = f r ( l - a )
nsin((/z! + h)d -  ($0i + fo) + (1 -  a) — )
(hi +h) l-a
nsin((/*i - h ) d - { ^ 0 i -$*,) + ( ! - a )  —)
Q i i - h )
^  ( - l)mr ( a  + rn) 
m=o ( d - d ) m + a T {  a)
l-a
nsin {(h i + h ) d  + (m + l ) — - ( $ 0 i +  $*))
( h i + h ym+1
nsin ((h i - h ) d  + (m + l ) — - ( $ 0i -  $*,))
{ h i - h ) m+1
134 = “
r ( l - a )
7t
sin((/i i + /* )d -($0i + $ * ) - (  l ~ a ) y )
(*i + * ) l-a
7C
( h i - h ) l - a
( - l)Mr ( a  + m) 
2 m=o d ^ r c a )
71
sin((m + l ) y  + (?«,i+fe))
{hi +h) m+1
+
sin((/w + l) Y  + ($0i-(p i))
( * i - « OT+l
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*35= _ 2 1 2' sin(a o*i) + ° i  sin(ao0i ) ]
p  + o  1
^36 =
- 1 , P 2
l - a
( p i + f P ~
r (1 -  a )  sin(p2(D -  d) + a Do2 + (1 -  a )  tan *(— ))
-q{D-d)  p 2
/ 37 =----------  — r ( l - a )  sin(p2 (£> -  d) + a 0o2 -  (1 -  a )  (it -  tan (— ))
l - a  q
(a1 + p i)
M- 1
+  z -
m=0 m+1
X
( 9 2  +  p 1 )  ( » - < f r r ( a )
P 2
sin(p2(d - d )  + a Do2 - ( m  + l ) ( n -  tan_! (— ))
Q
/38 = yr(l-a)
sin{hd -  <fe + a Do2 + (1 -  a ) y )
(p2 + h) l - a
sin((l -  a ) y  - h d  + a Do2 + J$b)
(92- h ) l - a
_l_^> (-l)mr ( a  + w) 
2 m=o (d -  d)a+m r (a)
nsin((p2 + h)(d - d )  + (m + l ) y  + hd + a Do2 -  $*,)
(p2 + h)m+l
sin((p2 -  h){d - d )  + (m + l ) ^ - h d  + a Do2 + $&)
m+l
( P 2 - W
1 39 = ^ 3 4  ; with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the odd air modes of 
outer slab guide.
^4 0 = ^ 3 5  5 with parameters and wavenumbers appropriate for the odd air modes of 
outer slab guide.
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